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!Coordinating%growth%with%chromosome%replication%and%division%is%a%basic%condition%for%the% survival% of% any% living% organism,% be% it% unicellular% or% multicellular,% prokaryote% or%eukaryote.% For% this% coordination% to% occur% correctly,% several% external% and% internal% cues%have% to%be% sensed%and% integrated% into% the% complex% system% that% is% a% living% cell.%During%evolution,% bacteria% have% selected% a% conceptually% simple% but% robust% system% to% sense%signals%and%respond%accordingly,%the%twoCcomponent%system%(TCS).%As%the%name%implies,%a%TCS%is%composed%of%two%actors,%a%sensor%and%an%effector.%The%sensor,%often%a%histidine%kinase,%is%activated%by%recognizing%various%physical%or%chemical%stimuli.%It%transmits%the%signal%to%the%effector%component,%often%a%transcription%factor%that%initiates%a%specific%gene%expression% program% in% response% to% the% signal% sensed% by% the% histidine% kinase.% In%
Caulobacter! crescentus,% a% model% organism% for% studying% bacterial% cell% cycle% and%differentiation,% a% TCS% regulating% the% phosphorylation% status% of% a% central% transcription%factor%called%CtrA%was%thoroughly%studied.%Together%with%other%essential%regulators,%CtrA%coordinates,% among% other% processes,% chromosome% replication%with% division% and% polar%morphogenesis.% Most% interestingly,% this% TCS% and% CtrA% are% conserved% among%
Alphaproteobacteria%members,% to%which%C.!crescentus!belongs,% even% in% those%devoid% of%polar%organelles.%This%class%brings%together%bacteria%with%diverse%lifestyles,%ranging%from%freeCliving% organisms% to% pathogens% of% plants% and% mammals,% as% well% as% symbionts% of%plants%and%arthropods.%%During%this%thesis,%we%aimed%at%investigating%the%role%of%CtrA%and%the%TCS%regulating%its%phosphorylation% in% Brucella! abortus,% a% pathogen% of% mammals.% We% performed% kinase%assays% and% showed% that% the% PdhS% sensor% kinase% can% modulate% the% phosphorylation%status%of%the%response%regulator%DivK.%CtrA%being%essential,%we%constructed%a%depletion%strain%and%analysed% its%growth,%morphology,%DNA%content%and%virulence% in%a%HeLa%cell%infection% model.% We% showed% that% CtrA% is% essential% for% B.! abortus% division% and%intracellular% survival,% but% not% for% bacterial% elongation.% Indeed,% in% absence% of% CtrA,% B.!
abortus% cells% continue% elongating% and% form% branched%morphologies.% A% ChIPCseq% assay%allowed% the%mapping%of%CtrA%binding%sites%on% the%whole%genome%of%B.!abortus% and% the%identification% of% two% main% functional% categories% for% CtrA% potential% target% genes,% cell%cycleCrelated% genes% and% genes% involved% in% envelope% biogenesis% and% homeostasis.% The%latter%putative%function%of%CtrA%was%of%particular%interest%for%us,%as%it%distinguishes%CtrA%of%the%pathogen%B.!abortus%from%the%one%of%the%freeCliving%bacterium%C.!crescentus.%All%along%this%manuscript,%we%attempt% to%compare%the%TCS%and%CtrA%of%C.!crescentus,%B.!









































Figure' 1)' Schematic' representation' of' a' two)component' system' and' a'
phosphorelay'(Gao!and!Stock,!2009)!The! modular! structure! of! TCS! proteins! is! represented! by! coloured! boxes! depicting!conserved!domains.!aC A!TCS!involves!a!histidine!kinase!(HK)!and!a!response!regulator!(RR).!The!input!domain! of! the! HK! senses! a! stimulus,! leading! to! the! autophosphorylation! on! a!conserved!histidine!in!the!DHp!domain!then!the!phosphotransfer!to!a!conserved!aspartate! in! the! receiver! domain! (REC)! of! the! RR.! The! phosphorylated! RR! is!activated!and!can!fulfil!a!biological!response.!bC A!phosphorelay!is!a!more!complex!version!of!a!TCS.!It!involves!a!hybrid!HK!that!contains! a! REC! domain! and! performs! intraCmolecular! phosphotransfer! before!transferring! the!phosphoryl!group! to!a!histidine!phosphotransefrase! (HPt)! that!can!be!part!of!the!hybrid!HK!or!encoded!separately!(dashed!line).!The!HPt!serves!as! an! intermediate! between! the! hybrid! HK! and! the! final! RR! with! an! output!domain.!!!
!
Figure'2)'Crystal'structure'of'the'cytoplasmic'domain'of'a'dimer'of'Bacillus(subtilis(
DesK'histidine'kinase'(Stewart,!2010)!This!crystal!structure!shows!a!dimer!of!DesK!cytoplasmic!domain.!The!two!monomers!interact! at! the! level! of! the! DHp! domain.! The! back! monomer! is! in! grey.! The! front!monomer!is!coloured.!Color!code!for!the!front!monomer:!DHp!helices!in!pink,!extension!of!α1!helix!in!green,!CA!domain!in!purple.!
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of this review. Instead, we focus on identify-
ing the similarities and differences expected to
be observed among TCS proteins, and a basic
theme will emerge. For the most part, struc-
tural and functional features intrinsic to indi-
vidual domains of HKs and RRs are conserved.
In contrast, the ways in which domains interact
with each other and the regulatory mechanisms
resulting from these domain arrangements of-
ten differ. The length of this review precludes
comprehensive coverage of the field and cita-
tion of the voluminous literature. Emphasis is
placed on recent advances rather than historical
studies that laid the foundation of the field and
have been reviewed previously (37, 47, 87).
HISTIDINE KINASES
Domain Architecture
Similar to most signaling proteins, the HK
superfamily has a modular architecture with
diverse input domains linked to a conserved
catalytic core. Such design allows the coupling
of a wide variety of input signals to appro-
priate output responses through conserve
autophosphorylation and phosphotransfer
pathway. In prototypical HKs, the cytoplasmic
kinase core consists of two distinct domains:
a well-conserved C-terminal catalytic and
ATP binding (CA) domain, also known as
HATPase c in the Pfam database (34), and
a less-conserved dimerization and histidine
phosphotransfer (DHp) domain, referred to
as the His kinase A domain clan in Pfam
(Figure 2). The DHp domain contains the
conserved His residue for phosphorylation,
and the CA domain carries the catalytic activity
of transferring a phosphoryl group from ATP
to the His residue. A different organization of
the kinase core domains in which the phos-
phorylation site is located on a distant histidine
phosphotransfer (HPt) domain and a separate
domain is responsible for dimerization is
observed in approximately 5% of ∼10,000HK
sequences in the SMART database (56).
Almost all these HKs are predicted to function
































Schematic diagram of two-component systems (TCSs). (a) The prototypical
TCS pathway features a conserved phosphoryl transfer between the highly
conserved kinase core (DHp and CA) and receiv r (REC) omains to couple
various input stimuli and output responses. The kinase core contains several
homology boxes, H, N, G1, F and G2, which are conserved across histidine
kinases (HKs). (b) A phosphorelay scheme is utilized by hybrid HKs involving
additional REC and histidine phosphotransfer (HPt) domains for multiple
phosphotransfer events. The intermediate HPt domain can either be an

















receiver domain of RR
proteins
related to the well-studied cytoplasmic HK
CheA, which is extensively reviewed elsewhere
(6, 13). Aside from the basic His-Asp scheme,
nearly 25% of HKs incorporate a receiver
(REC) domain of RRs to f rm hybrid kinases.
These proteins are believed to function in
concert with individual or linked HPt domains
to employ a more elaborate and sophisticated
scheme of His-Asp-His-Asp phosphorelay.
Kinase/Phosphatase Activities
The distinguishing feature ofHKs is the forma-
tion of phosphoramidates instead of phospho-
esters seen in Ser/Thr/Tyr protein kinases. The
high-energy N-P bond between the phospho-
ryl group and the imidazole ring of His is rel-
atively unstable, making phosphoHis residues
more suitable as phosphotransfer intermedi-
ates than as stoichiometrically phosphorylated
sites for protein recognition. Not surprisingly,
in addition to HK phosphorylation, phospho-
His has also been discovered in intermediates of
enzymes such as succinyl-CoA-synthetase and


























































A*(Two*component(systems((TCS)(All!living!organisms!have!to!adapt!to!their!changing!environment.!Bacteria!have!selected!an! efficient! apparatus! composed! of! a! multitude! two$component! systems! (TCSs),!allowing!them!to!sense!diverse!stimuli!and!to!respond!accordingly!(Nixon!et!al.,!1986).!The! prototype! of! a! TCS! consists! of! a! membrane$bound! receptor! protein,! a! histidine!kinase! (HK),! and! a! cytoplasmic! effector! protein,! a! response! regulator! (RR).! HKs! are!associated! to! the! cytoplasmic! membrane! via! 2! to! 20! transmembrane! (TM)! domains.!Phosphorylation!reactions!are!at!the!basis!of!the!functioning!of!a!TCS.!When!a!HK!senses!a!stimulus,! it! is!activated!by!autophosphorylation!on!a!histidine!residue!and!transmits!the!signal!by!transferring!the!phosphoryl!group!to!an!asparate!residue!on!its!cognate!RR!(Figure!1$a).!This!phosphotransfer!induces!conformational!changes!in!the!RR,!switching!it!to!its!active!form!and!leading!to!a!specific!biological!response.!Motility,!development,!nutrient!uptake,!nodulation!and!virulence!are!a!few!examples!of!processes!regulated!by!TCSs! in! bacteria.! TCSs! based! on!His$Asp! phosphotransfer! are! not! specific! to! bacteria.!Archea,!yeast!and!plants!also!code!for!several!TCSs!while!such!an!apparatus!is!quite!rare!in!animals!(Stewart,!2010).!Indeed,!signal!transduction!cascades!in!animals!are!based!on!serine,!threonine!and!tyrosine!phosphorylation.!!
1.(Autophosphorylation(of(a(histidine(kinase(and(phosphotransfer(to(its(cognate(response(
regulator(HKs! have! a! modular! organisation,! with! highly! variable! N$terminal! input! or! sensor!domains!and!conserved!C$terminal!catalytic!domains.! In!typical!membrane$bound!HKs!(83%!of!all!known!HKs)!(Cock!and!Whitworth,!2007),!the!input!domain!is!located!in!the!periplasmic! space.! The! cytoplasmic! part! of! a! HK! contains! two! domains:! a! conserved!catalytic! ATP$binding! (CA)! domain! and! a! less! conserved! dimerization! and! histidine!phosphotransfer! (DHp)! domain! ! (Figure! 2)! (Gao! and! Stock,! 2009).! The! DHp! domain!contains!a!conserved!sequence!motif!“H”!comprising!a!histidine!residue!that!receives!the!phosphoryl! group! (Figure! 1$a).! The! CA! domain! contains! four! conserved! sequence!motives! called! N,! G1,! F! and! G2! (Figure! 1$a).! These! conserved! boxes! define! the! ATP$binding!cavity!of!the!CA!domain!and!the!F!and!G2!boxes!are!separated!by!a!flexible!loop!named!ATP!lid!that!changes!conformation!upon!nucleotide!binding.!Most!HKs!occur! in!homo$dimers,! and! the! dimerization! zone! is! localized! to! the! DHp! α1! and! α2! helices,!forming! a! four$helix! bundle! (Figure! 2)! (Casino! et! al.,! 2014).! Crystallizing! a! full$length!histidine! kinase! and! visualizing! autophosphorylation! are! challenging! processes! given!the!obvious!difficulty!of!purifying!a!membrane$associated!protein,!but!also!because!of!the!high!dynamics!of!the!autophosphorylation!reaction.!However,!the!model!presented!in!Figure!3&was!inferred!from!several!experimental!observations.!Recognition!of!a!signal!is!thought!to!induce!changes!in!the!sensor!domain,!releasing!inhibitory!interactions!(in!orange)! and! inducing! movements! in! the! helices! of! the! DHp! domain.! These!conformational!changes!bring!the!ATP!molecule!close!to!the!conserved!histidine!residue!and! promote! the! transfer! of! the! γ$phosphate! from! the! ATP! to! the! histidine.! HKs!autophosphorylate! either! in! cis! (the! CA! domain! of! a! monomer! phosphorylates! the!conserved!histidine! of! the! same!monomer)! or! in! trans! (the!CA!domain!of! a!monomer!phosphorylates! the!conserved!histidine!of! the!other!monomer)!(Cai!and!Inouye,!2003;!Casino!et!al.,!2009;!Ninfa!et!al.,!1993).!Depending!on!the!orientation!and!the!length!of!the!loop!connecting!the!helices!α1!and!α2!of!the!DHp!domain,!the!CA!domain!of!a!monomer!
!!
Figure'3)'Model'for'the'autophosphorylation'of'a'histidine'kinase'dimer' (RiveraCCancel!et!al.,!2014)!The!sensor!domain! is! in!green,! the!DHp!domain! in!blue!and! the!CA!domain! in!yellow.!Orange!elongated!circles!represent!interactions!that!bloc!the!dimer!in!an!inactive!state!(on!the! left).!When!a!particular!signal! is!detected!by!the!sensor!domain!(on!the!right),!conformational!changes!of!this!domain!disrupt!the!inhibitory!interactions!and!propagate!throughout!the!DHp!domain,!allowing!the!ATP!molecule!to!come!close!to!the!conserved!histidine.!!!!!!
!!
Figure'4)'Residues'involved'in'a'HK)RR'interaction'(Casino!et!al.,!2009)'This! surface! representation! shows! the! crystal! structure! of! the! cytoplasmic! portion!HK853!(on!the!left)!from!Thermotoga*maritima*and!and!its!cognate!RR,!RR468!(on!the!right).! The! phosphoacceptor! residue! H260! and! the! phosphoreceiver! residue! D53! are!highlighted! in! red.!Residues!of!HK853!painted! in!green,!purple!and!blue! interact!with!residues!of!RR468!of!the!same!colour.!!!!
CAdomain observed in the complex, the b-phosphorus of bound
ADPbN is much closer (distance !11 A˚) to the His260 3N of the
same subunit than to the same atom of the other subunit
(distance !24 A˚) (Figure 2A). For ATP binding, the distance of
the ATP g-phosphorus to the His260 3N could be as little as
6 A˚ (assuming a different but allowed frequent rotamer of the
His side chain, Figure S9), a mere 1.1 A˚ longer than the optimal
distance for dissociative phosphoryl group transfer (Mildvan,
1997), thus placing the His within reach for phosphorylation.
We have experimentally confirmed that HK853 undergoes
autophosphorylation in cisby using the classic approach of form-
ing heterodimers of wild-type and mutant HK forms (Ninfa et al.,
1993). The mutations were either the substitution of the acceptor
His with Ala (H260A mutation) or a CA domain double mutation
Figure 4. Sequence and Structure of the HK853CP-RR468 Interface
(A) Structural alignm nt of HK853with EnvZ (structures of its two domains given in PDB files 1JOY and IBXD) andwith helices a1 and a2 of Spo0B (structure taken
from the complex with Spo0F, PDB file 1F51).
(B) Structural alignment of RR468with Spo0F (PDB file 1F51). Secondary structure elements of HK853CP and RR468 are shown above the alignments as cylinders
and arrows for a helices and b strands, respectively. Some connec ors are shown as downward-facing blue bra kets and are labeled. The residues i volved in
DHp-stem-RR468 interactions in the present complex and in the Spo0B-Spo0F complex (Zapf et al., 2000) are shown in white lettering over a blue background,
whereas those residues of our complex participating in the interactions involving the CA domain and the DHp-CA and interdomain linker are shaded green. In
Spo0F, the residues of the b3-a3 and b4-a4 loops that participate in contacts with the globular domain of Spo0B are also sha ed green (Zapf t al., 2000). Highly
conserved residues in HKs or in RRs are shaded gray, and phosphoacceptor residues are shown in a red background. The magenta-colored residues in EnvZ
were those that when swapped together with the a1-a2 linker (shaded cyan) for the corresponding sequences of other HKs, rewired EnvZ specificity for the RR
partner (Skerker et al., 2008). RR helix a1 residues identified by coevolution analysis as being important for partner specificity (Skerker et al., 2008) are indicated
with an arrowhead. The lines between the aligned sequences indicate positions of mutations in the present or in other HK-RR pairs that were demonstrated or
inferred to prevent complex formation (present results and Qin et al. [2003], Saito et al. [2003], and Tzeng and Hoch [1997]).
(C) Surface representations of the HK853CP dimer (left) and RR468 molecule (right) highlighting in color the residues (labeled) shown by the structure of the
complex to participate in HK853CP-RR468 interactions. The phosphoacceptor residues H260 and D53 are colored in red. The color code for the interacting resi-
dues is that given in (A) and (B). The magenta-colored surfaces mark partner specificity-determining residues inferred from studies on EnvZ (Skerker et al., 2008).
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is! positioned! close! to! the! conserved! histidine! of! the! same! monomer! or! of! the! other!monomer,!determining!by!that!the!mode!of!autophosphorylation!of!the!HK!(Casino!et!al.,!2014;!Casino!et!al.,!2010).!!Unlike! the! phospho$ester! bonds! formed! in! serine/threonine! and! tyrosine! kinases,! the!phospho$amidate! formed! in! histidine! kinases! between! the! phosphoryl! group! and! the!imidazole!ring!of!the!histidine!is!less!stable!and!thus!more!suitable!as!a!phosphotransfer!intermediate!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009).!A!typical!RR!contains!a!N$terminal!receiver!domain!(REC)!with! a! conserved! aspartate! residue! and! a! C$terminal! output! domain.!Often,! the!output!domain! is! a!DNA!binding!domain.!An!activated!RR! thus! acts! as! a! transcription!factor,! regulating! gene! expression! in! response! to! the! stimulus! sensed! by! the! HK.! A!bacterial!genome!can!encode!dozens!of!two$component!proteins!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009).!A!specific!recognition!between!the!phosphorylated!HK!dimer!and!its!cognate!RR!is!thus!needed! to! ensure! the! development! of! a! correct! answer! and! avoid! crosstalks.! The!identification!of!co$evolving!amino!acid!patterns!by!large!multiple!alignments!followed!by! mutagenesis! experiments! and! crystallisation! of! HK$RR! complexes! allowed! the!identification!of!poorly!conserved!residues!in!the!HK!and!the!RR!that!contact!each!other!in!the!complex!and!confer!HK$RR!interaction!specificity!(Figure!4)!(Casino!et!al.,!2009;!Skerker!et!al.,!2008).!Two!experiments!exemplify!the!robustness!of!HK$RR!recognition!specificity.!Yamamoto!et!al.!purified!the!kinase!domain!(DHp+CA)!of!27!HKs!and!the!full!length!of!34!RRs!from!E.#coli!and!tested!the!phosphotransfer!between!cognate!HKs!and!RRs!but! also!between!692!non$cognate!pairs! (Yamamoto!et! al.,! 2005).!Twenty$four!of!the!27!HKs!showed!phosphotransfer!towards!their!cognate!RR!while!only!22!out!of!the!692! non$cognate! pairs! harboured! phosphotransfer.! In! another! experiment,! EnvZ!was!shown!to!phosphorylate!11!RRs!after!an!incubation!of!60!minutes.!However!when!given!a! 10! second$reaction! time,! EnvZ!was! only! able! to! efficiently! phosphorylate!OmpR,! its!cognate!RR!(Skerker!et!al.,!2005).!!
2.(Histidine(kinases(sense(diverse(stimuli(Signals!sensed!by!HKs!can!be!of!physical!nature!(light,!temperature,!turgor!pressure)!or!chemical! molecules! such! as! chemoattractants! (serine,! aspartate),! small! inorganic!compounds! (CO2,!CO,!NO)!or!metabolites! (citrate,!2$ketoglutarate,!glutamine)! (Krell!et!al.,!2010).!For!most!TCSs,! the!signals!sensed!by!the!HKs!remain!unknown.! It! is! indeed!difficult!to!predict!the!stimuli!sensed!by!a!HK!given!the!poor!conservation!of!the!amino!acid!sequence!and!structure!of!sensor!domains.!Furthermore,!predictions!are!rendered!even!more!challenging!by!the!fact! that! in!some!cases!the!stimulus! is!sensed!indirectly,!via!a!periplasmic!protein!that!binds!to!a!given!molecule!and!subsequently!interacts!with!the! sensor! domain! of! the! HK.! For! instance,! Agrobacterium# tumefaciens! VirA! HK! is!activated!by!interacting!with!the!glucose$binding!protein!ChvE!(Shimoda!et!al.,!1993).!!Despite! the!huge! variability! in! the! sequence! and! structure!of! input!domains,! they! can!still!be!classified!according!to!some!common!features.!Analysis!of!periplasmic!domains!allowed!the!identification!of!some!common!sequences!and!secondary!structures,!namely!GAF! and! PAS! domains.! GAF! domains! are! found! in! cyclic! GMP! phosphodiesterases,!adenylyl! cyclases! and! FhlA! (Formate! hydrogenlyase! A).! PAS! domains! are! present! in!bacteria,! Archea! and! eukaryotes! (Taylor! and! Zhulin,! 1999).! PAS! is! an! acronym!originating!from!the!names!of!three!eukaryotic!proteins!in!which!this!domain!was!first!identified:! the! drosophila! period! clock! protein! (PER),! vertebrate! aryl! hydrocarbon!receptor!nuclear! translocator! (ARNT)!and! the!drosophila! single$minded!protein! (SIM)!(Taylor!and!Zhulin,!1999).!In!bacteria,!PAS!domains!can!be!periplasmic!or!cytoplasmic!
!!
!!
Figure'5)'Domain'organization'of'representative'HKs'(Krell!et!al.,!2010)!Examples! of! membraneCbound! kinases! with! two! to! five! TM! domains! (blue)! are!represented!in!the!upper!part!of!the!scheme,!while!cytoplasmic!HKs!are!depicted!in!the!lower! part.! PAS! domains! are! shown! to! be! located! in! the! periplasmic! space! or! in! the!cytoplasm.! EnvZ! has! no! predicted! sensor! domain! in! the! periplasm! (?).! “Autokinase”!refers! to! the!DHp!and!CA!domains.! Some!HKs!harbour! yet! other!domains! such! as! the!HAMP!(HKs,!adenylyl!cyclases,!methyl!binding!proteins,!phosphatases),!RRR!(Response!regulator!receiver)!and!PHY!(Phytochrome)!domains.!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure 1
Domain organization and topology of selected sensor kinases based on domain
annotation by SMART and complemented with structural information.
Abbreviations: PAS, PER-ARNT-SIM; HAMP, domain found in histidine
kinases, adenylyl cyclases, methyl binding proteins, and phosphatases;
RRR, response regulator receiver; HPT, histidine containing phosphotransfer;
IM, inner membrane; GAF, GAF domain; PHY, phytochrome.
were placed into this map, and the r sulting
structure provides insight into the interaction
between the SK PAS domain and its catalytic
and ATP binding (CA) domain. Both domains,
which are part of the same polypeptide, inter-
act with each other by creating an interdomain
β-sheet.
PAS domains are by far the most frequent
sensor domains found in SKs and several struc-
tures of such domains have been solved. The
structure of the CitA PAS domain has been
solved in the absence and presence of citrate
(Figure 2a) (77, 81). The domain consists of
a five-stranded β-sheet and five α-helices. The
domain forms a central cavity to which citrate
is bound. A comparison of the structures in the
presence and absence of ligand shows that cit-
rate binding causes a considerable contraction
of the domain, which was proposed to be the
molecular switch that activates transmembrane
signaling (81).
The structure of the cytoplasmic fraction
of a SK is shown in Figure 2b (60). Each
monomer consists of a long α-hairpin, termed
the dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer
(DHp) domain, that harbors the phospho-
accepting histidine and the globular CA
domain. The ensemble of the DHp and CA
domains is called the autokinase domain. The
dimerization interface formed by the two DHp
domains results in a four-helix bundle. This
structure was obtained in complex with an
ADP derivative, and ATP was modeled by
adding the γ-phosphate. In this model the
distance between the γ-phosphate oxygen
and the nitrogen of the phospho-accepting
histidine was 4.5 A˚, which is appropriate for the
kinase transition state. According to structure
and mutagenesis studies, the DHp and CA do-
mains are loosely associated. Marina et al. (60)
proposed that the CA domain is released from
the DHp domain for autophosphorylation and
retained for phosphotransferase activities.
Interaction with Signal Molecules
For many TCSs, the physiological signal that
modulates the action of TCS is unknown. Sig-
nal mole ules have been identified for relatively
few systems, and SK binding affinities for some
of them are listed in Table 2. The affinities
ranged from submicromolar, such as the bind-
ing of toluene to TodS, to millimolar values.
The difference in affinity reflects the physiolog-
ical need to trigger a response at a given signal
concentration. Busch et al. (10) provided evi-
dence for some molecules that bind to TodS
but do not induce a regulatory output.
Interaction with Nucleotides
SKs use ATP as a nucleotide. A SK that
binds GTP specifically has recently been































































(Figure! 5)! and! are! involved! in! sensing! oxygen! and! redox! state.! For! instance,! in!
Sinorhizobium# meliloti,! a! soil! bacterium! and! a! symbiont! of! legume! plants,! the! PAS!domain! of! FixL!HK!binds! oxygen.!When!nitrogen! sources! become! scarce! in! the! soil,! a!complex!molecular!interplay!is!launched!between!the!root!hair!of!legume!plants!and!S.#
meliloti# (Figure! 19).! Bacteria! invade! the! root! hair! and! are! endocytosed! by! plant! cells!where!they!are!confined!in!a!microaerobic!environment.!Oxygen!is!displaced!from!FixL!PAS!domain,!leading!to!activating!conformational!changes.!FixL!autophosphorylates!and!transfers! the! phosphoryl! group! to! the! REC! domain! of! FixJ,! its! cognate! RR.!Phosphorylated! FixJ! acts! as! a! transcriptional! activator! of! genes! involved! in! nitrogen!fixation.! Products! of! these! genes! are! necessary! for! reducing! atmospheric! N2! to! NH3,!metabolically!usable!by!the!host!plant!(Gibson!et!al.,!2008;!Taylor!and!Zhulin,!1999).!Identification! of! PAS! domains! is! based! on! the! presence! of! two! repeated! sequences!(Taylor!and!Zhulin,!1999).!However,!in!some!cases!sequence!similarity!is!not!enough!to!detect!PAS!domains.! Some! input!domains!harbour!a! structure! similar! to!PAS!domains!but!with! little! sequence! similarity! (Mascher! et! al.,! 2006).! This! is! the! case! of! PhoQ! of!
Salmonella.! The!PhoQ/PhoP!TCS!of!Salmonella#enterica#serovar!Typhimurium!controls!virulence,!Mg2+! homeostasis! and! resistance! to! acidic! pH! and! to! antimicrobial! cationic!peptides!(Park!and!Groisman,!2014).!These!peptides!have!a!positive!net!charge,!allowing!them! to! interact! with! negatively! charged! lipopolysaccharide! (LPS)! and! membranes,!thereby!disrupting!the!bacterial!envelope.!The!PhoQ!PAS!domain!repeats!are!separated!by! two!negatively! charged!alpha!helices! that! are! thought! to! interact!with!Mg2+.!These!ions!are!proposed!to!form!cationic!bridges!between!the!helices!of!the!PAS!domain!and!the! negatively! charged! groups! on! the! cytoplasmic! membrane,! blocking! PhoQ! in! an!inactive! state.! Cationic! peptides! are! thought! to! displace! these! divalent! cations! and! to!disrupt! the! interaction!of! the!PAS!domain!with! the! inner!membrane.!Activation!of! the!PhoQ/PhoP!TCS!leads!to!the!expression!of!genes!involved!in!lipid!A!modifications!(See!paragraph! III$C! and! figure! 27)! that! render! the! LPS! resistant! to! the! action! of! cationic!peptides.!More!recently,!sequence!analyses!allowed!the!identification!of!other!conserved!domains!called!CACHE!(Ca2+!channels,!chemotaxis!receptors)!(Anantharaman!and!Aravind,!2000)!and! CHASE1! to! 6! (Cyclase/Histidine! kinase$associated! sensing! extracellular)! (Mougel!and!Zhulin,!2001).!CACHE!domains!are!present!in!methyl$accepting!chemotaxis!proteins!(MCP)!of!Bacillus#subtilis.!They!are! thought! to!bind!small!molecules!and!are! important!for!sensing!amino!acids!and!carbohydrates!by!McpB!and!McpC!respectively!in!B.#subtilis.!A!CHASE3!domain!was!found!in!VsrA!HK!of!Pseudomonas#solanacearum!and!is!required!for! the! expression! of! virulence! factors! (Schell! et! al.,! 1994).! Other! pathogens,! such! as!
Legionella#pneumophila!and!Bacillus#anthracis,!code!for!CHASE3$containing!HKs!(Zhulin!et!al.,!2003).!!!Despite! the! continuous! progress! in! understanding! signal! sensing! by! periplasmic!domains,!the!way!many!HKs!are!activated!remains!elusive.!EnvZ!is!a!good!example!of!a!HK!for!which!the!mechanism!of!activation!is!not!well!understood!even!though!the!EnvZ$OmpR!pair!is!one!of!the!most!studied!TCSs.!EnvZ!is!a!prototype!for!studying!membrane$bound! HK! dimerization! and! phosphorylation! and! its! cytoplasmic! domain! has! been!crystallized.!The!EnvZ$OmpR!TCS!regulates!the!expression!of!ompF!and!ompC,!two!genes!coding! for! outer! membrane! porins,! in! response! to! changes! in! the! osmolarity! of! the!environment! (Russo! and! Silhavy,! 1991).! In! low! osmolarity! conditions,! low! levels! of!phosphorylated! OmpR! activate! the! expression! of! ompF# (Harrison$McMonagle! et! al.,!1999).!When!osmolarity!increases,!the!accumulation!of!phosphorylated!OmpR!activates!
!
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the!expression!of!ompC#and! inhibits! the!expression!of!ompF.!Activation!of!EnvZ!by!the!increase!of!osmolarity!is!thought!to!be!independent!of!the!sequence!of!EnvZ!periplasmic!domain! as! replacing! it! with! the! periplasmic! domain! of! PhoR! HK! did! not! alter! the!expression! of! ompF! and! ompC# (Leonardo! and! Forst,! 1996).! It! was! suggested! that! the!integrity!of!the!periplasmic!domain!as!a!whole!is!important!(Mascher!et!al.,!2006).!When!the! osmolarity! increases,! movements! in! the! TM! domains! occur,! leading! to!autophosphorylation!(Leonardo!and!Forst,!1996).!!Stimulus!sensing!is!not!limited!to!the!periplasmic!domain!of!a!HK!(Mascher!et!al.,!2006).!In! some! cases,! TM! regions! are! the! input! domain,! especially! in! HKs! where! the!(extra)cytoplasmic! linkers! between! two! TM! domains! are! very! short.! HKs!with! a! TM$based!stimulus!sensing!mechanism!were!classified!in!six!groups!based!on!their!function,!the!number!of!TM!regions!and!the!sequence!conservation!of!the!TM!regions:!(1)!small!HKs!of!two!TM!domains!sensing!envelope!stress!in!Gram!positive!bacteria;!(2)!DesK$like!thermosensors! that! possess! 4$5!TM!domains! and! sense!membrane! fluidity;! (3)!RegB$like!global!sensor!kinases!with!6!TM!regions;!(4)!quorum$sensing!kinases!with!6!to!10!TM!regions!occurring!more!often! in!Gram!positive!bacteria;!(5)!HKs!with!12!to!20!TM!domains,!showing!homology!to!transport!proteins!and!(6)!HKs!with!unknown!conserved!input!domains!of!6!to!8!TM!domains.!!Some!proteins!sense!signals!via!a!portion!of!their!cytoplasmic!part!(Figure!5).!These!HKs!are! (1)!membrane$bound! in!which!case! they!sense!a!stimulus! from!the!N$terminus!or!the!C$terminus,!(2)!cytoplasmic!proteins!associated!with!membrane$bound!proteins!or!(3)! cytoplasmic! proteins!with! no! connection! to! the!membrane! (Mascher! et! al.,! 2006).!Proteins!of!the!first!group!harbour!PAS!or!GAF!domains!but!it!is!difficult!to!predict!the!sensed!stimulus!based!on!the!sequence!of!the!input!domain.!PhoR!from!B.#subtilis#and!E.#
coli! is! an! example! of! such! a! HK.! Its! sensing! activity! was! attributed! to! a! cytoplasmic!domain! located! between! the! TM! domain! and! the! DHp! domain! (Scholten! and!Tommassen,! 1993;! Shi! and!Hulett,! 1999).! CheA! is! one! of! the!most! studied!HKs!of! the!group! 2.! Together! with! the! RR! CheY,! it! regulates! flagellar! motor! rotation! in!proteobacteria.! CheA! is! activated! by! interacting! with! MCP,! which! is! localized! to! the!membrane.! Cytoplasmic! HKs! harbour! a! huge! diversity! in! their! domain! architecture,!rendering!their!classification!impossible.!They!often!contain!one!to!several!PAS!domains.!Figure!5!summarizes!the!different!types!of!HKs!mentioned!above.!!
3.(Some(histidine(kinases(are(also(phosphatases(Some! HKs! harbour! a! phosphatase! activity! towards! their! cognate! RR! (Alves! and!Savageau,!2003).!They!are!referred!to!as!bifunctional,!in!contrast!to!monofunctional!HKs!that!show!only!a!kinase!activity.!Inactivation!of!the!RR!by!dephosphorylation!allows!the!fine$tuning!of!the!response!and!prevents!crosstalks!(Alves!and!Savageau,!2003).!When!unphosphorylated,! bifunctional! HKs! have! an! enhanced! phosphatase! activity! towards!their! phosphorylated! RR.! This! activity! resides! in! the! DHp! domain! even! though! the!expression!of!this!domain!by!itself! is!not!sufficient!for!an!optimal!phosphatase!activity!(Carmany! et! al.,! 2003).! Interaction! with! the! CA! domain! as! well! as! conformational!changes! transmitted! from! the! sensor! and! TM! domains! are! essential! to! ensure! an!effective! dephosphorylation! of! the! RR! (Carmany! et! al.,! 2003;! Gao! and! Stock,! 2009).!Furthermore,! the! ATP! lid! might! be! an! important! determinant! of! this! activity.! It! was!indeed! shown! to! have! a! highly! conserved! structure! that! is! distinctive! between!monofunctional!and!bifunctional!HKs!(Alves!and!Savageau,!2003).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!
Figure'6)'Functional'distribution'of'RRs'output'domains'(Gao!and!Stock,!2009)'Output!domains!are!distributed!along!a!colourCcoded!horizontal!bar!in!different!families!according!to!their!activities.!The!percentile!functional!distribution!is!indicated!above!the!horizontal! bar.! RRs! subfamilies! are! indicated! beneath! the! bar.! Ribbon! diagrams!illustrate!the!structure!of!representative!members!of!some!subfamilies.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Identifying! the! amino! acids! involved! in! the! dephosphorylation! of! the! RR! is! not!straightforward.!Hsing!et!al.#suggest! that,! in! the!case!of!EnvZ,!as! for! its!kinase!activity,!the!H! box! plays! a! critical! role! for! the! phosphatase! activity! (Hsing! and! Silhavy,! 1997).!Mutating! the! conserved!histidine!of!EnvZ! into! several! other! amino!acids! resulted! in! a!more!or! less! important! loss!of!the!phosphatase!activity,!without!completely!abolishing!it.!This!suggests! that! the!conserved!histidine! is! important! for! the!phosphatase!activity!albeit!non$essential,!and!that!several!other!residues!might!contribute!to!define!an!active!site!(Hsing!and!Silhavy,!1997).!RRs!also!harbour!an! intrinsic!phosphatase!activity.!The!acyl$phosphate! link! formed!on! the! aspartate! is! of! high! energy! and! thus! very!unstable!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009).!!
4.(Response(regulators(elicit(different(biological(responses(RRs! can!be!divided! into! three!distinct! groups!depending! on! the! activity! of! the! output!domain:!nucleic!acid!binding,!enzymatic!and!protein/ligand!binding!proteins!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009)!(Figure!6).!The!majority!of!RRs!(63%)!have!DNA$binding!effector!domains.!They!are!themselves!classified!in!different!subfamilies!according!to!the!structure!of!the!DNA$binding! domain.! These! subfamilies! are! named! after! extensively! studied! RRs,!representative!of!each!subfamily.!There!is!for!example!the!OmpR/PhoB!subfamily!with!a!winged$helix! domain! (30%! of! all! RRs)! and! the! NarL/FixJ! four$helix! helix$turn$helix!domain!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009)!(Figure!6).!A!small!subgroup!of!RRs!(1%)!binds!to!RNA!and! functions! as! anti$termination! factors.! For! instance,! the! RR! AmiR! of!Pseudomonas#
aeruginosa!allows!the!synthesis!of!a!full$length!mRNA!at!the!aliphatic!amidase!operon!in!the! presence! of! small$molecule! inducers,! by! preventing! the! formation! of! a! stem$loop!structure!(O'Hara!et!al.,!1999).!Output! domains!with! an! enzymatic! activity! are! found! in! 13%! of! RRs! (Gao! and! Stock,!2009)!(Figure!6).!Most!of!them!are!involved!in!regulating!the!level!of!cyclic!diguanylate!(c$di$GMP).!They!include!c$di$GMP!synthases!with!GGDEF!diguanylate!cyclase!domains!and/or!EAL!phosphodiesterases.!Other!known!enzymatic!activities!associated!to!output!domains!include!chemotaxis!methyltransferases,!HKs!and!phosphatases.!Three!percent!of! the!RRs!harbour!diverse!output!domains! that!bind!other!proteins!or!ligands.!These! include!chemotaxis!proteins,!regulators!of! the!stress!sigma!factor!RpoS,!histidine! phosphotransferases! (see! paragraph! I.B$Phosphorelays),! PAS! and! GAF!domains.!Finally,! 17%! of! the! RRs! do! not! harbour! any! effector! domain,! and! they! are! therefore!referred! to! as! single$domain!RRs.!As!will! be!detailed! in! the! following!paragraph,! they!play!a!major!role!in!a!more!complex!version!of!TCSs,!called!phosphorelays.!RRs! of! the! transcription! factors! family! are! commonly! known! to! dimerize! upon!phosphorylation!(Gao!and!Stock,!2009).!In!the!case!of!OmpR$PhoB!RRs,!dimerization!of!the!REC!domains!brings!the!DNA!binding!domains!close!together,!allowing!them!to!bind!to!direct!repeat!half$sites!that! form!a!conserved!binding!site! for!the!RR!(Bachhawat!et!al.,!2005).!Binding!of!RRs!to!promoters!can!either!activate!or!repress!the!expression!of!the!downstream!gene.!!!!!!!!
!
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B*(Phosphorelays(Phosphorelays! are! a! more! elaborate! and! complex! version! of! TCSs.! They! harbour! an!initial! sensor! component! and! a! final! output! protein! but! involve! several! intermediate!actors! and!multiple! His$Asp! phosphotransfers! (Gao! and! Stock,! 2009)! (Figure! 1$b).! In!phosphorelays,!the!sensory!HKs!contain,!in!addition!to!the!input,!DHp!and!CA!domains,!a!REC! domain! with! a! conserved! aspartate! residue! and! form! so$called! hybrid! HKs! that!show!intra$molecular!phosphotransfer.!Alternatively,!the!REC!domain!is!not!connected!to! the!HK!and!constitutes!a! single$domain!RR!already!mentioned!above! (Mitrophanov!and!Groisman,!2008).!Hybrid!HKs!constitute!about!25%!of!all!known!HKs!and!function!together! with! individual! or! linked! histidine! phosphotransferases! (HPt)! (Figure! 1$b).!HPts!do!not!have!any!kinase!or!phosphatase!activity.!Thus!they!do!not!serve!to!amplify!the! signal,! as! is! the! case! in! eukaryotic! phosphorylation! cascades.! Instead,! a!multistep!cascade! in! bacteria! is! thought! to! allow! different! regulatory! checkpoints! to! occur! as!intermediate! RRs! or! HPts! can! be! targeted! by! additional! phosphatases.! HPts! serve! as!phosphodonors! to! the! final! RR! with! an! output! domain.! For! instance,! sporulation! in!
Bacillus# subtilis# is! regulated! by! a! phosphorelay! (Piggot! and! Hilbert,! 2004).! Five! HKs,!KinA! to! KinE,! phosphorylate! Spo0F,! a! single$domain! RR.! Spo0F! then! transfers! the!phosphoryl! group! to! the! HPt! Spo0B,! which! serves! as! a! phosphodonor! to! the! RR! and!transcription! factor! Spo0A.! Spo0A! regulates! the! expression! of! genes! involved! in!sporulation.! Spo0A! is! inactivated!by! several!phosphatases,! Spo0E,!YisI! and!YnzD.!This!phosphorelay!is!turned!on!by!several!internal!and!external!stimuli!such!as!cell!density,!cell! cycle!progression!and!nutrient! starvation!but! the!exact! stimuli! sensed!by! the!HKs!are!still!unknown!(Hilbert!and!Piggot,!2004).!!To! sum! up,! during! evolution,! bacteria! have! developed,! used,! adapted! and! shaped! a!conceptually! simple! but! efficient! way! of! sensing! the! environment! and! elaborating! an!appropriate!behaviour.!The!modular!nature!of!TCS!proteins!could!have!facilitated!their!evolution!(Whitworth!and!Cock,!2009).!The!accumulation!of!large!numbers!of!TCSs!in!a!single! genome! could! result! from! gene! duplications! followed! by! point! mutations! and!domain! shuffling.! Such! mechanisms! can! indeed! give! rise! to! endless! input$output!combinations.! Only! those!with! a! significant! advantage! are! retained! in! the! population.!The! huge! diversity! accumulated! during! evolution! is! best! exemplified! by! the! poor!conservation! of! input! domains! both! at! the! sequence! and! structure! level.! As! a! direct!consequence!of!such!diversity,!and!despite!the!development!of!reliable!prediction!tools,!defining! common! structures! for! sensor! domains! and! inferring! the! precise! stimulus!recognized!by!a!HK!are!still!a!challenge!for!scientists.!A! particular! TCS! and! a! phosphorelay! have! been! studied! in! several! bacteria! of! the!
Alphaproteobacteria! class!and! they!will!be! the!subjects!of! the! following!chapter.!Their!role! in! cell! cycle! regulation! was! first! investigated! in! Caulobacter# crescentus,! a! model!organism! for! studying! bacterial! cell! cycle! and! differentiation.! More! recently,!experiments!have!shown!that!this!phosphorylation!cascade!is!widely!conserved!among!alphaproteobacteria!but!was!nevertheless!adapted!by!each!genus!to!its!lifestyle.!!!!!!!
!! !!!!!!!!!!!
!!











cycle' and' the' subcellular' localization' of' several' actors' of' the' phosphorylation'
cascade'upstream'of'CtrA'aC The! scheme! represents! the! different! stages! of! C.* crescentus! cell! cycle,! starting!from! a! flagellated! cell,! going! through! the! stalked! cell! and! finally! to! the!predivisional!cell.!Bacterial!subtypes!coloured!in!blue!are!those!in!which!CtrA!is!present!and!phosphorylated.!Circles!represent!the!histidine!kinases!DivJ!and!PleC!and! the! response! regulator! DivK.! They! show! their! dynamic! subcellular!localization!throughout!the!cell!cycle.!bC The! scheme! represents! the! PleC/DivJCDivK! TCS! that! governs! the! phosphorelay!involving!CckA,!ChpT,!CtrA!and!CpdR.!!!!!!!
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b)#The#molecular#mechanisms#governing#C.#crescentus#cell#cycle#regulation#The! molecular! mechanisms! underlying! the! asymmetric! division! of! C.# crescentus,! the!synthesis!of!polar!appendixes!and!the!G1!block!of!flagellated!cells!involve!two!histidine!kinases,!DivJ!and!PleC,!and!an!essential!single$domain!response!regulator,!DivK!(Hecht!and!Newton,!1995;!Ohta!et!al.,!1992;!Wang!et!al.,!1993).!DivJ!acts!as!a!kinase!on!DivK!whereas!PleC!has! a!dual! activity.!Depending!on! the! stage!of! the! cell! cycle,! PleC! either!phosphorylates! or! dephosphorylates! DivK.! The! phosphorylation! status! and! the!localization! of! these! proteins! are! dynamic! throughout! the! cell! cycle! of! C.# crescentus#(Figure! 8$a)! (Wheeler! and! Shapiro,! 1999).! In! swarmer! cells,! PleC! is! localized! to! the!flagellated! pole! where! it! acts! as! a! phosphatase! for! DivK.! DivK! is! diffused! in! the!cytoplasm.!During!the!SwaPS,!DivJ!is!synthesized,!co$localizes!with!PleC!at!the!old!pole!and! replaces! it! progressively! (Figure! 8$a)! (Wheeler! and! Shapiro,! 1999).! DivJ!phosphorylates! DivK,! leading! to! its! polar! localization.! In! the! meantime,! the! pole! is!undergoing! important! morphological! changes:! the! flagellum! is! shed,! the! pili! are!retracted! and! a! stalk! is! formed.! Polar! phosphorylated! DivK! (DivK~P)! enhances! PleC!kinase!activity!and! inhibits! its!phosphatase!activity!while! it! is! still! localized! to! the!old!pole! (Paul! et! al.,! 2008).!DivK! thus! creates! a! positive! feedback! loop! that! results! in! the!accumulation! of!more!DivK~P.! In! stalked! cells,! DivK! pool! is! phosphorylated! and! PleC!delocalizes! from! the! old! pole.! In! predivisional! cells,! PleC! localizes! to! the! new! pole!opposite!to!DivJ.!DivK!shuttles!from!the!old!pole,!where!it!gets!phosphorylated!by!DivJ,!to!the!new!pole!where!its!phosphate!is!removed!by!PleC!(Matroule!et!al.,!2004).!Finally,!after!cytokinesis,!DivJ!and!PleC!are!physically!separated:!DivJ! in! the!stalked!cell!keeps!DivK! in! its!phosphorylated!state!whereas!PleC! in! the! flagellated!cell!dephosphorylates!DivK.! Despite! the! essentiality! of! DivK,! pleC# and! divJ! can! be! deleted! separately! or!together,! and! a! basal! level! of! phosphorylated! DivK! is! still! present.! This! observation!suggests!that!C.#crescentus!might!possess!another,!yet!to!identify,!kinase!for!DivK.!!The! importance! of! DivK! activity! resides! in! its! ability! to! modulate! a! phosphorelay!regulating!both!the!phosphorylation!and!degradation!of!a!master!regulator!called!CtrA!(Cell! cyle! transcriptional! regulator! A)! (Figure! 8$b).! This! phosphorelay! involves! the!hybrid! histidine! kinase! CckA! (Jacobs! et! al.,! 2003;! Jacobs! et! al.,! 1999)! and! the!phosphotransferase!ChpT!(Biondi!et!al.,!2006).!CckA!possesses!both!a!DHp!domain!with!a! conserved! histidine! residue! and! a! REC! domain!with! a! conserved! aspartate! residue.!CckA!autophosphorylates!on!the!histidine!residue,!transfers!the!phosphoryl!group!to!the!aspartate!residue!then!to!a!conserved!histidine!residue!on!ChpT.!Finally,!ChpT!activates!CtrA!by!transferring!the!phosphoryl!group!on!a!conserved!aspartate!residue!(Biondi!et!al.,!2006).!CtrA!is!an!essential!response!regulator!and!transcription!factor!regulating!the!expression!of!almost!a!100!different!genes!involved!in!various!essential!processes!such!as!DNA!methylation,!cell!division,!polar!morphogenesis,!etc.!Paragraph!A$2!of!Chapter!II!is!dedicated!to!the!role!CtrA!plays!in!regulating!C.#crescentus!cell!cycle.!The!atypical!histidine!kinase!DivL!steps!in!at!the!hinge!between!DivJ$PleC$DivK!TCS!and!CckA$ChpT$CtrA!phosphorelay! (Figure!8$b).!DivL!promotes!CckA! autophosphorylation!and! thus! CtrA! activation! (Iniesta! et! al.,! 2010).! However,! DivK~P! binds! to! DivL! and!prevents!its!interaction!with!CckA.!Thus!in!stalked!cells,!DivK~P!prevents!the!activation!of!CtrA!whereas!in!flagellated!cells!DivK!is!in!its!unphosphorylated!form!and!DivL!is!free!to! interact!with!CckA.! In!predivisional! cells,!CckA! localization! to! the! flagellated!pole! is!essential!for!its!activity!(Iniesta!et!al.,!2010;!Tsokos!et!al.,!2011).!In!this!subtype!of!cells,!DivK!pool! is!partially!phosphorylated!as!both! the!kinase!and! the!phosphatase!of!DivK!are!present.!However!PleC!dephosphorylates!DivK!at!the!flagellated!pole!and!creates!a!
!
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microenvironment!where!CckA!can!autophosphorylate!and!activate!CtrA!(Tsokos!et!al.,!2011).!!The!CckA$ChpT$CtrA!phosphorelay!regulates!not!only!CtrA!phosphorylation!but!also!its!proteolysis!via!a!single$domain!response!regulator!called!CpdR!(Figure!8$b)!(Biondi!et!al.,! 2006;! Iniesta! et! al.,! 2006).! ChpT! can! also! transfer! its! phosphoryl! group! to! CpdR,!which,! unlike! CtrA,! is! inactive! when! phosphorylated,! leading! to! CtrA! stabilization.!However,!when!CckA!activity!is!inhibited!by!DivK~P,!CpdR!is!not!phosphorylated!and!is!thus! active.! It! promotes! the! polar! localization! of! ClpXP,! the! protease! complex!responsible!for!CtrA!degradation.!CckA!activity!is!also!regulated!by!an!important!second!messenger,!the!cyclic!di$GMP!(c$di$GMP)! (Lori! et! al.,! 2015).! C$di$GMP! is! widely! used! by! bacteria! to! control! several!processes!such!as!virulence,!motility!and!biofilm!formation!(Romling!et!al.,!2013).!In!C.#
crescentus,! c$di$GMP! amount! increases! during! the! differentiation! of! swarmer! cells! to!stalked!cells,!leading!to!a!transition!from!a!motile!to!a!sessile!lifestyle!(Abel!et!al.,!2013).!Recently,! c$di$GMP! was! shown! to! promote! the! switch! of! CckA! from! a! kinase! to! a!phosphatase,!leading!to!an!inversion!of!the!phosphorylation!flux!from!CtrA!to!CckA,!thus!resulting!in!the!inactivation!of!CtrA!(Lori!et!al.,!2015).!!In! flagellated!cells,!CtrA!and!CpdR!are!both!phosphorylated.!CtrA! is! thus!activated!and!stabilized.!During! the! transition! to!stalked!cells,!DivK!phosphorylation!by!DivJ! inhibits!the! downstream! phosphorelay,! preventing! the! phosphorylation! of! the! two! response!regulators.! As! a! result,! CpdR! is! activated! and! CtrA! is! cleared! from! the! cells! by!proteolysis.!In!the!predivisional!cells,!CtrA!is!produced!and!phosphorylated.!Finally!after!cell! division,! CtrA~P! is! kept! in! the! flagellated! cell! and! is! cleared! from! the! stalked! cell!(Figure!8$a).!The! power! of! such! a! phosphorylation! cascade! is! its! ability! to! regulate! CtrA! at! two!different!levels:!phosphorylation!and!degradation.!Either!it!activates!and!stabilizes!this!essential!transcription!factor!or!it!favours!its!degradation!and!clearance!from!the!cells.!!!
c)(C.&crescentus(growth(and(division(are(coupled(with(the(replication(of(its(
chromosome(Unlike!the!well$known!paradigm!of!E.#coli! in!which!multiple!initiations!of!chromosome!replication! occur! between! each! division,! each! round! of! growth! and! division! in! C.#




*The! ctrA* gene! is! transcribed! during! the! S! phase.! The! protein! is! subsequently!phosphorylated! and! remains! so! in! the! flagellated! cell! while! it! is! proteolyzed! in! the!stalked!cell.!CtrA!is!also!degraded!during!the!flagellated!to!the!stalked!cell!transition.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2.(Role(of(CtrA(in(C.#crescentus(cell(cycle(regulation(
a)#CtrA#amount#and#activity#are#cell#cycle#regulated#CtrA! is! a! response! regulator! of! the! OmpR! family! (Quon! et! al.,! 1996).! It! harbours! an!amino$terminal! receiver!domain!with!a! conserved!phosphorylatable! aspartate! residue!(D51)! and! a! carboxy$terminal! DNA! binding! domain.! CtrA! is! regulated! at! the!transcription,!phosphorylation!and!proteolysis!levels!throughout!C.#crescentus!cell!cycle!(Figure!9).!The!ctrA!gene!is!transcribed!in!predivisional!cells!during!the!S!phase!(Quon!et!al.,!1996).!The!newly!synthesized!protein! is!phosphorylated!during! the! late!S!phase!and! degraded! at! two! precise! time! points:! (i)! during! the! swarmer$to$stalked! cell!transition! (Domian! et! al.,! 1997)! and! (ii)! in! the! stalked! compartment! after! cytokinesis!where!it! is! localized!to!the!stalked!pole!together!with!the!proteolysis!machinery!ClpXP!(Iniesta! et! al.,! 2006;! Jenal! and!Fuchs,! 1998).!As!will! be!discussed! later! in! this! section,!CtrA!activity!is!modulated!at!a!fourth!level:!CtrA!interacts!with!two!other!transcriptional!regulators,! SciP! (Gora!et! al.,! 2010;!Tan!et! al.,! 2010)!and!MucR! (Fumeaux!et! al.,! 2014).!These!interactions!restrain!the!activation!of!CtrA!target!promoters!in!time,!allowing!the!activation!of!the!corresponding!genes!at!the!proper!cell!cycle!stage!(G1!or!S!phase).!!The!following!section!will!be!dedicated!to!CtrA!regulon,!its!mode!of!binding!to!DNA!and!the!way!SciP!modulates!CtrA!binding!to!DNA.!!
b)#CtrA#regulon#
In#vivo#genomic! binding! site! analysis! showed! that! CtrA! regulates! directly! 95! different!genes!(Laub!et!al.,!2002).!As!already!described! in! the! literature,!many!class! II! flagellar!genes! are! targeted! by! CtrA.! However,! unlike! what! was! expected,! CtrA! presumably!regulates! class! III! and! IV! flagellar!genes!as!well.!CtrA!also! regulates!pili! synthesis! and!chemotaxis.! Among! the! genes! of! CtrA! regulon,! there! are! regulatory! genes! encoding!histidine! kinases,! response! regulators,! sigma! factors! and! transcription! factors.! CtrA!binds! to! the!promoter! region!of!ccrM,! an!essential!DNA!methyltransferase! involved! in!regulating!gene!expression!via!a!transcription!factor!called!GcrA!(Fioravanti!et!al.,!2013)!(Paragraph!A$3!of!Chapter!II).!CtrA!also!controls!the!expression!of!genes!involved!in!the!initiation! and! progression! of! cell! division! such! as! ftsZ,# ftsQ#and# ftsA! as! well! as! genes!responsible! for! cell! wall! remodeling! (ftsW! and!murG).! CtrA! regulates! proteolysis! by!targeting!clpP,! encoding! the!catalytic!component!of! the!ClpXP!machinery.!Finally,!CtrA!regulates!its!own!expression;!this!autoregulation!will!be!detailed!below.!These!findings!were! later! confirmed!by!ChIP$seq! (Chromatin! immunoprecipitation! followed!by!deep$sequencing)!(Fumeaux!et!al.,!2014).!!
c)#CtrA#binds#to#a#conserved#sequence#Upon! phosphorylation,! CtrA! binding! to! DNA! is! enhanced! (Reisenauer! et! al.,! 1999).! It!recognizes!the!consensus!sequence!“TTAA(N7)TTAAC”!9$mer!box,!with!N7!being!a!linker!of! 7! nucleotides! (Quon! et! al.,! 1998).! The! length! of! this! linker! is! critical! for! optimal!binding!of!CtrA! to!DNA!(Ouimet!and!Marczynski,!2000).!This!consensus!sequence!was!identified!before!CtrA!itself!in!the!promoter!regions!of!most!of!the!class!II!flagellar!genes!(Quon!et!al.,!1996)!and!was! found!to!be!essential! for! their!normal!activity.! It!was!also!identified! in! the! promoter! of! ccrM! and! of! hemE,! which! lies! within! the! origin! of!replication! of! C.# crescentus! chromosome! (Quon! et! al.,! 1996).! Later,! bioinformatics!analyses!identified!another!consensus!sequence!for!CtrA!binding,!termed!the!8$mer!box,!for!“TTAACCAT”!(Laub!et!al.,!2002).! It! is!actually!an!extension!of!a!unique!“TTAA”!half!site.!
!
Figure'10' –' Structure'of' the'origin'of' replication' (a)' and'of' ctrA(promoter' (b)d)'
and'schematic'representation'of'the'“cooperative'interaction”'model'(c)'(Quon!et!al.,!1998;!Reisenauer!and!Shapiro,!2002;!Spencer!et!al.,!2009)'aC The!Cori! region!contains!a!strong!promoter!(tall!white!bent!arrow)!and!a!weak!promoter! (short!black!bent!arrow)!regulating! the!expression!of! the!hemE! gene.!The! thick! horizontal! line! represents! the! minimal! sequence! required! for! Cori!replication.!White!and!black!arrows!represent!DnaA!consensus!boxes.!White!and!black!dumbbell!shapes!represent!CtrA!consensus!boxes.!Restriction!enzymes:!B:*
BamHI,!Bg:*BglII,!E:*EcoRI,!Hp:*HpaI,!P:*PstI.!bC Bent! arrows! represent! ctrA* P1! and! P2! promoters.! Underlined! nucleotides!correspond! to! CtrA! consensus! boxes.! Dashed! rectangles! highlight! the! regions!protected!by!CtrA!in!a!DNase!I!footprinting!assay.!(C):!CtrA!binding!to!this!region!represses!P1;!(+):!CtrA!binding!to!this!region!activates!P2.!cC Model! for! CtrA! cooperative! interaction:! binding! of! a! CtrA! monomer!(phosphorylated!or!not)!to!DNA!is!weak.!Binding!of!an!unphosphorylated!dimer!of!CtrA! to! two! “TTAA”!half! sites! is!weak.!Binding!of!a!phosphorylated!dimer!of!CtrA! to! two! “TTAA”! half! sites! is! strong,! as! phosphorylation! strengthens! the!interaction!between!two!CtrA!molecules!and!between!CtrA!and!DNA.!dC The!scheme!summarizes!ctrA!promoter!region!and!the!feedback!loops!exerted!by!CtrA!on! this! regulatory!region! (grey!rectangles! represent! the!regions!bound!by!CtrA).!Asterisks!represent!GAnTC!methylation!sites.!!!!!
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CtrA!both!activates!and!represses!gene!expression.!This!can!depend!on!the!position!of!its! consensus! sequence! in! the! promoter! (Domian! et! al.,! 1999;! Spencer! et! al.,! 2009).!!CtrA$activated!genes!harbour!a!CtrA!binding!site!next!to!the!$35!box!of!their!promoter,!where!CtrA!presumably! recruits!or!binds! to! the!RNA!polymerase.!Genes! repressed!by!CtrA!usually!have!a!consensus!sequence!next!to!the!+1!transcriptional!starting!site.!CtrA!binding! to! this! region! could! prevent! the! RNA! polymerase! from! transcribing! the!downstream!gene!by!simple!steric!hindrance.!Many!variations!around!the!consensus!“TTAA(N7)TTAAC”!sequence!are!present!in!CtrA!target!promoters.!The!way!CtrA!binds!to!DNA!(affinity!and!multimerization)!depends!for!example!on!the!size!of! the! linker!separating!two!“TTAA”!half!sites!and!on!the!distance!separating!two!binding!boxes.!!
d)#CtrA#binds#to#the#origin#of#replication#CtrA!binds!to!five!consensus!sequences!in!the!Cori!(Quon!et!al.,!1998).!!These!sequences!are! referred! to! as! [a],! [b],! [c],! [d]! and! [e]! (Figure! 10$a).! Given! the! close! location! of!binding! site! [e]! to! an! essential! DnaA! box! (DnaA! being! the! initiator! of! chromosome!replication),! it! was! suggested! that! CtrA! binding! to! this! region! prevents! chromosome!initiation!of!replication!by!DnaA!(Quon!et!al.,!1998).!DNase! I! footprinting!assays!show!that!CtrA!binds! to! these!boxes! in! two!distinct!manners.!These!assays!suggest! that!one!monomer!of!CtrA!binds!one!“TTAA”!half!site!of!each!of![c],![d]!and![e]!binding!sites!(Siam!and!Marczynski,!2000).!Two!monomers!of!CtrA!binding!to!two!“TTAA”!half!sites!of!the!same!box!interact!with!each!other.!This!weak!protein$protein!interaction!enhances!DNA!binding! in! a! cooperative! manner! and! phosphorylation! of! CtrA! strengthens! its! own!dimerization!and!the!binding!of!the!dimer!to!two!“TTAA”!half!sites!(Figure!10$c).!Binding! to! boxes! [a]! and! [b]! is! different! (Siam! and! Marczynski,! 2000).! These! two!consensus! sequences! are! separated! by! only! four! base! pairs,! suggesting! a! cooperative!binding!of!CtrA!to![a]!and![b].!Increasing!the!number!of!nucleotides!separating![a]!and![b]! affected! CtrA! binding! to! these! boxes! to! a! different! extent.! Inserting! 14! extra! base!pairs! between! [a]! and! [b]! completely! abolished! binding! of! CtrA! to! [a]! both! in! its!phosphorylated!(CtrA~P)!and!non$phosphorylated!form.!CtrA!still!bound![b]!but!with!a!decreased!affinity,!and!CtrA~P!binding!was!more!affected!than!CtrA.!These!data!suggest!that!CtrA!binding!to![a]!and![b]! is!cooperative!and!that!phosphorylation!enhances!this!cooperative!interaction!(Figure!10$c).!However,!this!cooperative!interaction!is! local,!as!disrupting!the!binding!to![a]!and![b]!did!not!affect!the!binding!to![c],![d]!and![e].!In!the!same! manner,! mutating! a! nucleotide! in! a! “TTAA”! half! site! of! either! [c],! [d]! or! [e]!prevented!the!binding!of!CtrA!to!the!mutated!site!but!not!to!the!other!boxes.!In! the! “Discussion”!part! of! their! paper,! Siam!and! co$workers! argue! that! three!distinct!signals! cooperate! to! ensure! an! optimal! binding! to! the! “TTAA(N7)TTAAC”! consensus!sequence:!(1)!the!phosphorylation!of!the!conserved!D51!residue!in!the!receiver!domain,!(2)!the!contact!with!the!adjacent!CtrA!molecule!on!the!neighbouring!half!site!and!(3)!the!implication!of!DNA!in!this!contact,!as!dimers!of!CtrA!are!never!detected!in!solution.!CtrA!binding! to! Cori! is! crucial! in! regulating! the! initiation! of! chromosome! replication.! CtrA!binds! to!Cori! in! flagellated!cells,!blocking! them! in!G1!phase,!and! in!predivisional! cells,!preventing!multiple!replication!initiation!events!(Schredl!et!al.,!2012).!!!!
!
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e)#CtrA#regulates#its#own#promoter#The! ctrA#gene! is! transcribed! from! two! promoters:! a! weak! promoter! P1! and! a! strong!promoter!P2!(Figrue10$b)!(Domian!et!al.,!1999).!P1!is!active!in!the!stalked!cells!where!it!initiates! the! transcription! of! low! amounts! of! ctrA#mRNA!while! P2! is! activated! in! the!predivisional!cells,!where!it!boosts!the!production!of!high!amounts!of!CtrA!protein.!P1!and!P2!have!atypical!CtrA!binding!sites.!P1!has!a!unique!“TTAA”!half!site!(corresponding!actually!to!a!“TTAACCAT”!8$mer!box!which!was!discovered!later!by!Laub!et!al.#in!2002)!whereas!P2!has! three! “TTAA”!half! sites! separated!by!N6! and!N1! linkers! instead!of! the!usual!N7!nucleotide!stretch!(Figrue10$b).!These!atypical!binding!sites!are!accompanied!by!an!atypical!mode!of!binding!to!DNA.!As!discussed! earlier,! CtrA! binding! to! Cori! is! enhanced! by! phosphorylation! (Siam! and!Marczynski,!2000).!“TTAA”!half!sites!in!P1!and!P2!promoters!have!weak!affinity!for!CtrA!binding! in#vitro#and!phosphorylation!of!CtrA!does!not!increase!this!affinity!(Spencer!et!al.,!2009).!Despite!the!weak!binding!of!CtrA!to!its!own!promoter!in#vitro,!in#vivo!results!suggest!that!phosphorylation!of!CtrA!(as!well!as!binding!of!other!factors,!to!be!discussed!later)! does! play! an! important! role! and! allows! cell! cycle! regulation! of! ctrA! promoter!activity.!!Spencer!and!co$workers!used!a!Glutathion!S!transferase!(GST)$fused!version!of!CtrA!for!their!electrophoretic!mobility!shift!assays!(EMSA)!(Spencer!et!al.,!2009).!GST$CtrA!forms!a! dimer! (thanks! to! the! dimerization! of! the! GST! tag)! and! switches! CtrA! into! its! active!form!as! it!enhances!its!binding!to!Cori#compared!to!a!non!tagged!version!of!CtrA!or!to!CtrA! fused! to! a! poly! histidine! tag.! In! other! words,! GST$CtrA! mimics! the! cooperative!protein$protein! interaction! observed! upon!CtrA! phosphorylation.!However,! unlike! the!wild!type!(WT)!phosphorylated!CtrA,!GST$CtrA!forms!dimers!in!solution,!independently!of!any!DNA!molecule.!In!these!conditions,!P1!is!bound!by!a!dimer!of!GST$CtrA,!showing!that!an!8$mer!box!is!also!bound!by!a!dimer!of!CtrA.!The!three!“TTAA”!half!sites!of!P2!promoter!bind!to!a!tetramer!of!GST$CtrA:!the!first!and!second!“TTAA”!motifs!separated!by!N6!bind!a!GST$CtrA!dimer;!the!third!motif!binds!by!itself! another! GST$CtrA! dimer.! Both! these! dimers! interact! with! each! other! to! form! a!tetramer.!This! interaction! is!hierarchical,! since!mutating! the! third!single! “TTAA”!motif!disrupted! the!GST$CtrA! tetramer! but! a! dimer!was! still! bound! to! the! “TTAA(N6)TTAA”!box.!However,!mutating! the! first!or! second! “TTAA”!half! site!abolished!binding!of!GST$CtrA!to!P2,!suggesting!that!CtrA!binding!to!the!first!and!second!half!site!is!essential!for!its! binding! to! the! third! half! site.! This! observation! also! suggests! that! the! interaction!between!the!two!GST$CtrA!dimers!is!cooperative;!CtrA!at!motif!one!is!connected!to!GST$CtrA!dimer!at!motif!three!via!motif!two.!!CtrA! exerts! a! feedback! loop! on!both!promoters.! It! represses! P1! in! the! swarmer! stage!(Domian!et!al.,!1999).!After!the!SwaPS,!CtrA!is!cleared!from!the!stalked!cell!allowing!P1!activation!in!the!stalked!cell.!Ensuing!this!activation,!a!small!amount!of!CtrA!is!produced!which! then! activates! the! strong! P2! promoter! and! inhibits! the! weak! P1! promoter! in!predivisional!cells!(Domian!et!al.,!1999).!!The!three!levels!of!CtrA!regulation!(transcription,!phosphorylation!and!degradation)!as!well!as!the!different!modes!by!which!CtrA!binds!to!DNA,!do!not!explain!why!most!CtrA$activated! genes! are! exclusively! transcribed! in! predivisional! cells! whereas! CtrA$repressed!genes!are!expressed!in!stalked!cells!and!inhibited!by!CtrA!during!the!rest!of!the!cell!cycle.!A!fourth!level!of!regulation!is!modulating!CtrA!transcriptional!activity.!!
!!!! !!!!!!!!!
!!
Figure'11!–'Schematic'representation'of'SciP'mode'of'action!(Gora!et!al.,!2010)!SciP!is!specific!of!G1!phase!bacteria,!as!shown!by!the!red!rectangle.! In!these!cells,!SciP!interacts!with!DNACbound!CtrA.!In!the!case!of!CtrACactivated!genes,!SciP!prevents!their!activation! in! flagellated! cells.! In! stalked! cells,! CtrA! is! absent!because! it! is!proteolyzed,!thus! these! promoters! remain! in! their! “OFF”! state.! In! predivisional! cells,! CtrA~P!accumulates! again! and,! in! the! absence! of! SciP,! is! free! to! activate! the! transcription! of!these!genes.! In! the!case!of!CtrACrepressed!genes,! their!promoters!are!silenced!both!by!CtrA! and! SciP! in! the! flagellated! cells.! They! are! expressed! in! stalked! cells!where! both!these!proteins!are!absent!and!repressed!in!predivisional!cells!when!CtrA~P!is!present.!!!!!!!!!!!!
(Laub et al., 2000). At the heart of this transcriptional program is
CtrA, which directly controls the expression of nearly 100 genes
(Laub et al., 2002) and indirectly many more. CtrA both activates
and represses genes; for activated genes, CtrA binds near
the !35 site and probably recruits or binds RNAP, while for
repressed genes, CtrA binds near the +1 site and presumably
occludes RNAP (Domian et al., 1999; Spencer et al., 2009).
A long-standing conundrum has been why CtrA represses genes
and the origin of replication in both swarmer and predivisional
cells but activates most of its target genes only in predivisional
cells. Here, we identified SciP and showed that it temporally
restricts the transcriptional activity of CtrA by inhibiting CtrA-
activated transcription in G1 swarmer cells.
SciP plays a crucial role in regulating the activity of CtrA and,
consequently, in regulating the cell cycle and the establishment
of asymmetric daughter cells in Caulobacter. CtrA and SciP
collaborate to create three distinct states corresponding to the
three major Caulobacter cell types (Figure 7). In G1 swarmer
cells, CtrA"P and SciP levels are both high such that CtrA can
repress genes and silence the origin of replication but cannot
activate gene expression. At the G1-S transition, stalked cells
are cleared of CtrA and SciP, thereby permitting DNA replication
and the expression of CtrA-repressed genes. As cells progress
through S phase, CtrA"P again accumulates to high levels
but SciP levels remain low, enabling CtrA to activate the expres-
sion of target genes and propel cells through the ensuing cell
division.
Why block transcriptional activition by CtrA in G1 cells?
The majority of CtrA target genes are involved in polar morpho-
genesis, including flagellar biogenesis, chemotaxis, and pili
biogenesis. CtrA also activates the expression of key cell division
genes and ccrM, an essential DNA methyltransferase. These
processes—polar morphogenesis, cell division, and DNA meth-
ylation—occur exclusively, or at least primarily, in predivisional
cells. Constitutive expression of many of these genes, such as
ftsA and ccrM, has deleterious consequences to cell-cycle
progression (Martin et al., 2004; Zweiger et al., 1994). SciP
thus helps fulfill the important task of preventing the execution
of these cell-cycle processes at the wrong time.
Some CtrA-activated genes produce transcripts that are
abundant in swarmer cells (Laub et al., 2002) and seemingly
exceptions to our model for SciP. However, DNA microarrays
measure steady-statemRNA levels and reflect both transcription
and mRNA decay. Thus, some genes may be transcribed in
predivisional cells but yield mRNAs that are unstable until the
swarmer phase, as is the case for some flagellin filament genes
G1 S G2
 CtrA~P
CtrA phosphorylation CtrA phosphorylationCtrA proteolysis
















Figure 7. Regulation of CtrA-Dependent Gene Expression during Cell-Cycle Progression
CtrA transcriptional activity is controlled by temporally regulated proteolysis, phosphorylation, and protein-protein interaction with SciP. The timing of each regu-
latory event is shown beneath a schematic of the Caulobacter cell cycle. These layers of regulation restrict CtrA-activated gene expression to the predivisional
stage. A model for how SciP and CtrA combine to regulate gene expression during cell-cycle progression is shown at the bottom.
Molecular Cell
Protein Inhibitor of a Cell-Cycle Master Regulator
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f)#SciP,#a#cofactor#for#CtrA#or#a#transcription#factor#acting#in#parallel?#RNA!microarrays! conducted! by! Laub! et! al.# in! 2002! showed! that! most! CtrA$activated!genes!are!exclusively!transcribed!in!predivisional!cells!whereas!the!expression!of!CtrA$repressed!genes! is! restricted! to! stalked!cells.!These! findings! suggest! that!an!unknown!factor!might!modulate!the!activity!of!CtrA,!either!by!preventing!it!from!activating!gene!expression! in! flagellated! cells! or! by! enhancing! transcription! of! target! genes! in!predivisional!cells.!A!protein!was!identified!in!2010!by!Gora!and!co$workers!and!was!termed!SciP!for!“small!CtrA! inhibitory! protein”! (Gora! et! al.,! 2010).! SciP! is! restricted! to! G1! swarmer! cells;! it!accumulates!in!this!particular!subtype!of!C.#crescentus!and!it!is!rapidly!cleared!from!the!cell!during!the!G1$S!transition.!The!regulation!of!sciP!expression!is!crucial!for!the!proper!progression! in! the! cell! cycle! as! either! depleting! cells! from! SciP! or! overproducing! it!disrupts! the! cell! cycle.! More! specifically,! SciP! is! essential! for! the! G1$S! transition! as!depleting!cells!from!SciP!resulted!in!an!elongated!G1!stage.!Furthermore,!overexpressing!
sciP! resulted! in! a! filamentation! phenotype! and! an! accumulation! of! multiple!chromosomes!per!cell,!typical!of!an!inhibition!of!cell!division.!Perturbing!SciP!amount!during!the!cell!cycle!affects!the!expression!level!of!late!S$phase!CtrA!target!genes.!The!depletion!of!SciP!from!flagellated!cells!(the!only!cell!type!where!it!is!normally!expressed)!resulted!in!an!overexpression!of!CtrA$activated!genes!but!had!no!effect!on!CtrA$repressed!genes.!Overproducing!SciP!throughout!the!cell!cycle!resulted!in!a!decrease!in!the!expression!of!CtrA$activated!genes!but!had!no!effect!on!CtrA$repressed!genes.!These!data!suggest!that!SciP!is!a!G1$specific!inhibitor!of!CtrA!and!prevents!it!from!activating! its! target! genes! in! flagellated! cells.!Most!of! the!genes!activated!by!CtrA!and!whose! expression! is! altered! by! depleting! or! overexpressing! sciP! are! involved! in!flagellum! synthesis,! chemotaxis! and! pilus! secretion! (Gora! et! al.,! 2010).! All! these!processes!are!indeed!activated!in!predivisional!cells,!ensuring!the!later!formation!of!the!G1!flagellated!compartment!(Jones!et!al.,!2001;!Quon!et!al.,!1996;!Skerker!and!Shapiro,!2000).!The!mechanism!by!which! SciP!modulates!CtrA! transcriptional! activity! is! still! debated.!Gora!and!co$workers!argue!that!SciP!is!a!cofactor!of!CtrA,!unable!to!bind!DNA!by!itself!(Gora! et! al.,! 2010).! Instead,! it! interacts!with!CtrA!bound! to!DNA!and!prevents! it! from!recruiting! the!RNA!polymerase!(Figure!11).!By! interacting!with!CtrA,!SciP!can!bind!an!adjacent! unspecific! DNA! sequence.! SciP! also! increases! CtrA! affinity! for! DNA,! thus!stabilizing!it!by!protecting!it!from!the!activity!of!ClpXP!protease!(Gora!et!al.,!2013).!From!another!point!of!view,!Tan!and!co$workers!maintain! that!SciP! is!a! transcription! factor!that!binds!DNA!by! itself! and!recognizes!a! consensus! sequence,! “TGTCGCG”! (Tan!et!al.,!2010).!However,!mutating! this! sequence!did!not!alter! the! formation!of! the! “SciP$CtrA$DNA”!complex!in#vitro!and!did!not!alter!the!expression!of!a!lacZ$based!reporter!system!
in#vivo#(Gora!et!al.,!2013).!Furthermore,!the!occurrence!of!this!sequence!in!Caulobacter!GC$rich! genome! largely! exceeds! the! predicted! CtrA! target! promoters!with! CtrA! boxes!(over! 1460! “TGTCGCG”! sequences! versus! 50! CtrA$bound! promoters! with! one! to! four!CtrA!boxes)!(Fumeaux!et!al.,!2014).!!A!ChIP$seq!analysis!was!performed!on!a!mid$exponential!phase!culture!of!C.#crescentus!using! antibodies! against! SciP! (Fumeaux! et! al.,! 2014).! This! analysis! showed! that! SciP!binds! only! S$phase! promoters! and! not! G1$phase! promoters,! contradicting! the! model!proposed! by! Gora! and! co$workers! (Figure! 11)! (Gora! et! al.,! 2010).! Indeed! the! latter!model! suggests! that! both! G1! phase$repressed! promoters! and! S! phase$activated!promoters! are! bound! by! SciP.! However,! this! model! was! inferred! by! comparing! gene!
!!
!!
Figure'12'–'Oscillation'of'DnaA,'GcrA'and'CtrA'during'the'cell'cycle'(Collier!et!al.,!2006)!aC Schematic!representation!of!C.*crescentus*cell!cycle.!GcrA!accumulation!is!shown!in!gray!Western!blots!with!antibodies!recognizing!specifically!DnaA,!GcrA!or!CtrA!were! performed! on! a! synchronized! C.* crescentus! population.! Bands! were!quantified!and!represented!on!the!graph.!bC The! scheme! represents! the! sequential! accumulation! of! the! three! transcription!factors!during!the!cell!cycle!as!well!as!their!mutual!transcriptional!regulation.!!!
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expression! profiles! in!WT,! sciP$! and! sciP+! strains.! The! ChIP$seq! assay! provides! direct!evidence! of! in# vivo#binding! of! SciP! to! DNA! and! brings! new! information! to! the!model!proposed!by!Gora! et! al.#The! fact! that! SciP! binds! only! to! a! subset! of! CtrA! target! genes!suggests! that! SciP! might! recognize! a! DNA! sequence! specific! to! S$phase! promoters.! A!MEME$based!(Multiple!EM!for!motif!elicitation)!analysis!suggested!that!SciP!could!bind!to! a! “TTAACCAT”! consensus! sequence,! actually! corresponding! to! the! sequence! earlier!referred!to!as!the!CtrA!“8$mer”!binding!box!(Fumeaux!et!al.,!2014).!Authors!suggest!that!SciP!and!CtrA!could!compete!for!this!sequence!or!that!repression!by!SciP!could!involve!a!cooperative!binding!mode!between!CtrA!and!SciP.!!!
3.(The(DnaA*GcrA*CtrA(circuitry(and(the(importance(of(DNA(methylation(by(CcrM(in(
regulating(gene(expression(
a)#On#the#role#of#DnaA,#GcrA#and#CtrA#As! already! mentioned! earlier,! CtrA! regulates! the! expression! of! genes! involved! in!essential!processes!of!the!cell!cycle!such!as!initiation!of!chromosome!replication,!polar!morphogenesis!and!division.!However,!CtrA!does!not!regulate!other!essential!events!in!
C.# crescentus! development,! such! as! formation! of! the! replisome! and! chromosome!segregation! (Holtzendorff! et! al.,! 2004).! This! suggests! that! other! regulatory! proteins!ensure,! together!with!CtrA,!proper!progression! in! the!cell! cycle.! Indeed,! in!addition! to!CtrA,!two!other!proteins!play!a!major!role!in!regulating!C.#crescentus!cell!cycle:!DnaA!and!GcrA.!DnaA!is!a!protein!with!a!dual!function;!it!is!an!initiator!of!chromosome!replication!(Fuller!et!al.,!1984;!Zweiger!and!Shapiro,!1994)!and!a!transcription!factor!regulating!the!expression!of!40!genes!encoding!nucleotide!biosynthesis!enzymes,!proteins!of!the!DNA!replication!machinery,!polarity!determinants!and!GcrA!itself!(Hottes!et!al.,!2005).!GcrA!is!a! transcription! factor! regulating! the! expression! of! 50! genes! involved! in! polar!morphogenesis! and! asymmetry! (podJ,!pleC),! in! DNA! replication! (dnaA,#gyrA,#Topo! IV)!and! the! gene! coding! for! CtrA! (Holtzendorff! et! al.,! 2004).! The! tight! regulation! of! CtrA,!DnaA!and!GcrA!amounts!at!the!transcriptional!and!proteolysis!levels!results!in!a!precise!cycling!profile!of!each!of!these!proteins!during!C.#crescentus!development!(Figure!12$a).!Each!of! these! three!proteins!participates! in! the! transcriptional! regulation!of!one!of! its!counterparts.!DnaA!activates!the!expression!of!gcrA#(Collier!et!al.,!2006).#GcrA!activates!the!expression!of!ctrA#(Holtzendorff!et!al.,!2004)!and!CtrA!represses! the!expression!of!




during'the'cell'cycle'(Modified!from!Kozdon!et!al.,!2013!and!Mohapatra!et!al.,!2014)!The!DNA!molecule!present!in!the!initial!swarmer!cell!is!represented!in!green!while!the!newly!synthesized!DNA!is!in!orange.!The!stages!during!which!the!regulators!CcrM,!CtrA,!GcrA!and!DnaA!are!present!are!depicted!in!coloured!boxes.!Fully!methylated!and!hemiCmethylated! DNA! double! helices! are! symbolized! by! grey! or! grey! and!white! rectangles!respectively.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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regulated!methyltransferase!CcrM!steps!in.!The!following!paragraph!(A$3$b)!is!dedicated!to! CcrM! discovery! and! to! its! role! in! regulating! gene! expression! during! cell! cycle.!Paragraphs!A$3$c/d! explain!how!DNA!methylation!by!CcrM!affects! gene! expression! in!general,! and! that! of! ctrA# in! particular,! via! GcrA! and! focuse! on! the! regulation! of! ccrM!expression!by!CtrA.!The!purpose!of!these!paragraphs!is!to!demonstrate!how!a!complex!genetic! circuitry! coordinates! chromosome! replication! and! several! developmental!programmes.!!
b)#On#the#role#of#the#DNA#methyltransferase#CcrM,#or#how#epigenetics#regulates#bacterial#
gene#expression#CcrM!was!discovered!before!CtrA!and!GcrA.!Zweiger!and!co$workers!identified!CcrM!as!being! a! DNA! methyltransferase! able! to! methylate! the! adenine! base! of! GAnTC! sites!(Zweiger! et! al.,! 1994).! This! sequence! corresponds! to! HinfI! recognition! site! of! HinfM!methyltransferase! from!Haemophilus# influenza.! ccrM! is! expressed! in! late! predivisional!cells.! Concomitantly,! authors! analysed! three! methylation! sites! on! C.# crescentus!chromosome.!They!noticed!that!these!sites!were!fully!methylated!in!flagellated!cells!(G1!phase),! became! hemi$methylated! in! stalked! cells! (S! phase)! and! regained! their! fully!methylated!state!in!late!predivisional!cells!(G2!phase),!coinciding!with!ccrM#expression.!Furthermore,!when!expressing!ccrM!constitutively,!the!three!methylation!sites!remained!fully! methylated! throughout! the! cell! cycle! and! cells! with! aberrant! morphologies! and!several!chromosome!replication!events!accumulated! in!the!population.!Based!on!these!observations,! authors! postulated! that! CcrM! might! methylate! the! DNA! strands!synthesized!by!the!DNA!replication!machinery!on!GAnTC!sites!and!that!the!methylation!of!these!sites!at!the!proper!time!is!crucial!for!correct!gene!expression.!The!cell!cycle$dependent!methylation!of!DNA!was! later!confirmed!by!Marczynski!et!al.#(Marczynski,! 1999)! and! by! Kozdon! et! al.# (Kozdon! et! al.,! 2013).! After! the! initiation! of!chromosome!replication,!each!replication!fork!passes!through!the!chromosome!from!the!Cori! to! the! terminator,! synthesizing! on! its! way! a! new! strand! of! DNA! that! is! not!methylated!(Figure!13).!As!a!result!of!ccrM! late!expression!in!the!cell!cycle,!promoters!localized!close!to!the!origin!of!replication,!on!either!side,!remain!hemi$methylated!for!a!longer! time! than! those! located! close! to! the! terminator.! The! time! during! which!promoters!subjected!to!methylation!by!CcrM!remain!hemi$methylated!is!crucial!for!their!activity!and!thus!for!C.#crescentus!development.!Methylation!on!both!strands!of!a!given!promoter!can!either!boost!or!repress!its!activity,!while!a!hemi$methylated!state!always!results! in! the! activation! of! the! expression! of! the! downstream! gene! (Mohapatra! et! al.,!2014).!Among!the!genes!whose!expression!is!regulated!by!CcrM!methylation!many!are!involved! in! division! (mipZ,# ftsZ! and! ftsN),! polar! morphogenesis! and! polarity!determination! (pleC,# podJ,# popZ! and! tipF),! chromosome! segregation! (parE),! DNA!replication!(dnaA,#gyrA!and!gyrB)!and!cell!cycle!regulation!(ctrA#and!ccrM)!(Mohapatra!et!al.,!2014).!Restricting! the! presence! of! CcrM! to! the! late! S! phase! is! thus! crucial! for! normal! gene!expression.!This!restriction! in! time! is!achieved! thanks! to! three! levels!of! regulation:! (i)!activation! of! ccrM! expression! by! CtrA! (Quon! et! al.,! 1996;! Stephens! et! al.,! 1995),! (ii)!repression! of! ccrM! promoter! activity! by!methylation! on! GAnTC! sites! (Stephens! et! al.,!1995)!and!(iii)!degradation!of!CcrM!by!Lon!protease!(Wright!et!al.,!1996).!!
!
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c)#On#the#link#between#CtrA#and#CcrM#As! already! discussed! in! paragraph! A$2$e! of! this! chapter,! ctrA! is! expressed! from! two!promoters,!P1!and!P2!(Figure!10$b$d).!P1!is!activated!during!early!S!phase!while!P2!is!turned!on!during!late!S!phase!(Domian!et!al.,!1999).!CtrA!represses!P1!and!activates!P2!(Domian! et! al.,! 1999).! This! regulatory! region! upstream! of! ctrA! harbours! two! GAnTC!sites,! one! close! to! the! $35! box! of! P1! promoter! and! another! downstream!of! the! P2! +1!start!site!(Figure!10$d),!suggesting!that!the!activity!of!these!promoters!is!modulated!by!methylation.!Monitoring! the!activity!of!P1!and!P2! in!a! strain! constitutively!expressing!
ccrM! or! depleted! in! its! expression! showed! that! P2! activity! was! insensitive! to! both!conditions! (Reisenauer,! 2002).! On! the! contrary,! P1! activity! was! reduced! when! the!chromosome! remained! fully! methylated! throughout! the! cell! cycle! (condition! during!which!ccrM!is!constitutively!expressed)!and!increased!in!the!condition!where!DNA!was!hemi$!or!unmethylated!(strain!depleted!in!CcrM).!These!data!suggest!that!P1!is!activated!after! the! passage! of! the! replication! fork,! when! DNA! was! duplicated! into! two! hemi$methylated!molecules.!Further!experiments!confirm!this!hypothesis.!For!instance,!changing!the!position!of!P1$P2$ctrA! locus! on! the! chromosome! altered! its! expression! profile! (Reisenauer! and!Shapiro,! 2002).! Indeed,! cloning! this! locus! next! to! the! terminator! of! the! chromosome!resulted!in!a!delay!in!the!induction!of!ctrA!expression,!confirming!the!necessity!of!having!a!hemi$methylated!DNA!for!the!onset!of!ctrA!transcription.!!Before! the! discovery! of! CtrA! itself,! Stephens! et! al.! noticed! a! puzzling! resemblance!between!the!sequence!of!ccrM#promoter!and!that!of!several!flagellar!genes!(Stephens!et!al.,! 1995).! These! promoters! shared! a! consensus! sequence:! TTAACCAT.! At! that! time,!authors! concluded! that! DNA!methylation! and! flagellar! synthesis! had! to! be! under! the!control! of! the! same! regulatory! process.! In! 1996,! Quon! et! al.# published! their! work!describing! CtrA! as! being! a! transcription! factor! and! part! of! a! TCS! (Quon! et! al.,! 1996).!They!showed!that!in!a!strain!carrying!a!thermosensitive!allele!of!ctrA,#the!expression!of!flagellar!genes!and!of!ccrM#is!altered.!Reisenauer!et!al.!!highlighted!the!presence!of!a!9$mer! TTAA(N7)TTAAC! consensus! sequence! in! the! ccrM! promoter! and! showed! that!CtrA~P! can! bind! this! sequence! in# vitro# (Reisenauer! et! al.,! 1999).! The! ccrM#promoter!itself! contains! two! GAnTC! methylation! sites.! Mutating! either! of! these! sites! or! both!resulted! in! an! increase! of! ccrM! expression,! suggesting! that! a! fully!methylated! state! is!required!for!turning!off!ccrM!promoter!(Stephens!et!al.,!1995).!!!Taken! together,! these!data! show! that!CtrA!and!CcrM! influence! the!expression!of! their!own!genes!but!also!of!each!other’s.!Thus!ctrA!and!ccrM#promoters!are!subjected!to!the!regulation!of!at!least!two!major!regulators.!However,!as!shown!earlier!(paragraph!A$2$f),!CtrA! transcriptional! activity! is!modulated!by!SciP! (Gora!et! al.,! 2010).!The!ccrM#and!






Figure' 14)' Schematic' representation' of' the' DnaA)GcrA)CtrA)CcrM' circuitry'(Mohapatra!et!al.,!2014)'This! scheme! represents! the! highly! interconnected! transcriptional! regulation! of! dnaA,*
gcrA,*ctrA*and!ccrM*and!the!role!of!methylation!in!modulating!the!activity!of!promoters!containing! GAnTC! sites! (*).! The! dashed! blue! lines! depict! the! controversial! effect! of!methylation!on!dnaA*and!gcrA*expression.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
an obvious specific common characteristic or similarity. In
fact, some of these sites were located within the open
reading frames (ORFs), some were in the interge ic
regions of two divergent genes, and some others were in
the promoter regions of the genes [16].
The SMRT DNA sequencing method was also used in
CcrM constitutive expression and deletion conditions to
explore the methylation status of the GAnTC sites [26]. As
predicted, the GAnTC sites were fully methylated and
unmethylated in the CcrM overexpression and deletion
conditions, respectively, suggesting that the chromosome
alternates between full and hemimethylated states
depending solely on the cell cycle-regulated expression
and proteolysis of CcrM.
Whole-genome bioinformatics analysis provided evi-
dence that, among the species with CcrM homologs, the
presence of CcrM sites in the intergenic regions is overrep-
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TRENDS in Microbiology 
Figure 1. Cell cycle progression in Caulobacter crescentus. Asymmetrical cell division and cellular differentiation depends on a set of master regulators, such as GcrA, CtrA,
DnaA, and CcrM, as discussed in the text. Stages at which these principal cell cycle regulators are expressed are indicated as colored bars. At the bottom of the figure, the
methylation state of the single, approximately 4-mega-base-pair (Mbp) circular chromosome (the chromosome at the beginning, in green, of the cycle produces a new copy,
in orange) is represented as rectangles that correspond to 0 Mbp (origin of replication, Cori), 1 Mbp, 2 Mbp, and 3 Mbp in the Caulobacter chromosome. These rectangles
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Figure 2. Interconnected transcriptional r gulation of ccrM, dnaA, gcrA, and ctrA. Broken lines correspond to connections that were shown before but now are controversial
(especially the regulation of dnaA transcription by CcrM methylation). Blue lines represent methylation by CcrM on promoters (an asterisk represents methylation in the
promoter), whereas red lines represent transcriptional control.
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d)#On#the#link#between#GcrA#and#CcrM#The!co$occurrence!of!CcrM!and!GcrA!in!alphaproteobacteria!hinted!towards!a!possible!simultaneous!implication!of!both!proteins!in!the!regulation!of!gene!expression!(Brilli!et!al.,!2010).!GcrA!was!previously!shown!to!bind!promoters!of! cell! cycle! regulated!genes!(Holtzendorff!et!al.,!2004).!Fioravanti!and!co$workers!showed!that!GcrA!affinity!for!DNA!is! dependent! on! its!methylation! state! (Fioravanti! et! al.,! 2013).! GcrA! forms! dimers! in!solution! and! has! the! highest! affinity! for! fully!methylated!DNA.! It! can! also! bind! hemi$methylated! DNA! but! with! less! affinity.! Finally! binding! to! unmethylated! DNA!was! the!least! efficient.! A! ChIP$seq! assay! allowed! the! authors! to!map! GcrA! binding! sites! on! C.#
crescentus! chromosome.! Many! already! identified! targets,! such! as! podJ,!mipZ! and! ctrA!were! fished! out.! Most! interestingly,! regions! bound! by! GcrA! were! highly! enriched! in!GAnTC! sites,! further! supporting! the! idea! that! GcrA! binds! methylated! DNA.! However,!some! GcrA$bound! regions! do! not! contain! any! methylation! sites,! suggesting! that!methylation!might!not!be!the!only!modification!recognized!by!GcrA.!Furthermore,!GcrA!does!not!seem!to!bind!any!conserved!sequence!(Fioravanti!et!al.,!2013).!Figure!14!summarizes!the!DnaA$GcrA$CtrA$CcrM!circuitry.!As!already!shown!in!Figure!12$b,!DnaA!activates! the!expression!of!GcrA,!which! in! turn!activates! the!expression!of!CtrA.! CtrA! inhibits! the! expression! of!gcrA.! CcrM! further!modulates! the! activity! of! this!“transcriptional! cascade”:! methylation! by! CcrM! silences! the! activity! of! ctrA# and! gcrA#promoters!while!it!activates!dnaA!promoter.!It!should!be!noted!though!that!the!effect!of!methylation! on! gcrA# and! dnaA! promoter! activity! is! controversial! (Mohapatra! et! al.,!2014).!!!In! light!of! these! informations,!DnaA,!GcrA!and!CtrA!oscillation!during!C.#crescentus!cell!cycle!can!be!resumed!as!follows:!In! the! swarmer! cell! stage,! CtrA! is! the!main! transcription! factor! present! in! the! cell.! It!prevents! initiation! of! chromosome! replication! as! well! as! division! and! polar!morphogenesis!and!represses!gcrA#promoter!activity.!At!the!G1$S!transition,!two!major!events!occur:!CtrA!is!proteolyzed!(as!a!result! in!the!inversion!of!DivK!phosphorylation!status)! and! DnaA! is! produced.! As! a! consequence! of! this! switch,! the! transcriptional!programme!of!the!cell!is!modified,!allowing!the!entrance!into!the!S!phase.!DnaA!binds!to!the!Cori!and!initiates!chromosome!replication,!leading!to!the!duplication!of!DNA!and!its!transition!from!a!fully!methylated!to!a!hemi$methylated!state.!It!turns!on!gcrA,#ftsZ!and!





B*(Cell(cycle(regulation(in(other(alphaproteobacteria(The! Alphaproteobacteria! class! brings! together! different! bacterial! orders! harbouring!diverse! lifestyles.! Some! are! free$living! organisms! such! as! the! model! bacterium!
Caulobacter#crescentus.!Others,!belonging!to!the!order!Rhizobiales,!adopted!a!lifestyle!in!association! with! eukaryotic! hosts:! this! order! includes! genera! symbionts! of! plants!(Sinorhizobium,# Rhizobium,# Mesorhizobium)! and! others! pathogens! of! plants!(Agrobacterium)! (Batut!et!al.,!2004).!To! this!order!belong!also! facultative! intracellular!pathogens! of! mammals! (Brucella! and! Bartonella)! and! Ochrobactrum# anthropi,! a!bacterium!of!the!soil!and!opportunistic!pathogen.!Bacteria!of!the!order!Rickettsiales!are!obligate! intracellular!pathogens!of!arthropods!and!mammals!whereas!Rhodobacterales!are!photosynthetic!bacteria!(Batut!et!al.,!2004).!Figure!15!represents!a!phylogenetic!tree!of!alphaproteobacteria!based!on!the!sequences!of!eight!ribosomal!proteins!(Brilli!et!al.,!2010).!!Many!aspects!of!the!cell!cycle!have!been!studied!in!C.#crescentus,!especially!regarding!the!role!of! the!master! transcription! factor!CtrA! in! the!cell!cycle!progression!as!well!as! the!different! levels! of! regulation! of! CtrA! activity! itself.! As! already! detailed! earlier,! these!levels! of! regulation! include! transcription,! phosphorelation! and!proteolysis! (paragraph!A$2$a! of! Chapter! II)! and! involve! the! DivJ$PleC$DivK# TCS! and! the! DivL$CckA$ChpT$CtrA/CpdR# phosphorelay! (paragraph! A$1$b).! Coordinating! the! activity! of! this!phosphorylation! cascade! is! crucial! to! ensure! a! proper! oscillation! of! CtrA! activity!throughout!the!cell!cycle!of!C.#crescentus!and!thus!to!give!rise,!at!the!end!of!each!division,!to!two!daughter!cells!with!different!morphologies!and!cell!fates.!!!Despite!the!discrepancies!in!the!lifestyles!of!members!of!the!Alphaproteobacteria!class,!several!bioinformatics!analyses!as!well!as!experiments!conducted!recently!have!clearly!shown! that! both! the! phosphorylation! cascade! leading! to! CtrA! activation/proteolysis,!and!CtrA!regulon!are!conserved!among!this!class.!However,!this!conservation!is!partial!as!other!bacteria!have!diverged!from!the!well!known!“Caulobacter#paradigm”!by!losing!part!of!the!phosphorylation!cascade!or!by!using!CtrA!to!other!ends,!i.e.! in!some!orders!CtrA!regulates!unessential!processes!not!related!to!cell!cycle.!!
1.(Conservation(of(the(PleC*DivJ*DivK(TCS(and(the(CckA*ChpT*CtrA(phosphorelay(in(
alphaproteobacteria(Interest!in!the!cell!cycle!regulations!occurring!in!alphaproteobacteria!is!growing.!Several!projects! conducted! recently! have! shown! that! the! CtrA! pathway! is! involved! in! the!establishment! of! a! successful! interaction! (symbiosis,! pathogenicity)! between! several!alphaproteobacteria! and! their! eukaryotic! hosts! (Cheng! et! al.,! 2011;! Pini! et! al.,! 2013;!Willett!et!al.,!2015).!These!projects!show!indeed!how!the!CtrA!pathway!was!adapted!by!each!genus!to!its!own!lifestyle.!!CtrA! is! restricted! to! Alphaproteobacteria! and! is! widely! present! within! this! group! of!microorganisms! (Brilli! et! al.,! 2010).! Orthologs! are! indeed! present! in! Rickettsiales,!




cascade' upstream' of' CtrA' in' C.( crescentus( and' five' other' Alphaproteobacteria!(Hallez!et!al.,!2004)!
C.*crescentus!shares!orthologs!of!PleC,!DivJ,!DivL!and!CckA!with!all!listed!Rhizobiales.!The!latter!possess!either!one!or!two!extra!histidine!kinases,!PdhS1!and!PdhS2.!PdhS1!is!also!called! CbrA! in! S.* meliloti* (Gibson! et! al.,! 2006).! Rickettsia* prowazekii,! an! obligate!intracellular!pathogen,*lacks!most!of!these!actors.!The!number!of!amino!acids!of!each!protein!is!listed!on!the!right.!Grey!bars!represent!the!portions! of! the! proteins! similar! to! B.* melitensis* homolog! taken! as! a! reference.! Red!rectangles!represent!diverging!domains!and!green!bars!represent!proteins!absent!in!B.*
melitensis.!!!!!!!!!!
is mediated by the monodomain response regulator (RR)
DivK [10,25] whose phosphorylation level and localization
are controlled by at least two homologous HKs, DivJ and
PleC [8,9,11,26]. Although DivJ and PleC ar able to
phosphorylate DivK, it appears that these two histidine
kinases have antagonistic activities on the cellular
concentration of phosphorylated DivK in vivo [8,11]; this
suggests that DivJ effectively phosphorylates DivK, and
PleC probably dephosphorylates it. Another protein,
known as DivL, homologous to classical HKs but with a
tyrosine in place of the conserved histidine, is able to
phosphorylate CtrA in vitro but not DivK [27]. However,
DivL was isolated in a yeast two-hybrid screen using DivK
as the bait, strongly suggesting that these two proteins
can physically interact [28]. One of the most surprising
features of these regulating factors is their subcellular
localization, which changes during the cell cycle
[7–9,11,29]; the subcellular localization of DivL, however,
is still unknown.
We have identified orthologs of these proteins in five
other a-proteobacterial species. Orthologs of each of the
five signaling proteins (DivK, DivJ, PleC, DivL and CckA)
were found in all genomes analyzed (Figure 3), except for
R. prowazekii, which only possesses homologs of the pleC
and ctrA genes (respectively called barA and czcR, [14]).
Interestingly, as illustrat d i Figure 2, PleC is an
upstr am factor in a cascade controlling CtrA activity.
As is the case for most obligate pathogens, R. prowazekii
has a much reduced genome size (1.1 Mb compared with
more than 3 Mb for the other species). Surprisingly, it
appears that R. prowazekii did lose the intermediate
factors (DivJ and DivK) during evolution, maintaining
only the upstream and the downstream components of this
pathway. Therefore, in this organism, CtrA activity is
either controlled by an unidentified signaling pathway, or
it is directly controlled by PleC, in contrast to what is
reported for C. crescentus, and probably occurring in the
four other species. Another interesting observation is that
the interacting domains (i.e. transmitter domains of HK
[28]) of the partners are much more conserved than their
putative sensor domains (Figure 3), suggesting that a
similar integration processmight be controlled by different
signals from one bacterium to the other.
We have also identified new putative members of the
CtrA control pathway in the genomes of Brucella
melitensis, M. loti, S. meliloti and A. tumefaciens. These
genes are called pdhS for ‘pleC/divJ homolog sensor’
because they present a high similarity with both so-called
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the CtrA control system proposed in Caulo-
bacter crescentus. The sensor and transmitter domains of histidine kinases (HK)
are indicated in green and yellow, respectively. The receiver domain of response
regulators (RR) is in red. H, Y and D represent phosphorylated residues, histidine
and tyrosine for HK and aspartate for RR, respectively. The DNA-binding domain
of CtrA is illustrated in blue. Arrows denote the flow of phosphoryl groups, but do
not indicate that the HK and CtrA directly interact. Given that CckA and DivK pos-
sess a receiver domain with a conserved transphosphorylated aspartate (D), it is
probable that the phosphotransfer between one of these factors and CtrA is indi-
rect, probably involving an unidentified histidine phosphotransferase. Dashed lines
illustrate a phosphate transfer between DivL and CtrA, only demonstrated in vitro
[27]. The double arrow connecting DivL and DivK illustrates a physical interaction
shown by a yeast two-hybrid screen [28]. DivK is able to stimulate the proteolytic
degradation of CtrA-P and CtrA [10,25] and probably also to control the phos-
phorylation state of CtrA, as illustrated by the dashed line between DivK and
CtrA-P [6]. Antagonistic activities of DivJ and PleC on the DivK phosphorylation
state are illustrated. The pair of scissors symbolizes the proteolytic machinery
ClpX/ClpP, responsible for the degradation of CtrA.























Figure 3. Schematic representation of orthologs of the sensors involved in the con-
trol of CtrA found in six a-proteobacterial genomes: Caulobacter crescentus, Rick-
ettsia prowazekii, Brucella melitensis, Mesorhizobium loti, Sinorhizobium meliloti
and Agrobacterium tumefaciens. The portion of the proteins with similarity to the
B. melitensis homolog (considered here as a reference) is indicated in grey, illus-
trating that it is often the C-terminal portion of the protein that is conserved. The
portion of PdhS2 orthologs with high similarity is represented in green. The length
(in amino acids) of each protein in each species is indicated on the right. The ‘/’
symbol indicates that no strong homolog was found in the corresponding species.
The reference number of each gene encoding these proteins is indicated in Table 2
of the supplementary material online. CtrA and DivK are not shown because they
are very well conserved ver their whole length, except for the C-terminal peptide
of CtrA [40].
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divJ,! divL! and! cckA#orthologs.! The! absence! of! these! genes! can! be! associated! with! the!reduction!in!genome!size!that!accompanied!the!adaptation!of!this!microorganism!to!an!obligate!intracellular!lifestyle!(Batut!et!al.,!2004).!Indeed,!Rickettsiales!harbour!genomes!of!1.1!to!1.3!mega!base!pairs!(Mb),!whereas!Brucellae!have!genomes!of!around!3.3!Mb!and! plant! associated! bacteria! living! in! the! soil! have! undergone! a! genome! expansion!reaching!for!some!7.6!Mb!(Mesorhizobium#loti)!and!9.1!Mb!(Bradyrhizobium#japonicum)!in!genome!size.!The! search! for! orthologs!by!Hallez! et! al.#also! revealed! the!presence! in! the!Rhizobiales!order!of!a!gene!coding!for!a!third!histidine!kinase!homologous!to!pleC#and!divJ.!This!gene!is! either! present! in! one! copy! (Brucella# abortus)! or! two! copies! (plant$associated!
Rhizobiales)!and!was!dubbed!pdhS!for!pleC$divJ!homologous!sensor!(Hallez!et!al.,!2004).!A!wider!comparative!genomic!analysis!conducted!by!Brilli!et!al.#showed!that!Rhizobiales#harbour! the!highest! conservation!of! this! phosphorylation! cascade! in! comparison! to!C.#
crescentus! while! other! orders! diverge! from! this! model! organism! to! different! extents!(Brilli! et! al.,! 2010).! Some!members! of! the!Rhodobacterales! lack! the!pleCOdivJOdivK! TCS!while!some!Rickettsiales#lack!this!TCS,!cckA#and!chpT.!!
2.(CtrA(regulon(Brilli!et!al.#predicted#CtrA!regulon!in!several!alphaproteobacteria!based!on!the!presence!of! the! consensus! sequence! known! to! be! bound! by! CtrA! in! C.# crescentus# (Brilli! et! al.,!2010).! Their! results! show! that! the! regulon! of! CtrA! is! widely! conserved! in!
Alphaproteobacteria,!and!this!observation!concerns!genes!directly!involved!in!cell!cycle!regulation!as!well!as!genes!regulating!other!processes.!CtrA!seems!indeed!to!regulate!its!own! expression! in! almost! all! analysed! genomes.! In! Rhizobiales,! where! the!phosphorylation!cascade!is!mostly!conserved!in!comparison!to!the!one!of!C.#crescentus,!CtrA! exerts! a! feedback! loop! sometimes! on! divK,! but!mostly! either! on! pleC#or! divJ.! In!bacteria!lacking!this!TCS,!CtrA!regulates!the!expression!of!divL#or!chpT.!More!generally,!CtrA! seems! to! regulate! similar! processes! as! in! C.# crescentus.! Indeed,! most! of! CtrA!predicted! targets! are! involved! in! signal! transduction,! envelope! homeostasis,! cell!division,!chromosome!partitioning!and!motility.!These!bioinformatics!analyses!suggest!that!CtrA!regulon!is!partially!conserved!among!Alphaproteobacteria.!!CtrA! is! essential! in! most! of! the! alphaproteobacteria.! Rhodobacter# capsulatus# is! an!exception.! In! this! organism,! ctrA# can! be! disrupted! without! affecting! R.# capsulatus#viability.!Such!a!disruption!showed!that!CtrA!regulates!the!expression!of!genes!involved!in! a! genetic! exchange! system! called! GTA! for! “gene! transfer! agent”! (Lang! and! Beatty,!2000).! GTAs! are! phage$like! particles! produced! by! R.# capsulatus! in! stationary! phase!culture,! probably! in! response! to! some! stress$related! environmental! cue(s).! In! the!obligate! intracellular! pathogen! Ehrlichia# chaffeensis! (a! member! of! the! Rickettsiales#order),!CtrA! is!not!essential!either.! It!probably!plays!an! important! role! in!establishing!the! pathogenesis! of! this!microorganism!by! regulating! the! expression! of! several! genes!involved! in!membrane!homeostasis! and! in! resistance! to!oxidative! stress! (Cheng!et! al.,!2011).! These! examples! show! that! some! alphaproteobacteria! developed! adaptations!involving!CtrA!in!particular!processes!other!than!cell!cycle!regulation.!!In! Brucella# abortus,! a! DNase! I! footprinting! assay! performed! by! Bellefontaine! et! al.!suggests!that!CtrA!might!regulate!similar!processes!as!in!C.#crescentus!but!via!different!target!genes!(Bellefontaine!et!al.,!2002).!This!in#vitro!assay!showed!that!CtrA!binds!to!the!promoters! of! pleC,# minC# (an! inhibitor! of! Z$ring! formation! near! the! poles),# ftsE# (a!component!of!an!ABC!transporter! localized!to!the!Z!ring),#ccrM,#rpoD#(the!major!sigma!
! !!
!!
Figure' 17' –' Alphaproteobacteria' divide' asymmetrically' and' grow' unipolarly!(Brown!et!al.,!2012;!Hallez!et!al.,!2004)!aC C.* crescentus* (a),! B.* abortus* (b),! S.* meliloti* (c)! and! A.* tumefaciens! (d)! have! an!asymmetric!division.!The!small!and!large!cells!are!annotated!S!and!L!respectively.!bC Time!lapse!microscopy!of!A.*tumefaciens,!B.*abortus!and!E.*coli*previously!labelled!with!Texas!Red!succinimidyl!ester!(TRSE).!cC Molecular!structure!of!Texas!Red!succinimidyl!ester!(TRSE)!!!!!
!!
Figure' 18)' Scanning' electron'microscopy' of'B.(abortus' (WT' and' overexpressing'
pdhS)'and'light'microscopy'of'A.(tumefaciens' (WT'and'∆pleC)'and'S.(meliloti' (WT'
and'∆divJ)!(Kim!et!al.,!2013;!Pini!et!al.,!2013;!Van!der!Henst!et!al.,!2012)!
B.* abortus,!A.* tumefaciens*and! S.*meliloti! have! aberrant!morphologies! (branched! cells,!miniCcells)!when!the!level!of!expression!of!either!of!the!histidine!kinases!(PdhS,!DivJ!and!PleC)!controlling!DivK!phosphorylation!is!perturbed.!!!!
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factor)! and# ctrA#but! not! to! the! promoter! of! divK# or! to! the! origin! of! replication,! two!known!targets!of!CtrA!in!C.#crescentus.!Thus,!CtrA!probably!regulates!cell!cycle!(via!pleC#and! ctrA),! cell! division! (via! minC# and! ftsE)! and! DNA! methylation! (via! ccrM).! These!processes!are!also!regulated!by!C.#crescentus!CtrA!but!sometimes!via!different!genes.!For!instance,!CtrA!exerts!a!feedback!loop!on!the!phosphorylation!cascade!leading!to!its!own!activation!by!regulating!the!expression!of!divK#in!C.#crescentus#(Laub!et!al.,!2000);!CtrA!could!fulfil!the!same!purpose!in!B.#abortus!by!binding!to!the!promoter!of!pleC.!!
3.(The(particular(case(of(Rhizobiales(Bacteria!of! the!order!Rhizobiales#have!that! in!particular! that! they!share!many! features!despite! their! diverse! lifestyles.! This! order! brings! together! mammalian! pathogens,!
Brucella# and! Bartonella,# symbionts! of! plants,! Sinorhizobium,# Rhizobium# and!
Mesorhizobium,! a! pathogen! of! plants,!Agrobacterium,! and! a! free$living! bacterium! and!opportunistic! pathogen,! Ochrobactrum.# Hence,! one! common! feature! among! most!
Rhizobiales!is!their!ability!to!establish!an!interaction!with!a!eukaryotic!organism,!either!in!a!symbiotic!or!in!a!pathogenic!way.!!
Rhizobiales! are! rod$shaped! bacteria! sharing! three! other! interesting! characteristics:!!asymmetric!division! (Hallez!et!al.,!2004)! (Figure!17$a),!unipolar!growth! (Brown!et!al.,!2012)!(Figure!17$b)!and!a!multipartite!genome.!Scanning!electron!micrographs!showed!that!B.#abortus,!S.#meliloti#and!A.#tumefaciens!predivisional!cells! form!a!septum!slightly!shifted!towards!one!of!the!poles.!These!observations!raise!the!question!of!whether!the!asymmetric!division!in!these!bacteria!also!leads!to!the!generation!of!daughter!cells!with!distinct!cell!fates.!!!Unipolar! growth! has! been! observed! in! B.# abortus,! S.# meliloti,! A.# tumefaciens# and! O.#
anthropi! (Figure!17$b)! (Brown!et! al.,! 2012).! It!was!monitored! thanks! to! a! fluorescent!dye! called! Texas! Red! succinimidyl! ester! (TRSE)! (Figure! 17$c).! The! succinimidyl! ester!group!of!this!molecule!reacts!with!amine!groups!present!at!the!surface!of!the!bacterial!envelope,!rendering!the!bacterial!envelope!fluorescent.!When!bacteria!are!labelled!with!TRSE!and!kept! to!grow,!with! time!appears!an!unlabelled!polar! zone! corresponding! to!the! growing! zone! where! newly! synthesized! material! is! inserted.! Hence,! the! new!daughter! cell! generated! at! the! tip! of! this! growing! pole! is! exclusively! made! of! new!material.!On!the!contrary,!the!old!pole!and!the!remaining!cellular!body!of!the!“mother”!cell!are!inert.!E.#coli#!displays!a!different!growth!pattern.!It!is!known!to!incorporate!new!material! along! its! cell! body.! This! results! in! a! dilution! of! the! TRSE! labelling! during!growth,! except! at! the!poles! (Figure!17$b).! As! a! direct! consequence! of! such! a! unipolar!growth,!Rhizobiales!harbour!a!branching!phenotype!when!their!cell!cycle!is!perturbed!in!a!way! that! leads! to! inhibition! of! division! (Figure! 18).! It! is! the! case! of! a! fraction! of!B.#
abortus! cells! when! pdhS! is! overexpressed! (Van! der! Henst,! 2012)! or! when! a! strain!harbouring!a!thermosensitive!allele!of!ctrA#is!grown!at!restrictive!temperature!(Willett!et!al.,!2015)!(Figure!21).!Deleting!pleC,!pdhS1#or!divK!in!A.#tumefaciens#also!leads!to!the!formation!of!so!called!“Y$shaped”!bacteria!(Kim!et!al.,!2013).!Finally,!a!S.#meliloti#strain!lacking!divJ#also!harbours!a!branched!phenotype!(Pini!et!al.,!2013).!!
Rhizobiales! are! also! characterized! by! a! multipartite! genome.! A.# tumefaciens# genome!consists!of!a!circular!chromosome,!a!linear!chromosome!and!two!plasmids!(Wood!et!al.,!2001).!S.#meliloti! genome! is!divided! in!a! circular! chromosome!and! two!megaplasmids,!pSymA!and!pSymB!(Galibert!et!al.,!2001).!Finally,!B.#melitensis!and!B.#abortus#genomes!are! bipartite! and! consist! of! a! large! chromosome! or! ChrI! (2.1!mega! base! pairs)! and! a!
!!! !!!!!!!
!!
Figure' 19)' Schematic' representation' of' the' infection' of' a' plant' root' hair' by' S.(
meliloti((Modified!from!Gibson!et!al.,*2008)(In!nitrogen! starvation! conditions,! plants! exude! flavonoids! recognized!by!S.*meliloti.! In!response! to! these!molecules,!bacteria!produce!Nod! factors,!which!bind! to!receptors!at!the! surface!of! the! root!hair! (b).!This!molecular!exchange! induces!a! curling!of! the! root!hair! and! the! subsequent! uptake! of! the! bacteria! invading! the! plant! by! dividing! in! an!infection!thread!(IT)!(aCc).!After!reaching!the!cortex,!bacteria! induce!the!mitosis!of!the!plant!cells!(in!blue)!leading!to!the!formation!of!a!nodule!(a).!This!nodule!contains!four!distinct! zones:! the! persistent!meristem! (I),! the! invasion! zone! (II),! the! nitrogen! fixing!zone! (III)! and! the! senescent! zone! (IV)! present! in! old! nodules.! At! the! tip! of! the! IT,!bacteria! are! endocytosed! by! postCmitotic! cortex! cells! (d).! They! are! enclosed! in! a!peribacteroid! membrane! (PBM)! where! they! differentiate! into! bacteroids,! a! bacterial!form!specialized!in!taking!up!nitrogen!(N2)!and!metabolizing!it!into!molecules!usable!by!the!plant.!!!!!!!!!!!!
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small!chromosome!or!ChrII!(1.2!mega!base!pairs)!(DelVecchio!et!al.,!2002;!Singh!et!al.,!2015).!Each!chromosome!has!its!own!replication!machinery.!ChrI!encodes!homologs!of!the! ParAB! segregation!machinery!while! ChrII! initiation! of! replication! and! segregation!probably! relies! on! the! RepABC! system! (Deghelt! et! al.,! 2014;! Pinto! et! al.,! 2012).! The!RepABC!system!is!proper!to!the!Alphaproteobacteria!class!and!chromosomes!encoding!this!machinery!are!referred!to!as!chromids!(Pinto!et!al.,!2012).!These!replicons!encode!at!least!one!essential!gene!but!their!replication!and!segregation!profiles!resemble!those!of!plasmids.!Recently,!Deghelt,!Mullier!et!al.!showed!that!ChrI!and!ChrII!of!B.#abortus!are!oriented!along!the!cell!length!axis!and!that!initiation!of!replication!of!ChrI!starts!before!ChrII! (Deghelt! et! al.,! 2014).! They! also! showed! that! the! origin! of! replication! and!terminator! of! ChrI! (oriI! and! terI)! are! closely! apposed! to! the! cell! poles!while!oriII! and!
terII!seem!to!be!loosely!associated!to!the!poles!and!more!mobile.!!
a)#Sinorhizobium#meliloti#cell#cycle#regulation#
Sinorhizobium#meliloti#is!a!nitrogen!fixing!symbiont!of!legume!plants!(Horvat,!1986).!It!is!also!a!free$living!bacterium!able!to!colonize!the!soil.!When!nitrogen!becomes!limiting!in!the! environment,! leguminous! plants! secrete! flavonoids! into! the! soil.! These! secondary!plant!metabolites!are!perceived!by!the!Rhizobiales,!which!in!response!to!these!molecules!produce!Nod!factors!(Figure!19).!The!latter!are!recognized!by!receptors!present!at!the!surface! of! host! plant! root! hair,! inducing! a! curling! of! the! root! hair! and! subsequent!invasion!of! the!plant! tissue!by! the!bacteria! through! an! infection! thread! (IT).! The!Nod!factors!induce!mitosis!of!the!root!cortex!cells,!leading!to!the!formation!of!a!nodule.!At!the!tip!of!the!IT,!bacteria!are!endocytosed!by!post$mitotic!cells!where!they!differentiate!into!nitrogen$fixing!bacteroids,!able! to!reduce!dinitrogen!(N2)! into!molecules!usable!by! the!host! plant.! Bacteroids! display! elongated! and! branched! morphologies! and! undergo!endoreduplication,! suggesting! profound! changes! in! the! cell! cycle! of! these! bacteria!(Gibson!et!al.,!2008;!Kondorosi!et!al.,!2013).#!
S.#meliloti#divides! asymmetrically! (Hallez! et! al.,! 2004)! and! chromosome! replication! is!coupled!with!growth!and!division.!Each!round!of!growth!and!division!is!accompanied!by!a! single! event! of! chromosome! replication! and! segregation! (Mergaert! et! al.,! 2006).! In!addition! to! pleC# and! divJ,# S.# meliloti# genome! contains! two! genes! coding! for! histidine!kinases! homologous! to! PleC! and! DivJ! (CbrA! and! CbrB,! also! called! PdhS1! and! PdhS2!respectively)! that!might! regulate! certain! aspects! of! the! cell! cycle! (Hallez! et! al.,! 2004).!One! of! these! genes! was! selected! in! a! transpositional! mutagenesis! screen! for! genes!involved!in!symbiosis!and!exopolysaccharide!synthesis!(Gibson!et!al.,!2006).!The!protein!encoded! by! this! gene! was! called! CbrA! for! “Calcofluor! bright! regulator! A”! as! the!disruption! of! this! coding! sequence! by! a! transposon! resulted! in! an! overproduction! of!succinoglycan,!which!is!detected!by!the!binding!to!calcofluor.!Disrupting!this!gene!also!perturbed! the! cell! cycle! of! S.# meliloti,! since! mutant! bacteria! display! branched!phenotypes!and!abnormal!genome!contents,!either!<1N!or!>2N!(Sadowski!et!al.,!2013).!!As!already!presented!in!the!previous!paragraph,!genes!involved!in!the!phosphorylation!cascade! leading! to! CtrA! phosphorylation! and! degradation! are! well! conserved! in!
Rhizobiales# in! general! and! in! S.#meliloti# in! particular.! Several! experimental! data! gave!further! insight! into! how! this! phosphorylation! cascade! functions! in! S.#meliloti.# In! this!bacterium,!CbrA!and!DivJ!are!kinases!for!DivK!while!PleC!is!its!phosphatase!(Pini!et!al.,!2013).!CbrA!and!DivJ!maintain!a!low!level!of!phosphorylated!CtrA,!suggesting!that,!as!in!
C.#crescentus,!DivK~P! inhibits! the!phosphorelay! leading! to!CtrA!phosphorylation.#DivK!localizes!to!the!old!pole!(Lam!et!al.,!2003)!in!a!CbrA$dependent!manner!(Sadowski!et!al.,!
!!!!
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Figure'20)'PdhS'and'DivK'polar'localization'and'PdhS'domain'mapping!(Hallez!et!al.,!2007;!Van!der!Henst!et!al.,!2012)!aC Fluorescence!microscopy!of!a!B.*abortus!strain!expressing!a!PdhSCCFP!fusion!and!a!DivKCYFP!fusion.!Both!proteins!localize!to!one!pole!of!the!bacterium.!bC Schematic! representation! of! PdhS!domains:! 6! fragments! constitute! the! sensory!domain!while! the!catalytic!domain! (CD)!comprises! the!histidine!kinase!and! the!ATPase!domains.!!!
!!
Figure' 21)' Light' microscopy' of' a' B.( abortus( and' C.( crescentus' expressing' a'
thermosensitive'allele'of'ctrA'and'S.(meliloti(depleted'of'CtrA*(Pini!et!al.,!2015;!Quon!et!al.,!1998;!Willett!et!al.,!2015)!When! B.* abortus* cells! expressing! ctrA(V148F)! allele! are! incubated! at! restrictive!temperature! (37°C)! for! 24h,! they! elongate! and! form! buddings! at! the! midcell.! CtrACdepleted!S.*meliloti*cells!elongate!and!branch,!similarly!to!bacteroids.!C.*crescentus!cells!expressing! a! thermosensitive! allele! of! ctrA! and! grown! at! restrictive! temperature!filament.!!!!!
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2013).!The!divJ#and!cbrA! genes! can!be!disrupted! separately,! although!bacteria! lacking!one!of!these!genes!show!branched!phenotypes!and!accumulation!of!genomic!DNA!(Pini!et!al.,!2013;!Sadowski!et!al.,!2013).!However,!divJ#and#cbrA#are!co$lethal,! showing! that!DivK!phosphorylation! is! essential.!On! the! contrary,!pleC#cannot!be!deleted,! suggesting!that!an!excess!of!phosphorylated!DivK!is!deleterious!for!the!bacteria!(Fields!et!al.,!2012;!Pini! et! al.,! 2013).! When! CtrA! is! depleted! in! S.#meliloti,! cells! harbour! a! bacteroid$like!phenotype,!showing!elongation!and!branching!(Pini!et!al.,!2015)!(Figure!21).!Cell!cycle!and!symbiosis!are!intricately!linked!together.!Indeed,!although!not!necessary!for!viability!in!culture,!divJ!and!cbrA!are!essential!for!establishing!a!successful!symbiosis!with!alfalfa!host!plants.!Indeed,!∆divJ!and!cbrA::tn5!mutants!accumulate!more!CtrA!than!the!WT!strain!and!are!unable!to!form!efficient!nodules!(Pini!et!al.,!2013;!Sadowski!et!al.,!2013).! Furthermore,! bacteroids! purified! from! nodules! are! devoid! of! CtrA! (Pini! et! al.,!2013).!Together!with!the!CtrA$depleted!cells!phenotype,!these!observations!suggest!that!CtrA!has!to!be!cleared!from!the!cells!to!allow!the!differentiation!into!bacteroids.!!CtrA!predicted!regulon!is!similar,!although!presents!some!differences,!compared!to!CtrA!regulon!in!C.#crescentus.!Combining!microarray!and!ChIP$seq!data,!Pini!and!co$workers!established!the!direct!regulon!of!CtrA!in!S.#meliloti.!This!regulon!includes!mainly!genes!involved! in!cell!cycle!regulation!(divJ,!sciP),!division!(minCD),#motility!genes!and!genes!coding!for!envelope!components!(Pini!et!al.,!2015).!!
b)#Brucella#abortus#cell#cycle#regulation#




B.#abortus!DivK!is!essential!and!it!is!the!functional!homolog!of!C.#crescentus#DivK!as!it!is!sufficient! to! ensure! viability! when! present! as! the! sole! copy! of! divK# in! C.# crescentus#(Hallez!et!al.,!2007).!These!two!homologs!share!79%!of!identity.!DivK!phosphorylation!is!essential! for! its!polar! localization,!as!a!DivK(D53A)$YFP!fusion!does!not! localize!to!the!pole.!DivK!interacts!with!PdhS,!DivJ!and!PleC!in!a!Y2H!assay.!However,!neither!PleC!nor!DivJ! are! essential! for! DivK! polar! localization! or! for! B.# abortus# viability! (Hallez! et! al.,!2007).!!Recently,!Willett!et!al.!showed!that!the!B.#abortus!CckA$ChpT$CtrA/CpdR!phosphorelay!functions!in!a!similar!manner!to!the!one!of!C.#crescentus!where!CckA!is!a!hybrid!histidine!kinase! and! ChpT! a! phosphotransferase! able! to! shuttle! the! phosphoryl! group! between!CckA!on!one!hand!and!CtrA!or!CpdR!on!the!other!hand!(Willett!et!al.,!2015).!They!also!showed! that! CckA,! ChpT! and! CtrA! are! essential! while! deleting! cpdR#did! not! affect!B.#
abortus#viability.! By! constructing! several! conditional!mutants,!Willett! and! co$workers!demonstrated!that!this!phosphorelay!regulates!chromosome!replication!and!division!in!culture! and! is! essential! for! survival! inside! macrophages.! One! of! these! conditional!mutants! is! ctrA(V148F),# a! thermosensitive! (TS)! allele! of! ctrA.! A! B.# abortus! strain!expressing! ctrA(V148F)! from! the! chromosomal! locus! as! the! only! copy! of! ctrA! grew!normally! at! 30°C.!When! shifted! to! 37°C,! bacteria! stopped! proliferating! but! remained!alive!for!as!long!as!72h,!as!shown!by!a!stable!number!of!CFUs.!Twenty!four!hours!after!the!shift!to!the!restrictive!temperature,!bacteria!were!elongated!and!showed!budding!at!the! midcell! (Figure! 21).! These! results! suggest! that! the! thermosensitive! allele! is! still!sufficiently!functional!to!maintain!viability!in!rich!culture!medium.!On!the!contrary,!the!




Table& 17& Summary& of& the& essentiality& of& the& PdhS/PleC/DivJ7DivK& TCS& in& C.(
crescentus,(B.(abortus,(S.(meliloti&and&A.(tumefaciens(*divJ! and! cbrA! cannot! be! deleted! simultaneously,! demonstrating! that! DivK!phosphorylation!by!DivJ!or!CbrA!is!essential.!! !
!!!!
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Figure' 22)' Brucella( intracellular' trafficking,' from' invasion' to' dissemination'(Modified!from!Celli!et!al.,!2015!and!von!Bargen!et!al.,!2012)(
Brucella! are! internalized! in!mammalian!cells!by!phagocytosis!at! the! level!of! lipid! rafts!(orange! line! in! the! zoomed! image).! These! are! microCdomains! of! the! cytoplasmic!membrane!of!eukaryotic!cells!enriched!in!cholesterol!and!several!receptors!that!bind!to!proteins!present!at!the!surface!of!bacteria.!For!example,!the!surface!protein!41!(SP41)!of!
Brucella! is! thought! to!bind! to!unknown! sialidated! receptors.! The!PrPC! (prion!protein)!receptor!recognizes!the!bacterial!heatCshock!protein!Hsp60!(Watarai!et!al.,!2003),!even!though!this!observation!is!controversial!(Fontes!et!al.,!2005).!The!scavenger!receptor!A!(SRCA)! interacts! with! LPS! (Kim! et! al.,! 2004).! Once! inside! the! host! cell,! Brucella! is!enclosed! in!an!endosomal!Brucella! containing!vacuole!(eBCV)!that! interacts!with!early!endosomes! (EE),! acquiring! EEA1! and!Rab5,! then!with! late! endosomes! (LE),! acquiring!Rab7!and!Lamp1!and!with!lysosomes!(Lys).!Trafficking!through!the!endocytic!pathway!leads! to! the!acidification!of! the!eBCV,!which!allows! the!expression!of! the!virB! operon.!The! eBCV! interacts! with! the! endoplasmic! reticulum! exit! sites! (ERES)! in! a! Sar1Cdependent!manner,!maturating!into!a!replicative!BCV!(rBCV)!where!bacteria!proliferate!actively.!Finally,!interaction!of!the!rBCV!with!an!autophagosomal!nucleation!machinery!(Beclin!1,!ULK1,!ATG14L)!gives!rise!to!the!aBCV,!proposed!to!be!involved!in!the!bacterial!spreading!to!neighbouring!cells.!!!!!!
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Chapter(III*(Bacteria(of(the(genus(Brucella##
A*(Brucella(species(and(brucellosis((Bacteria!of!the!genus!Brucella!were!first!isolated!in!Malta!in!the!1880s!by!David!Bruce!(Bruce,!1889),!a!British!captain!and!surgeon.!At!that!time,!many!British!soldiers!suffered!from! an! undulant! fever.! The! source! of! infection! was! traced! back! to! the! ingestion! of!contaminated!milk.!Brucella!are!Gram!negative!coccobacilli,!0.5$0.7!µm!wide!and!0.6$1.5!µm!long!(Moreno!and!Moriyon,!2006).!They!are!members!of!the!alpha$2!proteobacteria!class! (Moreno! et! al.,! 1990).! They! are! the! causative! agent! of! brucellosis,! a! worldwide!zoonosis!affecting!diverse!mammals!including!humans.!Ten!Brucella#species!have!been!characterized!up!to!now,!and!together!they!can!infect!a!broad!range!of!mammalian!hosts!including! cattle,! sheep,! goats,! swine,!dogs,! rodents! and!marine!mammals.!Humans!are!accidental!hosts! for!Brucella#(Atluri!et!al.,!2011),!since!Brucella#do!not!propagate! from!one! person! to! another.!B.#melitensis,#B.#abortus! and!B.# suis! are! the!most! infectious! for!humans.!Symptoms!of!brucellosis!in!humans!resemble!those!of!a!strong!cold!and!consist!of!fever,!chills,!weakness!and!muscle!joint!pain!(Moreno!and!Moriyon,!2006).!In!animals,!
Brucella# have! a! tropism! for! the! reproductive! tract,! trophoblasts! being! one! of! their!favourite! niches! (Anderson! et! al.,! 1986).! Brucellosis! induces! abortion! in! females! and!sterility!in!males.!Brucellosis!has!been!mostly!eradicated!in!western!countries!but!is!still!present!in!some!parts! of! the! world,! especially! in! the! Mediterranean! region,! in! Latin! America! and! in!central!Asia! (Pappas!et!al.,! 2005).!However,! it! should!be!noted! that! in! some!countries!located! in! these! regions,! brucellosis! is! controlled! by! vaccinating! healthy! herds! and!culling!infected!animals!(Pappas!et!al.,!2006).!As!mentioned!in!the!previous!paragraph,!
Brucella# infect!many! domestic! animals.! Brucellosis! can! thus! have! an! important! socio$economical!impact!as!well!as!public!health!repercussions!(Pappas!et!al.,!2006).!!!
B*(Brucella#intracellular(trafficking(and(its(link(to(virulence(
Brucella#are! “facultatively! extracellular,! intracellular! pathogens”! of!mammals! (Moreno!and!Moriyon,!2006),!meaning!that!they!can!survive!in!the!environment!(soil,!water)!but!that!their!favourite!niche!is!the!intracellular!milieu!of!mammalian!cells.!More!commonly,!they! are! referred! to! as! facultative! intracellular! pathogens.! Brucella# can! infect! a! wide!range! of! mammalian! cells,! both! non$phagocytic! cells! (Detilleux! et! al.,! 1990)! and!professional!phagocytes!(Archambaud!et!al.,!2010).!Epithelial!cell!lines!such!as!HeLa!and!Vero! cells,! trophoblasts,! THP1! human! monocytes,! dendritic! cells! and! murine! bone!marrow$derived! macrophages! (BMDM)! are! a! few! examples! of! cell! lines! used! in! the!laboratory! to! study! Brucella#pathogenesis! (Billard! et! al.,! 2007;! Detilleux! et! al.,! 1990;!Moreno!and!Moriyon,!2006).!B.#abortus!is!one!of!the!most!studied!species!in!regards!to!its! intracellular!trafficking!and!Hela!cells!and!RAW!264.7!murine!macrophages!are!the!infection!models! most! commonly! used! in! laboratories.! The! journey! bacteria! undergo!from!the!moment! they!encounter!a!host!cell! to! the!moment! they!disseminate! to!other!cells! can! be! divided! in! several! distinct! steps:! (1)! adhesion,! (2)! invasion,! (3)! survival!inside!the!host!cell,!(4)!proliferation!and!(5)!dissemination!to!neighbouring!cells!(Figure!22).! !Each!of! these!steps!has!been! investigated!and!data!show!that!bacteria!control!all!stages!of!their!life!cycle.!!!
! !!!!!!!
!
Figure' 23)' Cycling' of' small' GTPases' between' their' active' and' inactive' form'(EtienneCManneville!and!Hall,!2002)!!!!!!
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Rho GTPases are molecular switches that control a wide variety of signal transduction pathways in all eukaryotic cells. They are
known principally for their pivotal role in regulating the actin cytoskeleton, but their ability to influence cell polarity, microtubule
dynamics, membrane transport pathways and transcription factor activity is probably just as significant. Underlying this biological
complexity is a simple biochemical idea, namely that by switching on a single GTPase, several distinct signalling pathways can be
coordinately activated. With spatial and temporal activation of multiple switches factored in, it is not surprising to find Rho
GTPases having such a prominent role in eukaryotic cell biology.
G
TPases are molecular switches that use a simple bio-
chemical strategy to control complex cellular processes.
They cycle between two conformational states: one
bound to GTP (‘active’ state), the other bound to
GDP (‘inactive’ state), and they hydrolyse GTP to
GDP (Fig. 1). In the ‘on’ (GTP) state, GTPases recognize target
proteins and generate a response until GTP hydrolysis returns the
switch to the ‘off ’ state. This idea has been elaborated throughout
evolution, and mammalian cells contain several hundred GTPase
switches. The Ras superfamily of GTPases is particularly interesting
to cell biologists, as its members have turned out to be master
regulators of many aspects of cell behaviour. These small, mono-
meric GTPases, which number over 60 in mammals, fall into five
major groups: Ras, Rho, Rab, Arf and Ran. This review focuses
specifically on Rho GTPases, emphasizing the insights they are
providing into the molecular mechanisms underlying cell biology.
Although the Rho switch itself is straightforward, it is very
carefully regulated, and the human genome contains over 60
activators (guanine nucleotide exchange factors, GEFs) and over
70 inactivators (GTPase-activating proteins, GAPs) for this family
(Fig. 1). Unfortunately, target proteins do not contain a single
recognizable sequence motif useful in database searches, but for
Rho, Rac and Cdc42, the three best-characterized members of the
family, over 60 targets have so far been identified experimentally.
This is unparalleled complexity for a GTPase switch and points to
their importance in the eukaryotic cell.
The Rho gene was identified in 1985, but it was observations
reported in 1992 that provided the first insights into the cellular
function of Rho GTPases. Constitutively activated (GTPase
deficient) mutants of Rho and Rac were found to induce the
assembly of contractile actin and myosin filaments (stress fibres)
and actin-rich surface protrusions (lamellipodia), respectively,
when introduced into fibroblasts1,2. Later, Cdc42 was shown to
promote the formation of actin-rich, finger-like membrane exten-
sions (filopodia)3,4. The conclusion that Rho, Rac and Cdc42
regulate three separate signal transduction pathways linking plasma
membrane receptors to the assembly of distinct filamentous actin
structures has since been confirmed in a wide variety of mammalian
cell types as well as in yeast, flies and worms. Few functional data are
currently available on the other 13 members of the mammalian Rho
GTPase family.
Further interest in Rho GTPases has been fuelled by the realiz-
ation that they regulate many other signal transduction pathways in
addition to those linked to the actin cytoskeleton. They participate
in the regulation of cell polarity, gene transcription, G1 cell cycle
progression, microtubule dynamics, vesicular transport pathways
and a variety of enzymatic activities ranging from an NADPH
oxidase in phagocytes to a glucan synthase in yeast. The seemingly
endless list of activities is confusing, but is consistent with the large
number of target proteins identified. Our aim is to integrate this
information into a cell biological context, andwe have organized the
review into three broad, often overlapping topics relevant to all
eukaryotic cells: morphology, movement and behaviour.
Morphology
Animal cells adopt a huge diversity of shapes, ranging from the
relatively simple-looking columnar epithelial cell through to the
highly complex branched structure of a neuron. Shape is highly
dependent on the external environment, which also provides direc-
tional cues that drive the establishment of intracellular polarity.
Establishing intracellular asymmetry
Even unicellular organisms respond to directional cues, and genetic
analysis of budding yeast provided the first evidence linking Cdc42
to cell polarity5. In the absence of this GTPase, Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cannot establish a defined site for daughter cell growth
and, as a consequence, cells expand isotropically (Fig. 2). Similarly,
during mating, yeast cells extend surface protrusions (shmoos)
directed along a gradient of secreted pheromone; without Cdc42p
(yeast Cdc42) the protrusions are no longer oriented correctly. The
conclusion is clear: Cdc42p is not needed for cell growth or










Figure 1 The Rho GTPase cycle. Twenty mammalian Rho GTPases have been
described: Rho (three isoforms: A, B, C); Rac (1, 2, 3); Cdc42; TC10; TCL; Chp (1, 2);
RhoG; Rnd (1, 2, 3); RhoBTB (1, 2); RhoD; Rif; and TTF. They cycle between an active
(GTP-bound) and an inactive (GDP-bound) conformation. In the active state, they
interact with one of over 60 target proteins (effectors). The cycle is highly regulated by
three classes of protein: in mammalian cells, around 60 guanine nucleotide exchange
factors (GEFs) catalyse nucleotide exchange and mediate activation; more than 70
GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate GTP hydrolysis, leading to inactivation;
and four guanine nucleotide exchange inhibitors (GDIs) extract the inactive GTPase
from membranes. All Rho GTPases are prenylated at their C terminus, and this is
required for function. Rnd proteins are exceptional in that they do not hydrolyse GTP
in vitro, which is an unusual property for a regulatory GTPase. It has been argued that
they are controlled by expression, but it is equally possible that a yet to be identified
GAP is required for hydrolysis.
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Box1)'The'eukaryotic's all'GTPases'(EtienneCMann ville!and!Hall!2002) Small!GTPases!are!molecular!switches!allowing!the!regulati !of!a!wide!variety!of!processes!such!as!gene!transcription,!membrane!transport,!cell!polarity!and!organization!of!actin!and!tubulin! cytoskeleton.! The! Ras! superfamily! of! GTPases! brings! together! five! major! groups:!Rho,!Ras,!Rab,!Arf! and!Ran.! These!GTPases! cycle!between!a!GTPCbound!active! state! and! a!GDPCbound! inactive! state! (Figure! 23).! These! proteins! are! prenylated,! which! allows! their!insertion! into! membranes! when! activated.! Guanine! nucleotide! exchange! factors! (GEFs)!activate! the! GTPases! by! replacing! the! GDP! by! a! GTP.! GTPaseCactivating! proteins! (GAPs)!stimulate! GTP! hydrolysis,! bringing! back! the! GTPases! to! their! inactive! state.! Guanine!nucleotide! exchange! inhibitors! or! GDP! dissociation! inhibitors! (GDIs)! extract! inactivated!GTPases! from! the! membranes.! In! their! active! form,! GTPases! interact! with! effectors,!resulting!in!a!downstream!specific!biological!response.!For!instance,!activated!Rho,!Rac!and!Cdc42! (three! proteins! of! the! Rho! subfamily)! interact!with! a! set! of! effectors! and! regulate!signal!transduction!pathways,!and!by!that!link!several!membrane!receptors!to!the!assembly!of! actin! and! myosin! filaments! (EtienneCManneville! and! Hall! 2002).! By! regulating! the!dynamics! of! actin! cytoskeleton,! these! GTPases! are! involved! in! phagocytosis,! pinocytosis,!cytokinesis!and!morphogenesis. Members! of! the! Rab! superfamily! are! specifically! involved! in! membrane! trafficking!(Grosshans,!Oritz!et!al.!2006).!They!regulate!vesicle!budding!from!the!donor!membrane!and!its!delivery,!tethering!and!fusion!to!the!correct!target!compartment.!For!instance,!by!binding!to! its! effector! EEA1,! Rab5! ensures! specific! fusion! of! vacuoles! to! early! endosomes.!Replacement!of!Rab5!by!Rab7!leads!to!the!maturation!of!the!vacuole!into!a!late!endosome.! 
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1.(Adhesion(and(internalisation(Many! aspects! of! Brucella# adhesion! and! entrance! into! host! cells! remain! unclear! but!experiments!did!provide!some!answers!to!these!aspects!of!the!infection.!Brucella!bind!to!fibronectin!and!vitronectin,! two!components!of! the!extracellular!matrix!(ECM),!as!well!as! to! sialic! acid! present! on! the! surface! of! HeLa! cells! (Castaneda$Roldan! et! al.,! 2004).!Several!proteins!of!B.#abortus,#B.#suis#and!B.#melitensis#were!shown!to!mediate!adhesion!and/or!invasion!into!host!cells.!For! instance,!Brucella#surface!protein!41!(SP41)!seems!to!bind! to!eukaryotic! sialidated! receptors! (Castaneda$Roldan!et!al.,!2006)! (Figure!22).!Most!intriguingly,!ugpB#gene!encoding!SP41!is!predicted!to!code!for!a!periplasmic!ATP$binding! cassette.! Yet! SP41! was! detected! on! the! surface! of! B.# abortus# by!immunofluorescence.!Furthermore,!monomeric!and!trimeric!autotransporters!of!B.#suis#were! shown! to! bind! components! of! the! ECM! such! as! fibronectin! and! hyaluronic! acid!(Posadas!et!al.,!2012;!Ruiz$Ranwez!et!al.,!2013).!Authors!suggest!that!binding!to!the!ECM!allows! bacterial! dissemination! in! the! infected! organism,! given! the! presence! of! ECM!components! in! multiple! organs.! However,! for! many! other! Brucella! proteins,! the!mammalian! ligands! or! receptors! to! which! they! bind! are! unknown! and! therefore! no!mechanism! of! action! has! been! investigated! (Czibener! and! Ugalde,! 2012;! Hernandez$Castro! et! al.,! 2008).! Deleting! any! of! the! genes! coding! for! these! structures!(autotransporters,! SP41,! etc.)! separately! resulted! in! a! reduced! adherence! or!internalization! of! bacteria! but! not! their! abolishment,! suggesting! redundancy! between!the!activities!of!the!proteins!expressed!on!the!surface!of!Brucella.!!Furthermore,!Brucella! internalisation! depends! on! the! interaction!with! components! of!lipid! rafts,! particularly! cholesterol! and! ganglioside! GM1! (Naroeni! and! Porte,! 2002;!Watarai! et! al.,! 2002).! Following! a! contact! with! HeLa! cells! or! macrophages,! Brucella!induce!a!discrete!rearrangement!of!the!actin!cytoskeleton!and!activate!the!small!GTPase!Cdc42! (Guzman$Verri!et!al.,!2001)! (Figure!22).!Activity!of!Rho!and!Rac! small!GTPases!(Box1)! (Figure! 23)! is! also! important! for!Brucella# internalization! (Guzman$Verri! et! al.,!2001).! By!modulating! the! activity! of! such! proteins,!Brucella#binding! to! the! surface! of!host!cells!could!induce!a!signal!transduction!pathway!in!the!mammalian!cells!resulting!in!the!uptake!of!bacteria!by!macropinocytosis!(Watarai!et!al.,!2002).!These! data! show! that! internalization! of! Brucella! by! mammalian! cells! requires!recognition!between!several!structures!present!at!the!surface!of!each!of!the!prokaryotic!and!eukaryotic!cell.!This!recognition!could!elicit#a!response!on!both!sides!and!activate!specific! phosphorylation! cascades! leading! to! the! entrance! of! Brucella! into! their! host!cells.! Indeed,! small! GTPases! are! known! to! regulate! phosphorylation! pathways! by!binding! to! specific! effectors! and,! as! will! be! discussed! in! the! following! paragraph! (C$
Brucella! envelope),! the! Brucella! BvrS/BvrR! TCS,! regulating! the! expression! of! several!components!of!the!outer!membrane,!is!essential!for!virulence!(Lopez$Goni!et!al.,!2002).!The!data! summarized! in! this! paragraph! also! suggest! that! adhesion! to! and! invasion!of!host!cells!by!Brucella! rely!on!different,!partially!redundant!or!synergistic!mechanisms.!This! redundancy! could! reflect! the! multiple! adaptations! developed! by! Brucella! while!encountering!a!wide!range!of!mammalian!host!cells.!!
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molecular detail.Nevertheless, there is good agreement
in the field that the major components have been identi-
fied and there is a good working model for the sequence
in which they act (FIG. 2).
Biochemical and cell biological observations. Although
several as-yet-undefined membrane components are
presumably necessary for efficient operation of the
COPII pathway, vesicular transport can be minimally
reconstituted using three cytosolic components contain-
ing a total of five proteins: the Sec23p–Sec24p complex,
the Sec13p–Sec31p complex and the small GTPase
Sar1p (REF. 16). These proteins support a cargo-carrying
budding reaction from isolated ER membranes.
Deletion of the genes for most of these components is
lethal for yeast, highlighting the strict dependence on
this pathway for ER-to-Golgi traffic.
The events driven by these five cytosolic proteins,
together with the membrane components required for
targeting and fusion, are varied and complex (TABLE 2).
Cargo capture,deformation of the budding membrane,
scission to detach the forming vesicle from the donor
membrane and coat release before fusion of the vesicle
with the Golgi network all occur in this minimal system.
The GTP-binding protein Sar1p is particularly impor-
tant for the budding reaction because its activation initi-
ates coat formation; it also recruits part of the ‘label’
needed for correct vesicle targeting and fusion. The
GDP-bound form of Sar1p is normally cytosolic and is
recruited to the ER membrane upon interaction with
Sec12p, an ER-bound membrane protein that serves as
the guanine exchange factor (GEF) for Sar1p (REF. 17).
Sar1p–GTP then facilitates the association of the
Sec23p–Sec24p complex with cargo proteins.
The Sec23p–Sec24p complex is probably the com-
ponent responsible for cargo recognition18,19 but the
sorting signals recognized by the complex remain to be
identified.Members of the p24 family of transmem-
brane proteins bind to Sec23p through a cytosolic
diphenylalanine motif. As these proteins are required
for efficient ER-to-Golgi traffic of some cargo
proteins20, it is thought that they might serve as cargo
adaptors21. In addition to recruiting the Sec23p–Sec24p
complex, the GTP-bound form of Sar1p activates
Sec23p to bind SNARE proteins involved in the speci-
ficity of targeting and in the fusion reaction of vesicles
with acceptor membranes18. ER membranes with
Sec23p–Sec24p and Sar1p can then recruit
Sec13p–Sec31p (REF. 16). The complex is likely to act as a
scaffold, very much like clathrin, to drive membrane
deformation and to complete vesicle budding.
Completing the cycle, Sec23p acts as a GTPase-activat-
ing protein (GAP) for Sar1p. It is thought that, after
GTP hydrolysis, Sar1p–GDP is released, leading to
uncoating before fusion of the vesicle to the target
membrane and formation of a new coated vesicle. GTP
hydrolysis by Sar1p is thus a timer, triggering uncoating
at a suitable interval after coat formation.
Studies on live cells. The model describing the forma-
tion of COPII vesicles brings together a number of bio-
they might be used for large-scale movement of selec-
tively captured membrane components12,15. The most
important distinction between coated vesicles and other
forms ofmembrane carriers is the presence of an iden-
tifiable protein coat, which assembles at a particular
region of the membrane, locally deforming it. Although
the events required are similar — tubes,
macropinosomes and phagosomes also need to form,
pinch off, reach their target and fuse with it just like
coated vesicles — it is impossible to transfer our under-
standing of vesicle traffic to these other mechanisms.
COPII
COPII components, and COPII-coated vesicles, were
originally discovered in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
using genetic approaches coupled with a cell-free assay
that measured the transfer of a marker protein from the
ER to the Golgi3,8. This pathway has a mammalian coun-
terpart and most of the COPII components have been
identified (TABLE 1).Newly synthesized proteins destined
for secretion are sorted into COPII-coated vesicles at spe-
cialized regions of the ER, which in mammalian cells do
not contain membrane-bound ribosomes.
Biochemical analysis has led to a relatively detailed
model for the mechanism of COPII vesicle formation.
But as there is no structural information on any of the
coat components, it is hard to claim that we understand
the mechanism of even this relatively simple pathway in
Figure 1 | The major membrane traffic pathways that use carrier vesicles coated with
COPI, COPII and clathrin in eukaryotic cells. In the biosynthetic pathway, newly
synthesized molecules are transported from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi and from
one cisterna of the Golgi to the next until they reach the trans-Golgi network. There, sorting
occurs, directing traffic to the plasma membrane or to endosomes. In the endocytic pathway,
macromolecules are internalized at the plasma membrane and forwarded to early endosomes,
from where they are either recycled to the plasma membrane through recycling endosomes or
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Box'2)'The'endocytic'and'secretory'pathways'of'eukaryotic'cells'(Kirchhausen!2000) Phagocytosis!is!a!mechanism!by!which!eukaryotic!cells!uptake!extracellular!material.!Ingested!particles!are!engulfed!in!a!vesicle!that!buds!a !the!plasma!membrane!and!undergoes!a!multiCstep!process!of!maturation!leading!to!the!destruction!of!the!cargo!in!phagolysosomes!(Figure!24).!The!vesicle!first!interacts!with!early!endosomes!also!called!sorting!endosomes.!They!are!characterized! by! a!mildly! acidic! pH! (around! 6)! and! Rab5! and! EEA1! are! typical!markers! of!these!endosomes.!The!vesicle!is!then!directed!either!to!recycling!endosomes!recognizable!by!the! presence! of! Rab11! or! to! late! endosomes.! The! latter! have! n! aci ic! pH! (5.5)! and! are!enriched!in!proteases.!They!are!characterized!by!t e!presence!of!Rab7!and!Lamp1.!The!vesicle!finally!reaches!lysosomes,!highly!acidic!(pH<5.5)!and!containing!proteases!and!lipases.! The!secretory!pathway!involves!the!ER!and!the!Golgi!apparatus.!Proteins!synthesized!by!ERCassociated!ribosomes!are!translocated!to!the!ER!lumen!and!transported!to!the!Golgi!apparatus!where! they! undergo! postCtranslational! modifications! before! being! sorted! and! sent! to! their!final! destination! (plasma! membrane! ! late! endosomes).! Budding! of! v sicles! from! the! ER!takes! place! at! the! ER! exit! sites! (ERES).! This! ER! to! Golgi! transport! as! well! as! th ! passage!between!Golgi!cisternae!(cis!to!trans!Golgi)!is!known!as!the!anterograde!transport!and!occurs!in! COPIICcoated! vesicles.! Some! proteins,! for! example! receptors! or! misfolded! peptides,! are!recycled!to!the!ER!through!the!retrograde!transport! in!COPICcoated!vesicles.!Several!specific!protein!complexes!ar ! required! for! loading!of! the! appropriate!cargo,! for! the! budding! of! the!vesicle! and! for! its! targeting! to! the! right! compartment.! For! instance,! Sar1! small! GTPase! is!required!for!vesicular!budding!from!the!ERES!as!its! ctivation!triggers!coat!formation.!It!also!recruits!part!of!the!“label”!needed!for!the!targeting!of!the!vesicle!to!the!Golgi!apparatus. 
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endosomes!such!as!EEA1!(Early!endosomal!antigen!1)!(Pizarro$Cerda!et!al.,!1998b)!and!the! small! GTPase! Rab5! already! 10! minutes! post$infection! (PI)! (Chaves$Olarte! et! al.,!2002).!Around!one!hour!PI,! BCVs! co$localize!with!markers! of! late! endosomes! such! as!Lamp1! (Lysosomal$associated!membrane!protein! 1)! (Pizarro$Cerda! et! al.,! 1998b)! and!Rab7! (Starr! et! al.,! 2008).! BCVs! then! fuse!with! lysosomes,! receiving! lysosomal! luminal!content! (Starr! et! al.,! 2008).! The! acquisition! of! lysosomal! membrane! and! fluid$phase!components! results! in! the! progressive! acidification! of! the! BCVs,! reaching! a! pH! of! 4$5!(Rittig! et! al.,! 2001).! Far! from! being! deleterious,! this! acidification! is! crucial! for! BCV!proper! trafficking! and! Brucella! survival.! Acidification! is! indeed! essential! for! the!intracellular!expression!of!the!virB#operon!composed!of!12!open!reading!frames!(ORF)!and!coding!for!a!type!4!secretion!system!(T4SS)!(Boschiroli!et!al.,!2002;!O'Callaghan!et!al.,! 1999).! This! machinery! delivers! in! the! cytoplasm! of! the! mammalian! cell! bacterial!proteins! known! as! “effectors”,!which! interact!with! proteins! of! the! host! cell! endocytic!pathway! and!modulate! the! intracellular! trafficking! of!Brucella# (de! Barsy! et! al.,! 2011;!Dohmer!et!al.,!2014;!Marchesini!et!al.,!2011;!Myeni!et!al.,!2013).!The! interactions!with!lysosomes!are!transient!and!tightly!controlled!by!the!bacteria!(Starr!et!al.,!2008)!thanks!to!its!T4SS!(Celli!et!al.,!2003;!Comerci!et!al.,!2001;!Delrue!et!al.,!2001).!Indeed,!around!8!hours!PI,!BCVs!progressively!exclude!Lamp1!and!concomitantly!acquire!markers!of!the!rough!endoplasmic!reticulum!(ER)!such!as!calnexin!(Pizarro$Cerda!et!al.,!1998a),!Sec61!translocon!pore!(Celli!et!al.,!2003)!and!Sar1!(Celli!et!al.,!2005)!(Box!2).!It!was!proposed!that!maturation!of!the!BCVs!into!ER$derived!compartments!makes!them!permissive!for!
Brucella!proliferation!(von!Bargen!et!al.,!2012).!!Differences! in!Brucella# intracellular! trafficking! have! been! observed! depending! on! the!host!cells.!When!infecting!macrophages,!bacteria!undergo!an!initial!killing!as!shown!by!a!decrease!in!the!number!of!colony!forming!units!(CFU)!after!plating!extracted!bacteria!on!rich!medium!(Celli!et!al.,!2003).!The!few!surviving!bacteria!(10%)!are!able!to!continue!their! intracellular! journey! as! described! above! and! CFU! numbers! increase! around! 10!hours! PI! when! bacteria! have! reached! their! ER$derived! replicative! niche.! The!intracellular!growth!profile!of!Brucella!is!slightly!different!in!epithelial!cells!(Detilleux!et!al.,! 1990).! In! these! cells,! no! killing! is! observed,! as! the! CFU! numbers! remain! constant!during! the! first! hours! of! infection! when! the! BCVs! transit! through! the! early! and! late!endocytic! pathway.! CFU! counts! increase! when! bacteria! reach! their! replicative! niche.!
Brucella#intracellular!trafficking!can!thus!be!considered!as!biphasic:!bacteria!go!through!an!early!non$proliferative!phase!before!entering!a!late!proliferative!phase.!!The!route!by!which!bacteria!enter!their!host!cells!is!determinant!for!the!outcome!of!the!infection.! Contact! of! a! B.# abortus! WT! strain! with! the! surface! of! BMDMs! induces!membrane! ruffling! by! actin! polymerization,! leading! to! bacterial! internalization! by!macropinocytosis! in! a! virB$dependent!manner! and! through! lipid! rafts! (Watarai! et! al.,!2002).! Internalization!of!a!∆virB4#mutant! into!BMDMs! is!quicker! than! for! the!WT!and!more! bacteria! are! taken! up.! Also,! internalization! of! ∆virB4! induces! less! actin!polymerization! (Watarai! et! al.,! 2002).! However,! despite! a! more! efficient! uptake,! the!mutant!survival!in!BMDMs!was!compromised!as!shown!by!a!decrease!in!the!CFU!counts.!Furthermore,!a!∆virB10!mutant!remains!in!Lamp1!positive!(Lamp1+)!compartments!for!up!to!12!hours!PI!(Comerci!et!al.,!2001),!unable!to!reach!an!ER$derived!replicative!niche.!Interestingly,!Döhmer!et!al.!identified!an!effector!protein!named!SepA,!secreted!in!a!virBOdependent!manner!during!the!first!hours!of!the!infection!(Dohmer!et!al.,!2014).!A!∆sepA!mutant! showed! similar! behaviour! to! the!∆virB4! and!∆virB10!mutants,! being! taken!up!
!!!! !!!
!
Figure' 25)' Autophagy:' Nucleation,' elongation,' completion' and' maturation'(Modified!from!Levine!et!al.,!2011)'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Box' 3)' Autophagy,' a' way' of' recycling' organelles' and' eliminating'
microorganisms'(Deretic and Levine, 2009; Levine et al., 2011) Autophagy! is! the! engulfment! of! cytoplasmic! material,! soluble! macromolecules! or!organelles,! in! an! autophagosome! that! targets! its! cargo! to! degradation! in!phagolysosomes.! Synthesis! of! the!autophagosome!starts! by! a!membrane! “initiation”!or!nucleation!at! the!ER,! followed!by!its!elongation!and! finally! its! completion!(Figure!25).! Autophagosome! maturation! occurs! by! fusion! with! lysosomes,! leading! to! the!degradation!of!the!autophagosomal!cargo.!ULK1,!Belcin!1!and!PI3Ckinase!are!some!of!the! proteins! involved! in! membrane! initiation! while! ATG5,! ATG7! and! LC3B! are!required!for!membrane!elongation.!Autophagy!is!induced!by!nutrient!starvation!or!by!microbes!or!microbial!virulence!factors.!It!can!thus!serve!as!a!recycling!mechanism!in!times!of!shortage!or!as!a!means!of!defence!against!intracellular!pathogens.!As!could!be!expected,! the! latter! have! developed! several! ways! to! interfere! with! autophagosome!initiation!or!maturation!by!blocking!the!activity!of!Beclin!1!or!preventing!fusion!with!lysosomes!for!instance.!Some!have!also!evolved!to!hijack!autophagy!to!facilitate!their!own! intracellular! survival,! proliferation! or! spreading.! For! example,! the! periodontal!pathogen* Prophyromonas* gingivalis! takes! refuge! in! autophagosomes! to! evade! the!endocytic! pathway.! Legionella* pneumophila! and! Coxiella* burnetii! are! enclosed! in!vacuoles! harbouring! autophagosomal! but! not! lysosomal! markers,! suggesting! an!inhibition!or!a!delay!of!the!autophagosomal!maturation. 
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more!efficiently!than!the!WT!by!J774!A.1!macrophage$like!cells!but!having!a!lower!rate!of!replication.!The!∆sepA!viability!was!reduced!at!early!hours!PI!as!BCVs!retained!Lamp1!marker!for!a!longer!time!but!bacteria!were!able!to!proliferate!at!later!times!(Dohmer!et!al.,! 2014).! A! ∆sepA#mutant! is! thus! less! able! to! control! the! fusion! of! its! BCV! with!lysosomes.!!
Brucella# LPS! was! also! shown! to! play! an! important! role! in! the! mode! of! entry! and!subsequent!intracellular!survival.!Actually,!internalization!via!lipid!rafts!depends!on!the!polysaccharidic!O$chain!of!the!LPS!(Porte!et!al.,!2003)!(Figure!27).!Brucella#lacking!the!O$chain!(Rough!strains),!show!an!increased!uptake!but!a!reduced!intracellular!survival!due! to! the!maturation!of! their!BCV! into!phagolysosomes! (Porte! et! al.,! 2003).!Treating!murine!macrophages!with!cholesterol!or!ganglioside!GM1!sequestering!agents!prior!to!infection!decreased!survival!of!a!Brucella!Smooth!strain!(strain!expressing!the!O$chain)!but! had! no! effect! on! the! survival! of! a! rough! strain! (Naroeni! and! Porte,! 2002).! This!further!supports!the!importance!of!lipid!rafts$mediated!entrance!in!the!escape!from!the!late!endocytic!pathway!and!pinpoints!towards!a!potential! interaction!between!the!LPS!and!the!lipid$rafts.!Taken!together,!these!data!suggest!that!the!way!Brucella!enter!their!host!cells!influences!the!later!outcome!of!the!intracellular!trafficking.!They!also!suggest!that!the!LPS,!the!T4SS!and!its!effectors!play!an!important!role!in!controlling!this!way!of!entry.!!
3.(Dissemination(to(neighbouring(cells(After!Brucella#reach! the!ER! and!proliferate,! the!BCVs!mature! into! an! autophagosome$like!compartment!(Box!3)!necessary!for!bacterial!spreading!to!neighbouring!cells!(Starr!et!al.,!2012)!(Figure!22).!Besides!its!well$known!function!in!the!recycling!of!organelles!and!cytoplasmic!content,!autophagy!is!a!mechanism!used!by!eukaryotic!cells!to!fight!and!eliminate! internalized! bacteria! (Figure! 25)! (Levine! et! al.,! 2011).! Brucella# are! able! to!hijack! this! process.! More! specifically,! the! maturation! of! the! BCVs! into! an!autophagosome$like!compartment!depends!on!the!nucleation!machinery!involving!ULK$1! and! Beclin$1! but! not! on! the! elongation!machinery! (Box! 3)! (Figure! 25)! (Starr! et! al.,!2012).! This! final! maturation! process! allows! Brucella# to! complete! their! lifecycle! by!infecting! new! cells.! The! process! by!which! bacteria! are! released! from! the! cells! is! still!unknown.!It!could!involve!exocytosis!or!programmed!cell!death.!The!latter!possibility!is!unlikely!as!no!significant!cell!death!was!observed!at!late!times!PI!(Starr!et!al.,!2012).!The!signal! triggering! the! recruitment! of! autophagosomal! proteins! to! the! BCVs! also! needs!further!investigation.!!
4.(On(the(link(between(Brucella#abortus(intracellular(trafficking(and(its(cell(cycle(The!early!phase!of!Brucella#intracellular!trafficking!is!characterized!by!a!stable!number!of! CFUs! in! HeLa! cells,! and! in! macrophages! after! an! initial! killing! stage,! evidencing! a!bacterial! growth! arrest! for! at! least! six! hours.! Deghelt,! Mullier! et! al.# asked! whether!
Brucella# abortus! was! indeed! arrested! for! its! growth! and! what! was! its! chromosomal!replication! status! (Deghelt! et! al.,! 2014).! TRSE! labelling! of! bacteria! prior! to! infection!showed! that! B.# abortus! growth! was! completely! arrested! for! six! hours! and! resumed!around! 8!h! PI! in! Lamp1+! compartments,! showing! that! bacteria! restart! their! growth!while!still!trafficking!through!the!late!endocytic!pathway!(Figure!26$a$b).!Interestingly,!newly! generated! daughter! cells! are! localized! in! Lamp1! negative! (Lamp1$)!compartments!(Figure!26$b).!Labelling!the!origins!of!replication!of!chromosomes!I!and!II!showed!that!at!very!early!times!PI!(15!minutes),!80%!of!internalized!bacteria!were!in!G1! phase! (Figure! 26$a)! while! G1$phase! bacteria! constitute! only! 26%! of! the! total!
!!!!! !!!!!!!
!!
Figure'26)'Brucella(abortus'cell'cycle'during'infection'(Deghelt!et!al.,!2014)'aC In!an!asynchronous!population!of!B.*abortus!grown!in!rich!culture!medium!(blue!background),!bacteria!grow,!constrict!and!divide.!Their!genome!is!divided!in!two!chromosomes,! the! large! chromosome! I! (ChrI)! and! the! small! chromosome! II!(ChrII).!The!red!and!green!dots!depict!the!origin!of!replication!of!ChrI!and!ChrII!respectively! (oriI! and!oriII).! Bacteria!with! single!oriI! and!oriII! are! in! G1,!while!bacteria!with!two!copies!of!each!of!the!ori!are! in!S!or!G2.**At!early!times!PI!(15!min!and!6!h;!orange!background),!most!of!the!bacteria!are!in!G1!phase!and!they!are!arrested!for!their!growth.!At!8!h!PI,!they!resume!their!cell!cycle.!bC Bacteria! resume! their! growth! while! still! in! Lamp1+! compartments.! Newly!generated!daughter!cells!are!in!Lamp1C!compartments.!!!!!!!!!
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population!of!bacteria!grown! in! rich! culture!medium!prior! to! infection! (Deghelt! et! al.,!2014).! This! increase! in! the! proportion! of! bacteria! with! one! copy! of! their! genome!suggests! that! they! are! more! infectious! than! bacteria! in! S! or! G2! phase.! Similarly! to!growth,!chromosome!replication!is!arrested!during!the!early!phase!of!the!infection!and!resumed!later!during!the!proliferative!phase!(Figure!26$a).!Authors!suggest!that!this!cell!cycle! arrest! protects! bacteria! from! harmful! agents! present! in! the! endosomes! such! as!reactive! oxygen! species! targeting! DNA! and! acidic! pH.! Additionally,! bacteria! could!encounter! starvation! during! the! early! hours! of! infection,! leading! to! cell! cycle! arrest.!Finally,!this!work!highlights!a!potential!link!between!the!cell!cycle!status!of!bacteria!and!the!entrance! stage!of! the! infection.!Further! investigations!of! surface!markers! (such!as!adhesins)!specifically!expressed!in!G1!bacteria!should!shed!light!into!the!mechanism(s)!underlying!their!selection!at!the!entrance.!!!
C*(Brucella#envelope(
Brucella#are!Gram!negative!bacteria.!Their!cytoplasm!is!thus!defined!by!an!intracellular!membrane,! a! periplasmic! space! containing! the! peptidoglycan! (PG)! and! an! outer!membrane! (OM)! with! an! outer! leaflet! composed! of! lipopolysaccharide! (LSP).! LPS! is!composed!of!lipid!A,!which!serves!to!anchor!the!molecule!in!the!OM,!an!oligosaccharidic!core!and!the!O$polysaccharide!chain!(Figure!27).!Special!interest!has!been!dedicated!to!




Brucella*LPS! is! composed! of! a! lipid! A,! an! oligosaccharidic! core! and! the! OCchain.! The!backbone! of! lipid! A! consists! of! two! diaminoglucose! monomers! connected! by! amide!linkages!to!long!fatty!acid!chains!(these!three!features!are!highlighted!in!red!boxes).!The!structure!of!the!oligosaccharidic!core!still!needs!to!be!characterized.!Glucose,!mannose!and! glucosamine! are! some! of! its! already! identified! components,! but! others! remain!unknown! (represented! by! question! marks! on! the! scheme).! The! OCchain! is! a!homopolymer!of!NCformylCperosamine;!each!polymer!has!an!average!size!of!96!to!100!subunits!(von!Bargen!et!al.,!2012).!!!!
!
Figure'28)'The'Tol)Pal'system'in'E.(coli'(Kleanthous,!2010)'The!TolCPal!system!is!a!complex!spanning!the!whole!bacterial!envelope.!TolQ,!TolA!and!TolR! are! embedded! in! the! inner! membrane,! TolB! is! a! periplasmic! protein! tightly!interacting!with!the!PG!and!Pal,!a!lipoprotein!anchored!to!the!OM.!!
fatty acid groups (Iriarte et al., 2004; Fig. 3). These par-
ticular features seem to be crucial for Brucella-specific
infection resp ses. In co trast to the lipid A of other
Gram-negative bacteria, that of Brucella is not efficiently
recognized by TLR4 (Lapaque et al., 2006). Infection with
a Brucella bacA mutant that is deficient in the very long
chain fatty acid content of lipid A results in higher
inflammation and the mutant is attenuated in mice (Fer-
guson et al., 2004; Parent et al., 2007). Likewise, the
increased amounts of underacylated lipid A species in a
Brucella bvrRS mutant (Manterola et al., 2005) may par-
tially account for their attenuation in the mouse model of
infection (Sola-Landa et al., 1998). Brucella LPS interferes
with the MHCII-dependent antigen processing machinery
of macrophages by clustering with MHCII molecules,
likely resulting in a downregulated T cell activation
(Forestier et al., 1999, 2000).
The LPS O-polysaccharide crucially impacts outcome
of infection with B. abortus, B. melitensis and B. suis.
Strains bearing mutations in several genes involved in
various stages of the LPS biosynthesis pathway such as
the mannosyltransferase wbdA (Kohler et al., 2002) or the
phosphomannomutase manB (Allen et al., 1998; Foulon-
gne et al., 2000; Kohler et al., 2002) and whose mutation
generally result in a ‘Rough’ phenotype are avirulent in
cellular or animal infection models (Roop et al., 1991;
Cheville et al., 1992; Winter et al., 1996; Allen et al.,
1998; Elzer et al., 1998; Godfroid et al., 1998; McQuiston
et al., 1999; Foulongne et al., 2000; Hong et al., 2000;
Ugalde et al., 2000; Kohler et al., 2002; Lestrate et al.,
2003). The degree of this attenuation depends on the par-
ticular gene and pathway affected. For instance, mutants
with defective O-polysaccharide are able to replicate to
varying levels, whereas those defective in synthesis of the
LPS core are more sensitive to macrophage killing (Gonz-
alez et al., 2008). However, it has been suggested that the
decrease in intra-macrophage survival of Rough mutants
is not because of general defects in survival and persis-
tence abilities but because of their cytotoxic potential
which results in destruction of their replicative niche. The
Fig. 3. Brucella LPS. The O-polysaccharide of Brucella abortus is composed of homopolymers of a-1,2-linked 4,6-dideoxy-4-formamido-a-D-
mannopyranosyl (formyl-perosamine) subunits with an average chain length of 96 to100 subunits. The oligosaccharide core is still poorly
characterized. It contains glucose, mannose, quinovosamine, glucosamine, 3-deoxy-D-manno-2-octulosonic acid (Kdo) and several unidentified
sugars. Unlike other members of a-Proteobacteria, it lacks heptose, phosphates, galucturonic and glucuronic acid. The lipid A of Brucella is
considered nonclassical because of the following particular features: (1) backbone is composed of 2,3-diamino-2,3-dideoxy-D-glucose
(diaminoglucose) instead of glucosamine present in classical lipid A; (2) all acyl substitutions are in amide linkages; (3) sugar backbone is modified
with unusually very long chain hydroxylated fatty acids. These remarkable features are highlighted in red boxes in the figure.
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the normal mode of engagement between 
TonB and nutrient receptors such as Cir and 
BtuB. This involves a TonB box, which is a 
short sequence at the amino terminus of the 
receptor that, in the case of BtuB, undergoes 
an order–disorder transition in response to 
nutrient binding36,37 (FIG. 3a–c). The induced 
disorder of the TonB box recruits TonB 
in the periplasm, signalling that a ligand 
has bound to the extracellular reaches of 
the receptor. How the proton motive force 
(pmf) then drives the opening of the central 
pore in order for the ligand to pass through 
remains to be determined. Group B colicins 
such as ColIa parasitize this system by hav-
ing a TonB box in the IUTD (FIG. 2b). Even 
so, cell killing by ColIa requires that both 
the ColIa TonB box and that present in Cir 
are functional26,28. This dual requirement 
for TonB could be explained if the IUTD 
of the Cir-bound ColIa were to mimic 
the natural ligands of the Cir receptor 
(iron–siderophore complexes), thereby trig-
gering opening of the Cir plug domain in 
a TonB-dependent man er38. T is would 
open a path for the colicin IUTD through 
the central channel of the translocator to the 
periplasm, allowing its own TonB box to 
capture TonB and catalyse import of the 
toxin across the outer membrane (although 
it is still not clear if one or two TonB  
proteins are needed for this step).
As colicins have evolved to parasitize 
different combinations of proteins in the 
E. coli cell envelope, it might be expected 
that the mechanism of translocation across 
the outer membrane would also differ. 
It is striking, then, that a Tol-dependent 
colicin can be readily converted to a Ton-
dependent colicin merely by switching its 
IUTD epitope signals39. This suggests that 
colicins translocate across the outer mem-
brane by the same basic mechanism. This 
also implies that colicins are less concerned 
with the endogenous functions of the pro-
teins they parasitize than with capturing 
trans-periplasmic systems that use the pmf 
across the inner membrane while bound to 
outer-membrane receptors.
Contact with Ton or Tol proteins triggers 
translocation of the colicin into the peri-
plasm. For pore-forming colicins, the jour-
ney ends here, as their depolarization of the 
inner membrane results in cell death. By  
contrast, group A an  B nucl ase colicins 
conti ue their journey to th  cyt plasm 
through a process that probably involves 
proteolytic processing40,41  and that is postu-
lated to occur by retro-translocation through 
the inne -membrane AAA+ ATPase and 
protease FtsH following direct interaction 
with the membrane itself 42–44. These studies 
raise the crucial question of how much of 
the colicin actually penetrates the bacterium. 
Although this remains unresolved, most 
evidence points to at least part of the colicin 
remaining attached to the external surface 
while the cytotoxic domain enters the cell45,46.
A common mode of action for Tol and Ton
Recent studies on the uptake mechanism 
of the group A colicin ColE9 identified 
previously unknown similarities between 
the modes of action of the Ton and Tol 
systems34. The central pillars of the two sys-
tems are TonB and TolA, which traverse 
the periplasm and are coupled to the pmf 
through their associations with their inner-
membrane partners ExbB and ExbD, and 
TolQ and TolR, respectively (BOX 1); these 
inner-membrane proteins are relatives of 
th  bacterial flagellar s ator proteins MotA 
and MotB9. The major organizational dif-
ference between the Ton and Tol systems is 
the involve ent of additional proteins in the 
functioning of Tol; specifically, TolB, a solu-
ble protein, and peptidoglycan-associated 
lipoprotein (Pal), an outer-membrane  
protein, are required.
Several observations about these addi-
tional proteins illustrate how the Tol system 
operates and how group A colicins parasit-
ize it. First, although earlier studies had 
suggested a pmf-driven interaction between 
Pal and TolA in vivo47, subsequent work 
was unable to show any physical contact 
between the two proteins in vitro34. This and 
accompanying biophysical data concerning 
the interaction between TolA and TolB34 
tend to discount the idea that Tol is a system 
for connecting the outer and inner mem-
branes during cell division48. Second, TolB  
is an allosteric β-propeller protein, the first 
12 residues of which undergo an order– 
disorder transition analogous to that of 
Box 1 | The Ton and Tol systems of Gram-negative bacteria
The Ton system comprises TonB, ExbB and ExbD in the inner membrane, and the Tol system 
comprises TolA, TolQ and TolR in the inner membrane, peptidoglycan-associated lipoprotein (Pal)  
in the outer membrane and TolB in the periplasm (see the figure). Both systems span the periplasm 
and are coupled to the proton motive force (pmf), which may provide the driving force for colicin 
entry. The native function of the Ton system is as an energy transducer for the pmf-driven uptake  
of nutrients through outer-membrane transporte s such as vitamin B
12
 transporter BtuB and 
ferrienterobacti  receptor (FepA)53. The function of the Tol system is less well underst d. The Tol 
assembly is known to be recruited to the septatio  apparatus during cell divisio 48, wh re it is 
involved in stabilizing th  ut r rane, but how it does this is not known. Some filamentous 
bacteriophages also expl it the Tol and Ton systems during the e rly stages of infection, using viral 
proteins with a similar d mai  organization to colicins and with similar periplasmi  binding 
interactions9,54. The proposal that outer-membran  translocation for colicins and phag s might be 
equivalent processes is given support by the fact that phage–colicin chimaeras retain antibacterial 
activity55.
Both the Ton and Tol assemblies have a long protein that spans the periplasm (TonB and TolA, 
respectively), and both undergo pmf-driven conformational transitions through associations with 
their partner proteins (ExbB and ExbD, and TolQ and TolR, respectively). ExbB and ExbD ave ~60% 
sequence simil rity with TolQ and TolR, respectively. exbBD dele ion mutants can be parti ly 
complement d by tolQR, implying that there is crosstalk between the two systems56. Although  
TonB and TolA have limited sequence similarity, their carboxy-terminal domains (domain III) are 
structurally analogous52.
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Abstract!The! well>conserved! transcription! factor! CtrA! and! its! upstream! regulatory!phosphorylation! cascade! control! cell! cycle! progression! in! the! model! organism!
Caulobacter+ crescentus! and! in! Sinorhizobium+ meliloti.! In! the! pathogen! of! mammals!




Author!Summary!All! living! organisms! are! in! constant! interaction! with! their! environment.! In! bacteria,!histidine! kinases! and! response! regulators! form! two>component! systems! and!phosphorelays! that! allow! the! sensing! of! intra>! and! extracellular! stimuli! and! the!elaboration! of! an! adapted! response.! A! phosphorylation! cascade! conserved! between!





Brucella+abortus!is!a!facultative!intracellular!pathogen![1]!preferentially!infecting!cattle,!although!humans!can!be!accidental!hosts.!Infection!by!B.+abortus!causes!a!disease!called!brucellosis,! a! worldwide! zoonosis.! B.+ abortus+ can! infect! both! epithelial! cells! (such! as!HeLa!and!Vero!cells)![2]!and!professional!phagocytes!(macrophages!and!dendritic!cells)![3].! Once! inside! its! host! cell,! B.+ abortus+ resides! in! a! membrane>bound! compartment!called!BCV!for!Brucella!containing!vacuole.!B.+abortus!intracellular!trafficking!is!biphasic,!there!is!first!an!early!non!proliferative!phase!during!which!the!BCV!interacts!with!early!and!then!late!endosomes![4>6],!as!shown!by!the!acquisition!of!Lamp1,!a!marker!of!late!endosomes! and! lysosomes.! Then,! in! most! cell! types! [7],! the! second! phase! is!characterized! by! bacterial! proliferation! in! a! compartment! harbouring! endoplasmic!reticulum! (ER)! markers! [5,8,9].! After! this! massive! proliferation! step,! BCVs! acquire!autophagic!markers!and!bacteria!spread!to!neighbouring!cells![10].!!Recently,! new! evidence! showed! that! cell! cycle! and! virulence! of! B.+ abortus! are!coordinated! [11].! Bacteria! in! the! G1! stage! of! their! cell! cycle! are!more! infectious! than!their! counterparts! in! S! or! G2! phases.! Furthermore,! during! the! early! non>proliferative!phase!of!the!infection,!bacteria!remained!in!G1!phase!for!up!to!6!h!and!were!arrested!for!their!growth.!B.+abortus+is!thus!able!to!arrest!its!cell!cycle!while!trafficking!through!the!endocytic! pathway.! Around! 8!h!post>infection! (PI)! in! HeLa! cells,! bacteria! resumed!chromosome! replication! and! growth! while! still! residing! in! Lamp1+! compartments.!However,!the!newly!generated!daughter!cells!were!delivered!into!Lamp1>!BCVs![11].!!
B.+abortus!is!a!member!of!the!Alphaproteobacteria,!and!many!key!regulators!controlling!the!cell!cycle!progression!of!the!model!organism!Caulobacter+crescentus!are!conserved!in!
B.+abortus![12,13].!In!particular,!the!DivK>CtrA!regulation!network,!involving!proteins!of!the!two>component!systems!(TCS),!i.e.!histidine!kinases!(HK),!response!regulators!(RR)!and! histidine! phosphotranferases! (HPt),! is! conserved! in! many! Alphaproteobacteria,!including! Rhizobiales! like! Sinorhizobium+meliloti! [14]! and! B.+ abortus.! It! was! recently!reported! that! a! large! fraction! of! this! network! is! functional! in!B.+abortus! and! that! it! is!essential! for!survival! in!THP>1!macrophages![15].!However,! this!network!displays!also!variations!between!Alphaproteobacteria,!particularly!at!the!top!and!at!the!bottom!of!the!regulation!cascade.!At!the!top!of!the!cascade!in!C.+crescentus,+DivK!phosphorylation!level!is!controlled!by!two!HK,!DivJ!phosphorylating!DivK,!and!PleC!acting!both!as!a!kinase!and!a!phosphatase!for!DivK![16].!In!B.+abortus,!besides!DivJ!and!PleC,!a!third!histidine!kinase!
!
!
Fig!1.! In#vitro#and! in#vivo#kinase!assays.! (A)$Autoradiography$of$a$time$course$of$PdhS$auto7phosphorylation,$showing$that$autophosphorylation$ is$maximal$after$40$min$of$ incubation.$(B)$Autoradiography$ showing$ phosphotransfer$ from$ PdhS$ to$ DivK$ in$ one$minute$ and$ absence$ of$phosphotransfer$from$PdhS$to$CpdR,$confirming$that$PdhS7DivK$phosphotransfer$is$specific.$The$absence$ of$ PdhS(H805A)$ autophosphorylation$ and$ of$ phosphotransfer$ to$ DivK(D53A)$ shows$that$phosphorylation$occurs$on$these$two$conserved$residues.$(C)$Autoradiography$and$(D)$the$corresponding$ quantifications$ show$ that$ PdhS$ has$ a$ phosphatase$ activity$ toward$ DivJ_HKSm7phosphorylated$DivK.$The$ significant$pairwise$ comparisons$ according$ to$ Scheffe$ are$ indicated$by$**$ (p$<$0.01)$and$***$ (p$<$0.001).$ (E)$ In$vivo$Phostag$assay$(repeated$ thrice)$ followed$by$an$anti7CtrA$Western$blot.$The$upper$band$is$lost$when$bacteria$are$heated$at$80°C,$proving$that$it$corresponds$to$the$phosphorylated$form$of$CtrA.$Overexpression$of$pdhS$alters$CtrA$amount$and$phosphorylation.$$$$
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called!PdhS,!homologous!to!DivJ!and!PleC,! is!predicted![13,17].!PdhS!is!essential!and!it!interacts!with!DivK![17],!suggesting!a!potential!kinase!or!phosphatase!activity!of!PdhS!on!DivK.!At!the!bottom!of!the!cascade!in!C.+crescentus,!the!CtrA!RR!directly!controls!the!expression!of!95!genes! involved! in!key!events!of! the!cell! cycle,! like!cell!division,!polar!morphogenesis,! DNA! methylation! and! chemotaxis! [18>20].! CtrA! also! binds! the!replication!origin!of!C.+crescentus! chromosome,! thereby!preventing! the! initiation!of! its!replication! [19].! The! CtrA! homologue! in! B.+ abortus! was! proposed! to! control! similar!processes! but! through! different! target! genes! [21].! CtrA! phosphorylation! by! the!DivK>CtrA! regulation!pathway!promotes! its!binding! to!DNA! [20].!CtrA!binds! two!consensus!sequences,!the!“TTAA(N7)TTAAC”!9>mer!box![19]!and!the!“TTAACCAT”!8>mer!box![18],!which!are!also!found!in!CtrA!target!promoters!in!B.+abortus![13,21].!Here! we! investigated! the! main! variations! in! the! B.+ abortus! DivK>CtrA! regulation!network,! compared! to!C.+crescentus.!At! the! top!of! the!cascade,!we!show! that!PdhS!can!have! both! a! kinase! and! a! phosphatase! activity! towards! DivK! in+ vitro! and! that! it! can!modulate! CtrA! amount! and!phosphorylation! in+vivo.! At! the! bottom!of! the! cascade,!we!found!that!CtrA!is!dispensable!for!B.+abortus!elongation!but!is!essential!for!its!division,!both! in!culture!and!during! infection.!CtrA! is!also! required! for!an!efficient! intracellular!trafficking!of!B.!abortus+in!HeLa!cells.!A!detailed!analysis!of!CtrA!regulon! in!B.+abortus!not!only!reveals!that!CtrA!binds!to!the!promoters!of!genes!involved!in!cell!cycle!control!and! progression,! as! expected,! but! it! also! provides! evidence! that! CtrA! controls! outer!membrane!composition.!!
Results!
PdhS!is!a!kinase!and!a!phosphatase!for!DivK!in#vitro!#
In+vitro! autokinase! assays! showed! that! a! recombinant! fusion! Trx>His6>PdhS! is! able! to!autophosphorylate!and!a!maximal!signal!is!reached!after!40!min!of!incubation!with!ATP!(Fig!1>A).!Acquisition!of!a!phosphate!group!occurs!on!a!conserved!histidine!at!position!805,!since!mutating!this!residue!to!an!alanine!abolished!autophosphorylation!(Fig!1>B).!In!order!to!test!the!potential!kinase!activity!of!PdhS!on!DivK,!phosphorylated!PdhS!was!added!to!purified!Trx>His6>DivK.!Phosphotransfer! from!PdhS!to!DivK!was!efficient!and!quick,! as! it! was! apparently! complete! after! one! minute! of! incubation! (Fig! 1>B).! This!phosphotransfer!occurred!on!a!conserved!aspartate!residue!of!DivK!at!position!53,!since!replacing!Asp>53!by!an!alanine!prevented!phosphotransfer!from!PdhS!(Fig!1>B).!Finally,!
!
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the! PdhS>DivK! phosphotransfer! is! specific! since! the! PdhS>dependent! phosphotransfer!on! a! different! response! regulator! (CpdR)! was! not! observed;! CpdR! is! another! single>domain!response!regulator!of!B.+abortus.!As!a!control,!we!showed!that!phosphotransfer!was!possible!between!phosphorylated!MBP>EnvZ!and!Trx>His6>CpdR!(data!not!shown).!In! order! to! assess! PdhS! phosphatase! activity! on! DivK,! we! generated! phosphorylated!DivK!by!incubation!with!the!histidine!kinase!domain!of!DivJ!from!Sinorhizobium+meliloti!(DivJ_HKSm)!fused!to!Trx>His6![14]!(Fig!1>C).!The!excess!of!ATP!was!then!washed!and!the!DivJ>DivK~P!mix!was! supplemented! or! not!with! PdhS.! Both!mixes!were! incubated! at!room!temperature!for!30!min!and!the!remaining!DivK~P!was!quantified.!The!DivJ>DivK!mix!showed!a!decrease!of!DivK~P!by!50%,!while! the!addition!of!PdhS!generated!80%!dephosphorylation! of! DivK! (Fig! 1>D).! Those! data! indicated! that! PdhS! harbours! a!phosphatase!activity!towards!DivK!as!well!as!a!kinase!activity.!!
Overexpression!of!pdhS!results!in!an!increase!of!CtrA!phosphorylation!in!B.#
abortus!Recently,! Willett! et+ al.+ showed! that! the! B.+ abortus! CckA>ChpT>CtrA! phosphorelay!functions! in! a! similar! manner! to! C.+ crescentus! phosphorelay! [15].! Furthermore,! the!conservation!of!DivL! in!B.+abortus,!which! transmits! signal! from!DivK! to!CckA,! and! the!fact!that!B.+abortus!DivL!and!DivK!interact!with!each!other![22],!suggests!that!the!whole!signalling! network! is! conserved! between! B.+ abortus! and! C.+ crescentus.! We! thus!hypothesized! that! alteration! of! pdhS! expression! could! result! in! a! change! of! CtrA!phosphorylation! level.!Since!pdhS! is!essential,!we!used!a!strain!overproducing!PdhS!to!compare! CtrA! phosphorylation! status! to! the! wild! type! (WT)! strain! [23].! In! the! pdhS!overexpressing! strain,! the! overall! amount! of! CtrA,! as! well! as! the! phosphorylated!proportion!of! the!protein!were! increased! compared! to! the!WT! strain! (Fig!1>E).!These!results! indicate! that! in! B.+ abortus! PdhS! indeed! modulates! CtrA! abundance! and!phosphorylation,! which! is! required! for! DNA! binding! [21].! This! also! suggests! that! the!PdhS>CtrA!regulation!network!is!“wired”.!!
CtrA!is!crucial!for!B.#abortus!cell!division!In!C.+crescentus,!CtrA!is!the!master!regulator!controlling!many!important!genes!required!for!cell! cycle!progression.!Here!we! investigated! the!B.+abortus!CtrA! function! in+vivo!by!generating!a!ctrA!depletion!strain,!as!this!gene!was!suggested!to!be!essential![21].!First,!
$$
Fig!2.!Characterization!of! the!morphology!and!DNA!content!of! the!CtrA!depletion!strain.!(A)$ Phase$ contrast$ (“Phase”)$ and$ fluorescence$ (“TexasRed”)$ microscopy$ images$ of$ a$ CtrA$depletion$strain$ labelled$with$TRSE$and$grown$with$ IPTG$(“+IPTG”)$show$that$bacteria$have$a$normal$ morphology.$ Upon$ IPTG$ removal$ (“7IPTG”),$ bacteria$ elongate$ (3$h),$ form$ chains$ and$branch$ (7$ and$ 15$h).$ TRSE$ allows$ covalent$ binding$ of$ amine$ groups$ present$ at$ the$ bacterial$surface$with$Texas$Red.$ Growth$ occurring$ after$ TRSE$ labelling$ results$ in$ the$ incorporation$ of$unlabelled$envelope$material.$The$scale$bar$corresponds$to$2$µm.$(B)$CtrA$detection$by$Western$blot$ shows$ a$ quick$ decrease$ in$ protein$ amount$ and$ apparent$ clearance$ 120$ min$ post7IPTG$removal.$ (C)$ Detection$ of$ DNA$ content$ by$ flow$ cytometry$ shows$ that$ 7$h$ post7IPTG$ removal,$bacteria$accumulate$multiple$copies$of$their$chromosomes.$$$
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a!WT!copy!of!ctrA+was!cloned!on!a!replicative!plasmid!as!a!fusion!with!an!IPTG>inducible!promoter;! then! the! chromosomal!ctrA+deletion!was!obtained!by!allelic! replacement! in!the!presence!of!IPTG.!When!the!growth!medium!was!supplemented!with!IPTG,!the!∆ctrA!plac>ctrA! strain! harboured! a! WT! morphology! (Fig! 2>A)! (bacteria! were! stained! with!Texas>Red!Succinimidyl!ester!(TRSE)!to!follow!their!unipolar!growth![24])!and!a!normal!DNA!content,!as!shown!by!the!classical!1N>2N!peaks!obtained!by!flow!cytometry!(Fig!2>C).!Upon!IPTG!removal,!CtrA!was!cleared!within!2!hours!from!the!cells!as!measured!by!immunoblotting!(Fig!2>B).!Abnormal!morphologies!appeared!3!h!post!IPTG!removal!and!consisted! of! elongated! cells! and! cells! with! mislocalized! constrictions,! i.e.! detectable!septa! located!very! close! to!one!pole,! (Fig!2>A;!white!arrow!heads).!A! fraction!of!CtrA>depleted!bacteria! (10.9!%)!were! longer! than!2.75!µm!while!only!1.6%!of!WT!bacteria!and! 1.3! %! of! the! depletion! strain! grown! with! IPTG! exceeded! this! size! (p+ <! 0.05! in!pairwise!comparisons!according!to!Scheffe!analysis).!A!highly!significant!proportion!of!CtrA>depleted! bacteria! (6.3%)! had! a! mislocalized! constriction! compared! to! the! WT!strain!(0.88%)!and!to!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!grown!with!IPTG!(1.33%)!(Fig!2>A)!(p+<!0.01!in!pairwise!comparisons!according!to!Scheffe!analysis).!Seven!hours!after!IPTG!was!removed! from! the! culture,!we!observed!bacteria! that! grew! to! form!multiple!branches!while! others! generated! small! “chains”! (Fig! 2>A).! If! the! incubation! in! a! CtrA>depleted!state! is!prolonged!(15!h),!bacteria!kept!on!branching.!These!results!suggest!that! in!the!absence!of!CtrA,!bacterial!elongation!is!maintained!but!division!is!highly!perturbed:!it!is!either!abolished!(there!are!no!visible!constriction!sites!in!branching!bacteria)!or!division!is!initiated!at!various!positions!but!it!is!often!not!completed!since!bacteria!form!chains.!!!In!C.+crescentus,!an!important!function!of!CtrA!is!to!control!replication!by!binding!to!the!chromosomal!replication!origin!(oriC)![19].!In+vitro,!B.+abortus!CtrA!does!not!bind!to!the!replication!origin!of!chromosome!I!(oriI)![21]!but!a!CtrA!binding!site!is!predicted!in!the!promoter!of!repAB,!which!is!thought!to!control!the!segregation!of!chromosome!II!origins!(oriII).! In! order! to! detect! a! possible! effect! of! CtrA! on! chromosomes! replication,! we!analysed! the!DNA!content!of! the!CtrA!depletion! strain,!7!hours!post>IPTG! removal.!At!this! time! point,! bacteria! accumulated! several! copies! of! their! genome! (Fig! 2>C).! This!indicates! that! CtrA! depletion! does! not! impair! the! chromosomes! replication.! It! also!indicates!that!inhibition!of!cell!division!does!not!prevent!the!initiation!of!a!new!round!of!chromosomes!replication,!nor!cell!elongation!as!a!matter!of!fact.!These!data!suggest!that!
!
Fig! 3.! Growth! curve! and! viability! of! the! CtrA! depletion! strain! in! rich! medium! and!
infection.! (A)$OD600$measurements$of$ the$wild$type$and$CtrA$depletion$strain$(∆ctrA$plac7ctrA)$cultivated$ with$ or$ without$ IPTG$ (+IPTG$ or$ –IPTG,$ respectively).$ (B)$ CFU$ count$ of$ the$ same$strains$in$rich$medium$and$(C)$during$a$HeLa$cell$infection$over$a$48$h$period$of$time.$$
!
Fig! 4.! Characterization! of! B.# abortus! morphology! after! an! overnight! CtrA! depletion!
followed!by!a!repletion!of!3!h!and!6!h.!(A)$A$CtrA$Western$blot$showing$the$protein$level$after$the$ depletion$ and$ after$ the$ addition$ of$ IPTG.$ (B)$ Fluorescence$ images$ of$ bacteria$ depleted$ of$CtrA$for$one$night,$labelled$with$TRSE$and$grown$for$3$and$6$h$in$IPTG7supplemented$medium.$The$scale$bar$corresponds$to$2$µm.!
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Fig! 5.! Characterization! of! the! CtrA! depletion! strain! morphology! during! infection.! (A)$Immunofluorescence$microscopy$of$HeLa$cells$infected$for$10$and$15$h$with$the$depletion$strain$in$presence$or$absence$of$IPTG.$Phase$contrast$images$were$merged$with$anti7Brucella$staining$(cyan)$to$detect$intracellular$bacteria.$The$scale$bar$corresponds$to$5$µm.$(B)$Quantification$of$bacteria$with$aberrant$morphologies$between$3$and$15$h$post7infection.$(C)$Typical$image$of$an$abnormal$morphology$generated$by$the$CtrA$depletion$strain$15$h$post7infection$in$HeLa$cells,$with$bacteria$labelled$with$TRSE$before$infection.$The$TRSE7labelled$pole$corresponds$to$the$old$pole$of$ the$ initial$bacterium$ that$ invaded$ the$host$ cell$ (white$arrow$head).$DAPI$ (staining$ the$nucleus$in$blue),$anti7Brucella$(green)$and$Texas$Red$are$merged.$$$
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washed! and! gentamycin! was! added! to! kill! extracellular! bacteria.! The! CtrA! depletion!strain!was!able! to! infect!HeLa!cells! and! to! replicate! intracellularly!almost! to! the! same!extent!as!the!WT!when!IPTG!was!kept!in!the!medium!(Fig!3>C).!When!IPTG!was!removed!after! the! initial!hour!of! internalization,!a!similar!number!of!CFU!was!recovered!3!h!PI,!and!then!the!CFU!counts!dropped!dramatically!and!went!below!the!sensitivity!threshold!48!h!PI.!We!checked!that!the!presence!of!Triton!X>100,!used!for!the!extraction!from!host!cells,! did! not! decrease! the! CFU! counts! for! the! CtrA! depletion! strain! in! the! absence! of!IPTG!(data!not!shown).!Altogether,!these!data!suggest!that!CtrA!is!crucial!for!B.+abortus!viability!during!HeLa!cells!infection.!Similarly! to! the! rich! medium! condition,! we! analysed! the! morphology! of! the! CtrA!depletion!strain!during! infection.!As!expected,! this! strain!had!a!WT!morphology!when!IPTG!was!kept!in!the!medium!and!showed!several!rounds!of!division!15!h!PI!(Fig!5>A).!When! IPTG! was! removed! from! the! medium,! bacteria! with! aberrant! morphologies!appeared! around!10h!PI! and! started! to! accumulate! at! 15!h! PI! (Fig! 5>A>B).! At! 10!h! PI,!abnormal!morphologies!mainly! consisted! of! elongated! bacteria,! as! observed! 3!h! post>IPTG!removal!in!rich!culture!medium!while!at!15!h!PI,!branched!bacteria!were!observed!(Fig! 5>A).! The! intracellular! branched! morphologies! are! strikingly! similar! to! those!observed!after!a!long!depletion!in!culture!(Fig!2).!If!bacteria!are!labelled!with!TRSE!prior!to! infection,! they! also! display! a! Texas! Red! fluorescence! at! the! base! of! the! branched!morphology! 15!h! PI! (Fig! 5>C;! white! arrow! head).! The! emergence! of! abnormal!morphologies!coincides!with!the!time!at!which!WT!bacteria!resume!their!growth!during!their! intracellular! trafficking! [11].!This! suggests! that!CtrA! is!not! crucial! to! control! the!timing!of!the!intracellular!growth!recovery.!!!We! also! investigated! the! intracellular! trafficking! of! the! CtrA! depletion! strain! by!monitoring! the! co>localization! of! bacteria! with! Lamp1! marker.! As! a! first! control,! we!infected! HeLa! cells! with! the!WT! strain! known! to! reside! in! Lamp1+! compartments! at!early! hours! PI! and! to! leave! these! compartments! when! proliferation! starts! [25].! As! a!second!control,!we!used!a!∆virB!strain!known!to!stay!in!Lamp1+!compartments!for!up!to!12!h!PI! [8,26].!Our! results! showed! indeed!a! low!proportion!of!Lamp1+!vacuoles!at!10!and!15!h! PI! (26! and!13%! respectively)! for! the!WT! strain! compared! to!∆virB! (66%!at!both! times! PI)! (Fig! 6>A>B).! The! CtrA! depletion! strain! supplemented!with! IPTG! had! a!similar!proportion!of!Lamp1+!vacuoles!compared!to! the!WT!(Fig!6>A),!suggesting! that!
!
!
Fig!6.!Characterization!of!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!intracellular!trafficking.!(A)$Histogram$showing$the$proportion$of$bacteria$in$Lamp1+$and$Lamp17$compartments$in$a$wild$type,$∆virB$and$the$depletion$strain$with$and$without$IPTG.$(B)$Representative$immunofluorescence$images$of$the$wild$type$and$∆virB$controls$(known$to$remain$associated$to$the$Lamp1$marker$15$h$PI).$The$bacteria$are$labelled$in$cyan,$and$Lamp1$in$green.$At$15$h$PI,$most$of$the$wild$type$bacteria$do$not$co7localize$with$Lamp1,$while$∆virB$bacteria$are$observed$in$Lamp1+$compartments.$(C)$Histogram$ showing$ the$ proportion$ of$ bacteria$ with$ normal$ and$ abnormal$ morphologies$ co7localizing$with$ the$Lamp1$marker.$ (D)$Representative$ immunofluorescence$ images$of$bacteria$with$normal$(left$panel)$and$abnormal$(right$panel)$morphology$of$the$CtrA$depletion$strain$in$the$absence$of$IPTG.$$$$
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its! intracellular! trafficking! is! comparable! to! the!WT.!The! same!strain!depleted! in!CtrA!had!an!intermediate!phenotype!between!the!WT!and!∆virB!strains,!with!40%!of!bacteria!still!in!Lamp1+!compartments!at!10!and!15!h!PI!(Fig!6>A),!suggesting!an!alteration!of!the!intracellular! trafficking! in! the! absence! of! CtrA.! Despite! the! apparent! “stability”! of! the!CtrA!depleted!strain!localization!between!10!and!15!h!PI,!the!analysis!of!the!morphology!of!bacteria!associated!or!not!with! the!Lamp1!marker!revealed! the!presence!of!at! least!two! localization!patterns.! Indeed,!bacteria!with!an!abnormal!morphology!were!mostly!located!in!Lamp1>!compartments!at!15!h!PI!(Fig!6>C>D).!On!the!contrary,!bacteria!with!a!normal! morphology! remained! in! Lamp1+! compartments.! Since! bacteria! with! an!abnormal!branched!morphology!are!those!that!have!resumed!their!elongation!(Fig!6>D),!the! strong! correlation! between! the! presence! of! Lamp1! and! cell! shape! suggests! that!trafficking!and!elongation!of!individual!bacteria!are!synchronous.!!!
Investigating!the!CtrA!regulon!by!ChIPDseq!A! chromatin! immunoprecipitation! followed! by! deep! sequencing! (ChIP>seq)! was!performed!to!map!CtrA!binding!sites!on!B.+abortus!genome.!From!this!analysis,!105!CtrA!binding! regions!were!selected! (S4!Table).!Their!distribution!on! the! two!chromosomes!was! heterogenous! (S2! Fig).! Of! these! regions,! 71%! had! a! predicted! 9>mer! or! 8>mer!consensus!binding!site!with!0,!1!or!2!mismatches,!and!97%!map!to! intergenic!regions.!Among! the!CtrA>bound!sequences!with!no!predicted!9>mer!or!8>mer!box,!57%!had!at!least!one!“TTAA(C)”!half!site.!CtrA!bound!sequences!upstream!of!genes!involved!in!the!CtrA!phosphorylation!pathway!(divJ,+divK,+chpT+and+ctrA),!as!well!as!ccrM,!a!gene!coding!for!an!essential!DNA!methyltransferase![27],!and+genes!coding!for!proteins!known!to!be!involved!in!CtrA!proteolysis!in!C.+crescentus!(cpdR,+rcdA+and!clpX)+(S4!Table).!CtrA!also!bound! regions! upstream! of! several! operons,! such! as! the! mraW! operon! involved! in!peptidoglycan! (PG)! synthesis,! the!minCD! operon! involved! in! division! [17],! the! repAB!operon!coding!for!the!chromosome!II!segregation!machinery!and!the!tolQ!operon!known!to!be!important!for!membrane!homeostasis!and!division!in!E.+coli![28,29].!Furthermore,!CtrA! bound! intergenic! regions! upstream! of! many! genes! coding! for! outer>membrane!proteins!(OMP)!such!as!omp2b,+omp25,+omp16,+omp19+and!bamA!(also!called!omp89+or!
omp1)! [30>32].! Finally,! a! CtrA!binding! site!was! located!upstream!of! lptA,! coding! for! a!homolog! of! a! component! of! the!machinery! involved! in! LPS! translocation! to! the! outer!membrane![33].!
!
!
Fig!7.!In#vivo#CtrA!binding!sites!detected!by!ChIPIseq.!The$number$of$reads$per$nucleotide$is$plotted$ for$ 6$ promoter$ regions$ enriched$ by$ CtrA$ pull7down.$ Red$ bars$ surrounded$ by$ red$rectangles$represent$predicted$87mer$and$97mer$binding$sites.$Green$bars$surrounded$by$green$rectangles$represent$TTAA(C)$half$binding$sites.$Arrows$under$gene$names$represents$the$start$of$the$coding$sequences.$$
!$
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CtrA!binding!pattern!to!DNA!showed!a!single!peak!coinciding!with!a!predicted!binding!site! upstream! of! cpdR! (BAB2_0042)+ and! ccrM+ (BAB1_0516)! (Fig! 7).! CtrA! binding!upstream! of! its! own! promoter! showed! two! peaks! of! equal! size! overlapping! multiple!consensus!sequences!(Fig!7).!These!peaks!corresponded!to!the!regions!protected!from!DNase!I!digestion!by!purified!phosphorylated!CtrA!in!an!in+vitro!assay![21].!It!should!be!noted! that! this! intergenic! region! bound! by! CtrA! could! also! serve! to! regulate! the!expression! of! another! gene! (BAB1_1615),! which! has! an! opposite! orientation! to! ctrA+(BAB1_1614).!Similarly,!CtrA!binding!between!BAB2_1162!and!repA!(BAB2_1163)!had!a!double!peaks!pattern,!but!the!peaks!were!of!unequal!size,!and!the!apparently!strongest!binding!site!contains!a!half!site!TTAAC!(Fig!7).!Some!other!CtrA!binding!patterns!to!DNA!were!less!expected.!For!instance,!CtrA!bound!a!region!upstream!of!divK!(BAB2_0628)!at!the!level!of!a!TTAAC!half!site!despite!the!presence!of!a!9>mer!box!around!300!base!pairs!upstream!the!actual!binding!site! (Fig!7).!Also!CtrA!bound!a!region! inside! the!ddl!open!reading! frame! (BAB1_1447),!which! is! in! operon!with! ftsQ,+ ftsA+and! ftsZ.! Interestingly,!this!binding!site!overlaps!three!TTAAC!half!sites.!A!similar!binding!profile!was!observed!in!C.+crescentus,!where!CtrA!also!bound!a!sequence!within!the!ddl!gene!upstream!of!the!
ftsQA!operon![18].!!In!summary,!CtrA!binds!to!regulatory!regions!upstream!of!genes!involved!in!growth!(PG!synthesis! and! insertion!of!LPS! into! the!envelope!via! lptA+gene),! envelope!homeostasis!and!cell!cycle!itself!(division,!chromosome!replication)!and!its!control.!Genes!involved!in!envelope! biogenesis/homeostasis! and! those! associated! to! cell! cycle! regulation! are!highly! significantly! (p+<! 0.001! in! a!χ2! analysis)! enriched! among! CtrA! targets,! as! they!constitute!33.3%!and!11.5%!of!CtrA!regulon!respectively!compared!to!3.3%!and!2.6%!of!the!whole!genome!of!B.+abortus.!!As! CtrA! binding! to! a! given! promoter! does! not! necessarily!modulate! the! transcription!level!of!the!downstream!gene!in!all!conditions,!in!order!to!understand!the!behaviour!of!CtrA,! the!CtrA!depletion!strain!was!used!to!perform!RT>qPCR!on!selected!target!genes!identified!by!ChIP>seq.!A!mRNA!fraction!was!extracted!(i)!from!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!grown!to!mid>exponential!phase! in!the!presence!of! IPTG!and!(ii)! from!the!same!strain!grown! without! IPTG! for! 4h.! Genes! were! selected! from! five! different! functional!categories:! envelope! synthesis! (PG! and! LPS),! division,! cell! cycle! control,! OMP,!
!
!
Fig! 8.! Activity! profile! of! repAB,# ctrA,! ccrM#and! pleC#promoters! according! to! cell! length.!Normalized$ mean$ fluorescence$ intensity$ is$ represented$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ bacterial$ length$classes,$as$determined$by$a$MicrobeTracker$analysis$of$700$to$2000$bacteria$per$sample$in$three$biological$ replicates$ (Sliusarenko$ et$ al.,$ 2011).$ These$ classes$ were$ defined$ according$ to$ the$fluorescence$ profile$ shown$ in$ Figure$ S4.$ Error$ bars$ represent$ the$ standard$ deviation$ (n$ =$ 3$biological$replicates)$to$the$average$fluorescence$intensity$of$each$class.$The$significant$pairwise$comparisons$are$indicated$by$*$(p$<$0.05)$and$**$(p$<$0.01).$
!$
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chromosome! replication! and! segregation! (S3! Fig).! RT>qPCR! results! showed! that! the!expression! level! of! genes! involved! in! the! synthesis! of! the! envelope! (lptA! and!murD)!remained!unchanged!in!the!absence!of!CtrA!compared!to!the!control!condition!(culture!supplemented!with! IPTG)!while! the!minCD! operon! involved! in! Z>ring! positioning!was!overexpressed!in!the!absence!of!CtrA,!as!also!found!in!S.+meliloti+[34].!These!results!are!in! agreement!with! the!phenotype!of! the!CtrA!depletion! strain,! since! in! the! absence!of!CtrA,!elongation!is!maintained!but!division!is!prevented!(Fig!2>B).!The!bamA!and!omp19!genes!were!significantly!downregulated!(p+<!0.05!in!a!Student!t! test)!while!omp16+and!
repAB! operon!expression! level!was!not! changed! in! the! absence!of!CtrA.!Analysing! the!expression! level! of! genes! involved! in! the! phosphorylation! pathway! upstream! of! CtrA!suggested!that!CtrA!might!exert!several!feedback!loops!on!its!own!phosphorylation!and!proteolysis.!Indeed,!in!the!CtrA>depleted!culture!divK+and!cpdR!were!downregulated!(p+<!0.01!in!a!Student!t!test).!Finally,!ccrM+expression!level!did!not!change!in!absence!of!CtrA.!
!
The!activity!of!CtrA!target!promoters!varies!in!function!of!bacterial!cell!size!RT>qPCR!data!suggest!repAB! and!ccrM+expression! levels!do!not!vary! in! the!absence!of!CtrA.! However,! mRNA! levels! are! measured! at! the! level! of! the! whole! population,! and!despite! the!apparent! stability! in! the!expression!of! these!CtrA! target! genes! in! the!CtrA!depletion!strain,!they!could!still!be!regulated!in!a!cell!cycle>dependent!manner.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!a!reporter!system!was!designed!to!monitor!the!activity!of!ccrM+(pccrM),+
repAB+(prepAB),+ ctrA! (pctrA)! and!pleC+(ppleC)! promoters! by! fusing! each!of! them! to! a! gene!coding! for! an!unstable!GFP! (GFP>ASV)! [35]!on!a!medium>copy! replicative!vector! [36].!The! ccrM! and! ctrA+ transcription! follows! a! tightly! regulated! profile! throughout! C.+
crescentus!cell!cycle!while!PleC!protein!amount!remains!stable![16,37,38].!Fluorescence!intensity! of! the! B.+ abortus+ reporter! strains! was! measured! in! three! independent!experiments!(S4!Fig)!and!mean!fluorescence!intensity!was!plotted!against!bacterial!cell!size,! since! until! now! B.+ abortus! is! not! synchronizable! (Fig! 8).! The! pctrA! and! prepAB!activities! have! opposite! profiles! as! maximal! fluorescence! intensity! was! measured! in!intermediate!bacteria!for!prepAB!and!in!small!and!large!bacteria!for!pctrA!reporters.!These!data! suggest! that! pctrA! activity! is! maximal! in! large! dividing! bacteria,! and! this! activity!decreases! after! division! (Fig! 8).! The! maximal! activity! of! pctrA! in! large! bacteria! is!consistent!with!cell!division!defect! in! the!CtrA!depletion!strain.!On! the!contrary,!prepAB!seems!to!be!turned!on!early!in!the!cell!cycle,!leading!to!an!accumulation!of!GFP>ASV!in!
!
!
Fig! 9.!Western! blots! using!monoclonal! antibodies! against!B.#abortus! OMPs.! (A)$Western$blots$on$B.$abortus$lysates$of$the$wild$type$(WT)$strain$and$the$CtrA$depletion$strain$grown$with$or$without$IPTG$for$one$night,$using$monoclonal$antibodies$recognizing$OMPs$whose$genes$were$identified$by$ChIP7seq$as$being$potentially$regulated$by$CtrA.$(B)$Western$blots$on$lysates$of$the$CtrA$depletion$ strain$ grown$without$ IPTG$ for$0,$ 7,$ 15$ and$24$h,$ using$ anti7Omp25$antibodies.$Omp10$was$detected$by$Western$blot$as$a$loading$control.$$ $
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intermediate!bacteria! (Fig!8).!These!data! correlate!with! the! initiation!of! replication!of!chromosome!II!at!about!half!of!the!cell!cycle!of!B.+abortus+[11].!The!pccrM!activity!profile!is!similar!to!pctrA+(S4!Fig);!differences!between!bacterial!length!classes!are!however!not!significant! (data! not! shown),! probably! due! to! the! high! variability! in! the! fluorescence!intensity!from!one!experiment!to!another!(S4!Fig).!The!ppleC!did!not!show!any!significant!variation! in! its!activity!according!to!bacterial!cell!size!(Fig!8),!which! is!consistent!with!the! constant! PleC! amount! in! C.+ crescentus! and! the! absence! of! CtrA! binding! in! its!promoter,!at!least!in!the!conditions!tested!here.!All!together,!these!data!suggest!that!two!promoters!bound!by!CtrA!in+vivo!are!differentially!regulated!during!B.+abortus!cell!cycle.!
!




Fig! 10.$Model! for! the! PdhSIDivKICtrA! phosphorelay! and! CtrA! regulon! (A)! and! for! CtrA!
oscillation!during!B.#abortus! cell! cycle! (B).! (A)$DivK$phosphorylation$status$ is$regulated$by$the$ histidine$ kinase$ PdhS.$ This$ two7component$ system$ regulates$ CtrA$ phosphorylation$indirectly$ (dotted$arrow)$ through$ the$CckA7ChpT$phosphorelay.$As$ suggested$by$ the$ChIP7seq$data,$CtrA$could$regulate$division,$chromosome$replication,$polarity$and$envelope$composition$in$ B.$ abortus.$ Green$ arrows$ represent$ phosphorylation$ or$ dephosphorylation;$ red$ arrows$represent$ transcriptional$ regulation$ (B)$ In$ Caulobacter$ crescentus,$ CtrA$ protein$ amount$ is$known$ to$oscillate$during$ cell$ cycle;$ it$ is$degraded$during$ the$differentiation$of$ the$ flagellated$cell$into$a$stalked$cell$and$is$resynthesized$during$S$phase$and$accumulates$in$predivisional$cells.$In$B.$abortus,$the$activity$profile$of$ctrA$promoter$suggests$CtrA$amount$could$also$be$cell$cycle$regulated.$ The$ branched$phenotype$ of$ CtrA7depleted$ bacteria$ further$ suggests$ it$ is$ present$ in$predivional$ cells$where$ it$ is$ required$ for$ septation.$Different$ shades$of$blue$ represent$varying$concentrations$of$CtrA.$White$bacteria$are$cleared$of$CtrA.$$$$$$$$$$$
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Discussion!The! DivK>CtrA! regulation! network! controls! cell! cycle! progression! and! polar!morphogenesis! in! the! model! bacterium! C.+ crescentus+ and! in! the! plant! symbiont! S.+
meliloti.!The!conservation!of!this!network!in!Alphaproteobacteria!could!suggest!that!its!function!remained!unchanged!along!evolution.!However,!previous!observations!made!on!the!pathogen!B.+abortus!revealed!that!this!regulation!network!has!been!adapted!at!least!at! two! levels! [13].! First,! at! the! top! of! the! cascade,! the! phosphorylation! of! DivK! is!controlled!by!the!essential!kinase!PdhS,!an!atypical!member!of!the!PleC!and!DivJ!family!of!HK!that!control!DivK!phosphorylation!in!C.+crescentus.!B.+abortus!PdhS!being!able!to!phosphorylate! and! dephosphorylate!DivK! in+vitro! (Fig! 1! and! 10>A),! this! suggests! that!PdhS!could!be!sufficient!to!control!DivK!phosphorylation!level!in+vivo,!and!would!explain!why! pleC! and! divJ! genes! are! not! essential! in!B.+ abortus! [22]!while! pdhS+and! divK! are!essential! [23].! Second,! at! the!bottom!of! the!DivK>CtrA! cascade! the!abundance!and! the!phosphorylation! of! CtrA! allows! the! control! of! target! genes,! among!which! some!were!proposed! to! be! distinct! from! those! described! in! C.+ crescentus! [21].! For! example,! the!
minCD!operon,!participating!in!the!positioning!of!the!Z!ring!at!the!time!of!division,!is!a!target! of! CtrA! in! B.+ abortus! but! this! operon! is! absent! in! C.+ crescentus! [17,21].! In! S.+
meliloti,!CtrA!also!represses!the!expression!of!the!min!operon![34].+Here!we!report!that,!on!top!of!being!essential!for!division!as!it!was!described!for!C.+crescentus+CtrA,!B.+abortus!CtrA! could! be! crucial! for! controlling! envelope! composition! as! exemplified! by! the!regulation!of!omp25!gene!(Fig!9!and!10>A).!!As! implied! earlier! by! the! conservation! of! the! DivK>CtrA! pathway,! alteration! of! PdhS!amount! results! in! a! modification! of! CtrA! abundance! and! phosphorylation! (Fig! 1>E),!suggesting!that!the!whole!DivK>CtrA!pathway!is!functional!in!B.+abortus.!Reconstitution!of!the!CckA>ChpT>CpdR!and!CckA>ChpT>CtrA!phosphorelays!in+vitro,!and!the!analysis!of!
chpT,+ cpdR! and! ctrA! conditional! mutants,! already! demonstrated! that! this! part! of! the!pathway! is! conserved! in! B.+ abortus! [15];! indeed! it! controls! phosphorylation! and!proteolysis!of!CtrA.!Further!work!is!needed!to!identify!the!role!of!DivL!in!the!DivK>CtrA!pathway,!and! to! identify! the!signals! sensed!by!PdhS!and! the!other!possible!sensors!of!this!pathway.!!
!
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Here!we!report!that!depletion!of!CtrA!results!in!an!inhibition!of!cell!division!(Fig!2>A!and!10>B),!explaining!why!it!was!not!possible!to!delete!the!ctrA!gene! in!B.+abortus! [15,21].!The! inhibition!of!cell!division!results! in!branched!morphology!and! in!small!chains,! the!latter! being! probably! produced! by! incomplete! cell! division.! It! is! noteworthy! that!induction! of! ctrA! expression! after! depletion! results! in! the! reactivation! of! cell! division!(Fig!4).!Perturbation!of!division!in!the!CtrA>depleted!condition!is!likely!explained!by!the!presence! in! the! CtrA! predicted! regulon! of! numerous! genes! and! operons! involved! in!division.!Indeed,!the!minCD!operon!is!involved!in!Z!ring!placement,!and!many!genes!and!operons!proposed!to!be!involved!in!the!cell!division!process,!like!ftsQAZ,!ftsEX,!ftsI,!ftsW,!
ftsK!and!the!pal(omp16)OtolQRAB!locus!are!detected!as!possible!direct!targets!of!CtrA!in!
B.+ abortus! (S4! Table).! The! deregulation! of! only! a! fraction! of! these! genes! is! probably!sufficient!to!block!the!whole!cell!division!process.!In!HeLa!cells,!abnormal!morphologies!of!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!appeared!around!10!h!PI! (Fig! 5>B),! mainly! consisting! of! elongated! cells! resembling! bacteria! 3!h! post>IPTG!removal!in!rich!culture!medium!(Fig!5A).!At!15!h!PI,!branched!bacteria!were!observed,!similarly!to!the!7!h!depletion!in!culture.!B.+abortus!was!shown!to!resume!its!intracellular!growth! around! 8!h! PI! in! HeLa! cells! [11].! Such! a! correlation! between! cell! growth!resumption!at!8!h!PI!and!emergence!of!abnormal!morphologies!at!10!h!PI!suggest!that!CtrA!might!have!been!cleared!from!bacteria!earlier!during!the!trafficking!but!effects!of!this!depletion!on!morphology!are!visible!only!after!bacteria!have!restarted!their!growth.!This! observation! also! suggests! that! the! absence! of! CtrA! does! not! impair! the! growth!arrest! during! the! first! 8!h! PI,! or! the! restart! of! growth! during! infection.! Another!correlation! was! made! between! bacterial! growth! and! localization! in! Lamp1+!compartments.! Earlier! work! showed! that! B.+ abortus! growth! is! resumed! in! Lamp1+!compartments! and! that! daughter! cells! are! found! almost! exclusively! in! Lamp1>!compartment! [11].! Here! we! showed! that! CtrA>depleted! B.+ abortus! had! a! delay! in! its!intracellular! trafficking!at!10!and!15!h!PI,!given!the!high!proportion!of!bacteria!still! in!Lamp1+! compartments! (Fig! 6>A).! However,! most! unexpectedly,! bacteria! located! in!Lamp1>!compartments!at!15!h!PI!were!in!majority!branched!while!most!bacteria!with!a!normal! morphology! were! in! Lamp1+! BCV.! One! possible! way! to! interpret! these!observations! would! be! that! the! ability! to! elongate! is! required! for! the! bacterium! to!progress!in!its! intracellular!trafficking.!The!dramatic!drop!of!the!CFU!counts!at!48!h!PI!(Fig!3>C)!suggests!that!the!branched!bacteria!are!unable!to!restore!viable!progeny!when!
!
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plated! on! IPTG>supplemented! medium.! These! branched! bacteria! could! be! redirected!towards! degrading! compartments.! Concerning! bacteria! with! a! normal! morphology!located! in! Lamp1+! BCV! at! 15!h! PI,! they! could! be! blocked! for! their! intracellular!trafficking,!and!eventually!destroyed!later!in!phagolysosomes!as!well.!There!is!currently!no! explanation! for! these! two! distinct! phenotypes.! One! possibility! could! be! that! CtrA!depletion! is! effective! when! bacteria! reach! different! stages! of! their! intracellular!trafficking,! yielding! two! different! kinds! of!morphologies.! Another! possibility! could! be!that! the! generation! of! distinct! morphologies! is! the! indirect! consequence! of! the!heterogeneity! of! the! composition! of! the!BCV! along! trafficking.! The! generation! of! non>growing!bacteria! intracellularly! is! interesting!because!it!could!be!linked!to!persistence!of!bacteria!inside!the!host,!as!it!was!proposed!for!Salmonella![41].!Among!the!direct!targets!of!CtrA!found!in!the!conditions!tested!here,!cell!cycle>related!genes!are!not!restricted!to!division.!Indeed,!genes!linked!to!replication!(dnaA,!repAB!and!
ccrM),!the!DivK>CtrA!regulation!network!(divJ,!mopJ,!divK,!chpT,!sciP,!rcdA!and!ctrA!itself)!and!the!recruitment!of!proteins!to!the!poles!(popZ)!have!also!their!promoter!enriched!by!ChIP>seq.! Besides! cell! cycle>related! genes,! one! obvious! conclusion! of! the! ChIP>seq!experiment! reported! here! is! the! high! proportion! of! genes! involved! in! envelope!biogenesis!or!homeostasis.! Indeed,!CtrA!predicted!regulon! is!enriched! in!genes!coding!for! LPS! biosynthesis! and! export! (e.g.! lptAC,! lptFGD,! lpxDOfabZOlpxAB! and! lpxE),!peptidoglycan! synthesis! (e.g.! ftsIOmurEFOmraYOmurD),! outer! membrane! proteins! (e.g.!
omp2b,! omp19! and+ omp25,! also! called! omp3a! in! B.+ abortus)! and! outer! membrane!proteins!export!(bamA,!also!called!omp89!or!omp1!in!Brucella)!(Fig!10>A).!The!presence!of!CtrA!is!crucial!for!the!production!of!normal!amounts!of!Omp25!(Fig!9).!Interestingly,!the! two>component! system! BvrRS! also! controls! the! expression! of! omp25! [42].! A! B.+
abortus! deletion! strain! for! omp25! was! attenuated! in! cattle! [43].! More! recent! data!suggested! that! this! attenuation! could! be! explained! by! a! higher! internalization! and! a!higher!intracellular!killing!of!the!∆omp3a!mutant!compared!to!the!wild!type!strain![44].!The!exact!role!of!the!highly!abundant!Omp25!is!still!unknown;!it!was!shown!to!inhibit!TNFα!production! in!human!macrophages! [45]!and! it! could!be! involved! in!defining! the!properties!of! the!outer!membrane!by! interacting!with! the!LPS![46].! Interestingly,! in!S.+
meliloti,! CtrA! binds! to! the! promoter! of! ropB! gene! [34],! encoding! an! Omp25! homolog!involved! in! outer! membrane! stability! in! Rhizobium+ leguminosarum! [47].! It! is! thus!possible! that! in! Rhizobiales,! CtrA! controls! factors! involved! in! outer! membrane!
!
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E.+coli+strains!DH10B,!BL21!(DE3)!and!DB3.1!were!grown!in!Luria>Bertani!(LB)!medium!at!37°C.!Derivatives!of!the!Brucella!abortus+544!NalR!strain!were!cultivated!in!2YT!rich!medium!(1%!yeast!extract,!1.6%!peptone,!0.5%!NaCl)!at!37°C.!Antibiotic!concentrations!are! the! following:!ampicillin,!100µg/ml;!kanamycin,!20!or!50!µg/ml;! chloramphenicol,!20!µg/ml;!nalidixic!acid,!25!µg/ml;!rifampicin,!20!µg/ml;!gentamycin,!50!µg/ml.!
Cloning! of! the! pBBRDMCS1DplacIDlacIDplacDctrA.! The! placI>lacI>plac+ sequence! was!amplified!from!the!pSRK>Kan!vector!using!Phusion!High>Fidelity!DNA!Polymerase!(New!England!BioLabs)! and!SacI>Kan3’! and!plac>R1!primers! (See! S2!Table).! The! ctrA! coding!sequence!was! amplified! from!B.+abortus! 544!purified! genomic!DNA!using!ctrA>F2! and!
KpnI>ctrA>R2! primers.+ The! PCR! product! was! fused! to! the! placI>lacI>plac! sequence! by!joining!PCR.!The!placI>lacI>plac>ctrA! insert!was!then!cloned! in! the!pBBRMCS1!using!SacI!and! KpnI! restriction! enzymes.! By! using! these! enzymes,! the! insert! was! cloned! in! the!opposite!orientation!to!the!plac!promoter!of!the!pBBRMCS1.!
The# ctrA# deletion.! The! ctrA+ gene! was! deleted! from! B.+ abortus+ 544! chromosome! by!allelic!replacement.!A!750!base!pair!(bp)>region!upstream!and!another!one!downstream!of! ctrA+were! amplified! by! PCR! using!PstI>Up>ctrA>F/Up>ctrA>R! and! Down>ctrA>F/SalI>Down>ctrA>R!pairs!of!primers!respectively!and!both!PCR!products!were!fused!together!by! joining! PCR.! The! PCR! product! was! first! cloned! in! pGEMT! digested! with! EcoRV,!generating!blunt!ends,!and!sequenced.!A!PstI>KpnI!restriction!allowed!the!cloning!of!the!insert!in!the!pNPTS!138!vector!(M.!R.!K.!Alley,!Imperial!College!of!Science,!London,!UK)!carrying!a!kanamycin!resistance!cassette!and!a!sucrose!sensitivity!cassette.!
Cloning! of! expression! vectors.! DNA! sequences! coding! for! the! full! version! of! the!proteins!of!interest!were!amplified!by!PCR!and!attB1!and!attB2!sequences!were!added!upstream!and!downstream!the!coding!sequences.!A!complete!list!of!the!used!primers!is!detailed! in! S2!Table.!A!BP! reaction!was!performed!by! incubating!4!µl! of! purified!PCR!product!with!150!ng!of!pDONR!vector!at!18°C!overnight.!LR!reaction!was!performed!by!incubating!150!ng!of!insert>pDONR!vector!with!150!ng!of!pML310!expression!vector!at!18°C!overnight.!
Cloning! of! reporter! vectors.! Promoter! regions! were! amplified! from! B.+ abortus! 544!purified!genomic!DNA!using!Phusion!High>Fidelity!DNA!Polymerase!and!fused!by!joining!
!
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PCR! to!gfp(ASV).!The!pairs!of!primers!used! to!amplify! the!promoter!regions!are!XbaI>pctrA>F1/pctrA>R1,!XbaI>prepAB>F1/prepAB>R1,!XbaI>pccrM>F1/pccrM>R1!and!XbaI>ppleC>F1/ppleC>R1.! The! pair! of! primers! used! to! amplify! the! gfp(ASV)! gene! is! gfP(ASV)>F2/XhoI>
gfp(ASV)>R2.! XbaI! and! XhoI! restriction! sites! were! added! to! the! upstream! and!downstream! primers.! The! fusion! was! first! cloned! in! pGEMT! digested! with! EcoRV,!generating! blunt! ends,! and! sequenced.! A!XbaI>XhoI! restriction! allowed! the! transfer! of!the! insert! to! a!pBBRMCS1!vector,! in! the!opposite!direction! to! the! lac+promoter!of! the!vector.!!
TRSE!labelling!Bacteria! were! harvested! by! centrifugation! at! 7000! rpm! for! 2! min.! They! were! then!washed! thrice! with! phosphate>buffered! saline! (PBS)! and! incubated! with! Texas! Red!succinimidyl! ester! (TRSE)! (Invitrogen)! diluted! to! 1µg/ml! in! PBS! for! 15!min! at! room!temperature!(RT)!in!the!dark.!Bacteria!were!then!washed!once!with!PBS!and!twice!with!the! appropriate! medium,! 2YT! for! growth! assays! and! Dulbecco’s! Modified! Eagle’s!Medium!(DMEM)!(Invitrogen)!for!HeLa!cells!infections.!!
HeLa!cells!culture!and!infection!HeLa! cells! (from! the! Centre! d’Immunologie! de! Marseille>Luminy,! Marseille,! France)!were!cultivated!at!37°C!and!in!a!5%!CO2!atmosphere!in!DMEM!supplemented!with!10%!fetal! bovine! serum! (Gibco),! 0.1! g/l! non>essential! amino! acids! and! 0.1! g/l! sodium!pyruvate! (Invitrogen).! For! the! infection,!HeLa! cells!were! seeded! in! 24>well! plates! (on!cover>slips!for!immunolabelling)!at!a!concentration!of!4.104!cells/ml.!On!the!day!of!the!infection,!an!overnight!culture!of!B.+abortus!was!diluted!in!DMEM!to!reach!a!multiplicity!of!infection!(MOI)!of!300.!Bacteria!were!added!to!HeLa!cells!and!the!24>well!plates!were!centrifuged!at!1200!rpm!for!10!min!at!4°C.!Cells!were!then! incubated!at!37°C! in!a!5%!CO2! atmosphere! for! one! hour.! Cells! were! washed! twice! in! PBS! and! fresh! medium!supplemented!with!50!µg/ml!gentamycin!was!added.!!
Immunolabelling!of!infected!HeLa!cells!Cells! were! fixed! in! PBS! 2%! paraformaldehyde! (Prolabo)! for! 20! min! at! RT! then!permeabilized! in!PBS!0.1%!Triton!X>100! for! 10!min.! Cells!were! incubated! for! 45!min!with!primary!and!secondary!antibodies!supplemented!with!0.1%!Triton!X>100!and!3%!
!
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bovine!serum!albumin!(BSA,!Sigma!Aldrich).!Brucella!were!detected!with!the!A76>12G12!monoclonal! antibody! (non>diluted! hybridoma! culture! supernatant)! followed! by! a!secondary! anti>mouse! antibodies! coupled! to! Alexa>488! diluted! 500! times! (Sigma!Aldrich).! Coverslips!were!washed! thrice!with! PBS! and! once!with! ddH2O! and!mounted!with!Mowiol!(Sigma).!For!Lamp1!labelling,!cells!were!fixed!in!methanol>acetone!(80%>20%)!for!20!min!at!RT.!Bacteria!and!Lamp1!were!labelled!with!a!rabbit!anti>Brucella!serum!diluted!2000!times!and!mouse! anti>Lamp1! antibodies! diluted! 200! times! in! PBS! 2%!BSA.! Secondary! anti>rabbit! antibodies! coupled! to!Pacific!Blue! and!anti>mouse! antibodies! coupled! to!Alexa>488! (Sigma!Aldrich)!were!diluted!500! times! in!PBS!2%!BSA.! Coverslips!were!washed!thrice!in!PBS!2%!BSA!and!mounted!with!Mowiol.!!!




In#vitro!kinase!assays!Autophosphorylation! of! histidine! kinases! (5! µM)! was! performed! in! storage! buffer!supplemented!with! 2!mM!DTT,! 5!mM!MgCl2,! 500! µM! ATP! and! 5! µCi! γ32P>ATP! (3000!Ci/mmol)!(PerkinElmer)!for!40!min!at!30°C.!Response!regulators!were!prepared!at!5!µM!in! storage! buffer! supplemented! with! 5! mM! MgCl2! and! incubated! with! the!phosphorylated!histidine!kinase!for!one!to!30!min!at!RT.!!
In#vivo!Phostag!assay!Bacteria!were!grown!to!mid>exponential!phase,!harvested!by!centrifugation!and!lysed!in!a! lysis! buffer! (10!mM!Tris>HCl! pH! 7.5,! 2%! SDS)! for! 5!min! at! RT.! Loading! buffer!was!added!and!lysates!were!kept!on!ice!and!directly!loaded!on!a!SDS!gel!supplemented!with!25!µM!Phostag!(Nard!Chemicals,!Japan)!and!1!mM!MnCl2.!Samples!heated!at!80°C!for!2!min!were! used! as! negative! control.! Migration!was! performed! at! 4°C! for! 3! hours! and!proteins!were!transferred!to!a!nitrocellulose!membrane!for!Western!blotting.!!
Western!blot!analysis!One!ml!of!a!B.+abortus+culture!was!concentrated!to!an!OD600!of!10!in!PBS.!Bacteria!were!inactivated! for! one!hour! at! 80°C! and! loading!buffer!was! added.! Fifteen!µl! of! bacterial!lysate! was! loaded! in! each! well.! After! migration,! proteins! were! transferred! onto! a!nitrocellulose!membrane!which!was!blocked! in!PBS!supplemented!with!0.05%!Tween!and! 5%! milk! for! at! least! one! hour.! The! membrane! was! incubated! for! 1!h! with! the!appropriate!serum!(diluted!10,!100!or!1000x!depending!on!the!serum)!and!secondary!antibodies! coupled! to! HRP! (diluted! 5000x)! (Dako! Denmark)! diluted! in! PBS! 0.05%!Tween!1%!milk.!The!membrane!was!washed!3!times!for!5!min.!The!Clarity!Western!ECL!Substrate!(Biorad)!and!Image!Quant!LAS!4000!(General!Electric)!were!used!to!reveal!the!bands.!!
Flow!cytometry!One!ml!of!bacteria! grown! in! rich! culture!medium!until! an!OD!of!0.3>0.4!were!washed!once!with!PBS!and!fixed!in!9!ml!of!ice>cold!77%!ethanol.!One!ml!of!fixed!bacteria!were!permeabilized!in!fluorescence>activated!cell!sorting!(FACS)!staining!buffer!(10!mM!Tris>HCl!pH7.2,!1!mM!EDTA,!50!mM!sodium!citrate,!0.01%!TritonX>100)!and!incubated!with!
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0.1! mg/ml! RNase! A! for! 30! min! at! RT.! Bacteria! were! washed! with! the! FACS! staining!buffer!and!incubated!with!0.5!µM!Sytox!Green!for!15!min!before!analysing!the!samples!(200,000!events)!with!a!FACScalibur!using!CellQuest!software!(Becton!Dickinson)!with!excitation!at!495!nm!and!emission!at!519!nm.!!
Growth!curve!and!CFU!counts!Growth!curves!were!performed!by!using!Bioscreen!C!from!Oy!Growth!curves.!Overnight!cultures!were!diluted!to!an!OD!of!0.1!and!the!OD!was!measured!every!30!min!during!70!hours.!For!CFU!counts!in!culture,!wild!type!(WT)!B.+abortus!544!and!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!cultivated!with!IPTG!were!diluted!to!10>6!or!10>7!in!2YT!and!100!µl!were!plated!on!2YT,!supplemented! with! chloramphenicol! and! 1! mM! IPTG! for! the! depletion! strain.! The!depletion!strain!grown!without!IPTG!was!diluted!to!10>4!or!10>5.!For!CFU!counts!after!infection,!HeLa!cells!were!lysed!with!0.01%!TritonX>100!PBS!for!10!min! at! RT.! Several! dilutions!were! plated! on! 2YT! supplemented!with! chloramphenicol!and!IPTG!if!needed.!Plates!were!incubated!for!3!to!4!days!at!37°C.!!
Chromatin!immunoprecipitation!with!antiDCtrA!antibodies!An! 80!ml! culture! of!B.+abortus! 544! at! an! OD600! of! 0.8!was! centrifuged! to! harvest! the!bacteria.! Protein>DNA! crosslinking!was!performed! in! 10!µM! sodium!phosphate! buffer!(pH! 7.6)! and! 1%! formaldehyde! for! 10! min! at! RT! and! 30! min! on! ice.! Bacteria! were!harvested!by!centrifugation!at!8500!rpm!for!5!min!at!4°C,!washed!twice!in!cold!PBS!and!resuspended! in! lysis! buffer! (10!mM! Tris>HCl! pH! 7.5,! 1!mM! EDTA,! 100!mM!NaCl,! 2.2!mg/ml! lysozyme,! 20! µl! protease! inhibitor! solution).! Zirconia/Silica! beads! (Biospec!Products)! of! 0.1! and! 0.5! mm! diameter! were! added.! Bacteria! were! lysed! in! the! cell!Disruptor!Genie! from!Scientific! Industries! at!maximal! amplitude! (2800)! for!25!min!at!4°C.!ChIP!buffer!was!added!(1.1%!TritonX>100,!1.2!mM!EDTA,!16.7!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!8.0,!167!mM!NaCl,!protease!inhibitors)!and!bacteria!were!incubated!at!37°C!for!10!min!for!further!lysis.!In!order!to!obtain!DNA!fragments!of!about!300!base!pairs,!the!lysate!was!sonicated!on!ice!(Branson!Sonifier!Digital!cell!disruptor!S>450D!400W)!by!applying!15!bursts!of!20!sec!(50%!duty)!at!30%!amplitude!and!centrifuged!at!14,000!rpm!for!3!min!to!pellet!the!debris.!The!supernatant!was!normalized!by!protein!content!by!measuring!the!absorbance!at!280!nm.!A!sample!corresponding!to!7.5!mg!of!bacterial!proteins!was!
!
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diluted!in!1!ml!of!ChIP!buffer!supplemented!with!0.01%!SDS!and!pre>cleared!in!80!µl!of!protein!A>agarose!beads!(Roche)!and!100!µg!BSA.!Polyclonal!anti>CtrA!antibodies![21]!were!added!to!the!supernatant!(dilution!1:1000)!and!incubated!for!one!night!at!4°C!to!form! immune! complexes!which!were! then! incubated!with! 80! µl! of! protein! A>agarose!beads!pre>saturated!with!BSA!for!2!h!at!4°C.!Beads!were!then!washed!once!with!low!salt!buffer!(0.1%!SDS,!1%!TritonX>100,!2!mM!EDTA,!20!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!8.1,!150!mM!NaCl),!high!salt!buffer!!(0.1%!SDS,!1%!TritonX>100,!2!mM!EDTA,!20!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!8.1,!500!mM!NaCl)!and!LiCl!buffer!(0.25!M!LiCl,!1%!NP>40,!1%!sodum!deoxycholate,!1!mM!EDTA,!10!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!8.1)! and! twice!with!TE!buffer! (10!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!8.1!and!1!mM!EDTA).!Protein>DNA!complexes!were!eluted!with!500!µl!of!elution!buffer!(1%!SDS!and!0.1M! NaHCO3).! Reverse! crosslinking! was! performed! in! presence! of! 300! mM! of! NaCl!overnight!at!65°C.!Samples!were!treated!with!2!µg!of!Proteinase!K!for!2h!at!45°C!in!40!mM!EDTA!and!40!mM!Tris>HCl!pH!6.5.!DNA!was!extracted!using!QIAgen!MinElute!kit!and! resuspended! in! 30! µl! of! Elution! Buffer.! ChIP! DNA!was! sequenced! using! Illumina!MySeq.!!
Analysis!of!the!sequencing!data!Sequencing!data!consisted!of!a!number!of! reads!per!nucleotide.!Computing!of!average!and!variance!in!a!window!of!1!million!base!pairs!allowed!the!calculation!of!a!Z!score!for!each! base! pair! (i.e.! the! number! of! standard! deviation! from! the! average).! Genomic!regions!with!reads!numbers!above!the!threshold!(Z!>!4)!were!kept!and!considered!to!be!bound!by!CtrA.!These!regions!were!mapped!to!the!genome!of!Brucella+abortus!2308,!a!close!relative!to!the!B.+abortus!544!strain.!!
mRNA!extraction!and!RTDqPCR!Fifty!ml! of! a!mid>exponential! phase! (OD600!=! 0.8)! culture! of! the! ∆ctrA+plac>ctrA! strain!grown!with!IPTG!or!without!IPTG!for!4!h!were!centrifuged!to!harvest!bacteria!that!were!lysed!with!100!µl!of!SDS!10%!in!the!presence!of!20!µl!of!proteinase!K! for!one!hour!at!37°C!with!shaking.!Five!ml!of!Tripure! isolation!reagent!(Roche)!were!added!and!tubes!were! vortexed! briefly! and! incubated! for! 10! min! at! 65°C.! One! ml! of! chloroform! was!added!and!tubes!were!inverted!and!incubated!10!min!at!RT.!Lysates!were!centrifuged!at!14,000!rpm!for!15!min!at!4°C!and!the!aqueous!phase!was!harvested!and!mixed!with!2.5!ml!of!isopropanol.!Samples!were!stored!at!>20°C.!RNA!was!harvested!by!centrifugation!
!
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at!14,000!rpm!for!30!min!at!4°C!and!washed!with!200!µl!of!75%!RNAse>Free!ethanol.!RNA!was!harvested!by!centrifugation!at!8500!rpm!for!5!min!at!4°C.!The!pellet!was!kept!to! dry! at! RT! and!was! solubilized! in! 50! µl! of!water! treated!with! diethylpirocarbonate!(DEPC)!at!55°C!for!10!min.!RNA!concentration!was!measured!using!the!Nanodrop!and!2!to!5!µg!were!incubated!with!3!µl!of!DNAseI!(1U/µl)!(Fermentas)!and!the!corresponding!buffer!in!a!total!volume!of!20!µl!for!30!min!at!37°C.!Two!µl!of!50!mM!EDTA!were!added!and!the!mix!was!incubated!10!min!at!65°C.!The!mix!was!split!in!two!tubes!of!10!µl!each!to!perform!reverse!transcription!(RT)!and!its!negative!control.!First!a!hybridization!step!is!performed!by!incubating!the!mix!with!1!µl!of!oligo!dT!12>18!Random!Primers!(500ng/ul)!(Invitrogen)! at! 65°C! for! 5! min.! Then! were! added! to! the! mix! 4! µl! of! 5x! First! Strand! Buffer!(Invitrogen),! 2µl! of! 100!mM!DTT! (Invitrogen),! 1!µl! of! a!dNTP!mix! (containing!10!mM!of! each!nucleotide)!(Invitrogen)!and!1!µl!of!H2O!treated!with!DEPEC.!The!obtained!mix!was!incubated!for!2!min!at!42°C!and!1!µl!of!SuperScript!II!(200!U/µl)!(Invitrogen)!was!added!to!reverse!transcribe!RNA!to!DNA!at!42°C!for!50!min.!The!enzyme!was!then!inactivated!at!70°C!for!15!min.!The!remaining!RNA!after!RT!was!degraded!by! incubating! the!mix!with!1!µl!of!Ribonuclease!H!(2U/µl)!(Invitrogen)!for!20!min!at!37°C.!qPCR!was!performed!on!10!ng!of!cDNA!using!Fast!Start!Universal!SYBRGreen!Master!Rox!(Roche).!Primers!were!designed!to!generate!100>150!base!pair>long!amplicons.!The!2>∆∆CT!method!was!used!to!determine!the!fold!induction!of!genes!of!interest!in!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!grown!without!IPTG!in!comparison!to! the!same!strain!cultivated! in! the!presence!of! IPTG.!Ribosomal!16S!RNA!served!as!an!internal!control!to!normalize!gene!expression!data.!!
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S1*Table.*List*of*plasmids*Plasmid!name! Reference!pML310.TRX.His6.pdhS! This!study!pML310.TRX.His6.pdhS(H805A)! This!study!pML310.TRX.His6.divK! This!study!pML310.TRX.His6.divK(D53A)! This!study!pML310.TRX.His6.cpdR! This!study!pML310.TRX.His6.divJ_HKSm! [1]!pET15b.MBP.envZ! [2]*pBBR.MCS1.plac.pdhS! [3]!pNPTS.∆ctrA# This!study!pBBR.MCS1.lacI.plac.ctrA# This!study!pBBRMCS1.pctrA.gfp(ASV)! This!study!pBBRMCS1.prepAB.gfp(ASV)! This!study!pBBRMCS1.pccrM.gfp(ASV)! This!study!pBBRMCS1.ppleC.gfp(ASV)! This!study!
*
S2*Table.*List*of*primers*Primer!name! 5’.3’!sequence!attB1.pdhS# GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCtcaggatcataccccttcatcga!attB2.pdhS# GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGtcaaacgcgggttggcggg!
pdhS(H805A).F! AgtCcggatttcagCgctgatg!
pdhS(H805A).R! cggAgtCcggatttcagCgctgatg!attB1.divK! GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCatgacgaaaagcgtaatgat!attB2.divK! GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGctaggcatcgcccag!attB1.cpdR! GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCCATGAAGAGAATCCTTCTAGCTGAAG!attB2.cdpR! GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCAGGCGGCGATCAGCAT!
















Reference*A76/12G12! Mouse! Brucella#LPS# [4]!A68/04B10/F05! Mouse! Omp25! [5]!A68/04G01/C06! Mouse! Omp16! [5]!A68/25H10/A05! Mouse! Omp19! [6]!A63/4D11/G01! Mouse! Omp2b! [7]!A68/07G11/C10! Mouse! Omp10! [5]!A53/10B2A01! Mouse! BamA! [5]!! Mouse! Lamp1! Developmental!Studies!Hybridoma!Bank,!University!of!Iowa!! Rabbit! CtrA! [8]!!!
S4*Table.*ChIPJseq*data*
Peak*position* Open*reading*frame* Annotation**Chromosome!I! ! #376! BAB1_0001! dnaA#15383! BAB1_0012! #47939! BAB1_0045! #54961! BAB1_0047! #84533! BAB1_0075! #104209! BAB1_0099! #106422! BAB1_0102! #! BAB1_0103! #150501! BAB1_0137! #! BAB1_0138! #170171! BAB1_0155! lptA#408563! BAB1_0407! #! BAB1_0408! #440413! BAB1_0444! #! BAB1_0445! #466619! BAB1_0473! #476075! BAB1_0484! #505290! BAB1_0510! #! BAB1_0511! #508280! BAB1_0516! ccrM#577638! BAB1_0589! #587659! BAB1_0601! divJ#592031! BAB1_604! #650029! BAB1_0659! omp2a#! BAB1_0660! omp2b#655442! BAB1_0665! #694417! BAB1_0709! lptF#! BAB1_0710! lptG#705966! BAB1_0721! #
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! BAB1_0722! omp25#713901! BAB1_0729! #719706! BAB1_0735! #785187! BAB1_0804! #! BAB1_0805! #867579! BAB1_0896! #878925! BAB1_0907! #929503! BAB1_0953! #! BAB1_0954! #936336! BAB1_0964! popZ#950302! BAB1_0977! fumA#953710! BAB1_0981! #! BAB1_0982! #969790! BAB1_1009! #1009597! BAB1_1043! #! BAB1_1044! #1014411! BAB1_1052! #1058830! BAB1_1094! #1084215! BAB1_1119! #1100045! BAB1_1131! clpX#1123080! BAB1_1153! #1129350! BAB1_1159! #1150330! BAB1_1176! bamAFlpxDFfabZFlpxAB#1157620! BAB1_1185! #1164924! BAB1_1192! clpS#! BAB1_1193! PBP6!1169289! BAB1_1198! #1220771! BAB1_1261! rpsL#! BAB1_1262! rpsG#1238318! BAB1_1277! pipP#1259719! BAB1_1302! ropB#1399918! BAB1_1447! ftsQAZ#1414746! BAB1_1458! mraWFftsIFmurEFmurFFmraYF
murDFftsW#1446383! BAB1_1495! #1477542! BAB1_1526! #! BAB1_1527! #1555071! BAB1_1609! sciP#1557792! BAB1_1613! chpT#1559719! BAB1_1614! ctrA#! BAB1_1615! picC#1647366! BAB1_1701! #1649038! BAB1_1702! glmM#1655004! BAB1_1707! omp16#1659161! BAB1_1712! tolQRAB#1662896! BAB1_1717! rcdA#1710391! BAB1_1775! #1753997! BAB1_1818! #! BAB1_1819! #
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1759212! BAB1_1823! #1785299! BAB1_1846! #1813857! BAB1_1867! #1845254! BAB1_1895! ftsK#1877941! BAB1_1930! omp19#1884243! BAB1_1939! #1938421! BAB1_1997! ftsEX#1971825! BAB1_2034! #2002799! BAB1_2064! #2032666! BAB1_2099! #2072897! BAB1_2137! #2081502! BAB1_2147! #2093535! BAB1_2159! #2113650! BAB1_2177! #! BAB1_2178! #2118621! BAB1_2183! #! BAB1_2184! mutM#! ! #Chromosome!II! ! #39884! BAB2_0042! cpdR#! BAB2_0043! #68915! BAB2_0069! #! BAB2_0070! #71756! BAB2_0071! #! BAB2_0072! #83509! BAB2_0082! #100320! BAB2_0099! #103279! BAB2_0104! #! BAB2_0105! #128782! BAB2_0131! lpxE#163741! BAB2_0170! #! BAB2_0171! #172554! BAB2_0178! #! BAB2_0179! #310706! BAB2_0314! #410426! BAB2_0413! podJ#! BAB2_0414! #447856! BAB2_450! #! BAB2_0451! #533985! BAB2_0535! sodC#617976! BAB2_0628! divK#643696! BAB2_0652! lovK#692300! BAB2_0658! glmS#705116! BAB2_0709! ftsK.like!707784! BAB2_0709! #! BAB2_0710! #739124! BAB2_0741! #! BAB2_0742! #868904! BAB2_0884! minC#
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Figure' 1)' Domain' prediction' of' PleC' and' DivJ' and' principle' of' a' Phostag' assay'(Kinoshita!et!al.,!2009)'aC Domain! predictions! of! PleC! and! DivJ! reveal! the! presence! of! several! potential!transmembrane! domains! as! well! as! PAS! domains! at! the! NCterminus! of! the!proteins!(SMART!prediction!C!http://smart.emblCheidelberg.de).!bC Schematic!representation!of!a!Phostag!molecule!chelating!a!phosphate!group! in!presence!of!two!Mn2+!ions!incorporated!in!a!polyacrylamide!gel.!!!!
!!




assays(As!mentioned!in!the!introduction,!DivK!phosphorylation!status!might!be!modulated!not!only! by! PdhS! but! also! by! PleC! and! DivJ! membrane$associated! HKs.! Indeed,! several!transmembrane!domains!were!predicted!with!SMARTool!(Simple!Modular!Architecture!Research!Tool)!for!B.#abortus#PleC!and!DivJ!(Figure!1$a).!A!first!attempt!to!study!the!in#
vitro#kinase! activity! of! PdhS,! PleC! and! DivJ! was! performed! by! purifying! the! histidine!kinase!domain!(DHp+CA)!of!these!proteins.!Their!autokinase!activity!was!assayed!using!the!Phostag!technology!(Barbieri!and!Stock,!2008).!Phostag!is!a!small!molecule!able!to!bind! phosphate! groups! in! the! presence! of! Mn2+! or! Zn2+! cations! (Figure! 1$b).! When!incorporated! in! a! polyacrylamide! gel,! Phostag! interacts!with! phosphorylated! proteins!and! induces!a! shift! in! their!migration! (Figure!1$b).!Migration!on!a!Phostag!gel!of!Trx$His6$PdhS_HK!(41.9!KDa),!MBP$His6$PleC_HK!(72.84!KDa)!and!MBP$His6$DivJ_HK!(75.78!KDa)! previously! incubated! with! ATP! did! not! induce! a! detectable! shift! of! the! band!corresponding!to!each!HK!domain!(Figure!2$a$b).!Subsequently,!no!phosphotransfer!to!Trx$His6$DivK! (28.35! KDa)! occurred! either! (Figure! 2$b),! suggesting! that! the! purified!kinase!domains!are!not!active.!As!a!control!for!DivK!phosphorylation,!the!purified!Trx$His6$DivJ_HK! domain! from! S.# meliloti# (DivJ_HKSm)! (45.57! KDa)! was! used! as! a!phosphodonor.! This! kinase! domain! was! able! to! autophosphorylate,! as! shown! by! the!doubling!of!the!corresponding!band!in!presence!of!ATP,!and!to!transfer!the!phosphate!group!to!Trx$His6$DivK!from!B.#abortus#(Figure!2$a).!To!rule!out!the!possibility!that!the!
B.#abortus!purified!HK!domains!might!be!active!but! lack!a!particular!cofactor! for! their!kinase! activity,! we! checked! whether! they! had! a! phosphatase! activity! towards! DivK!phosphorylated!by!DivJ_HKSm.!No!dephosphorylation!of!DivK~P!was!observed!(data!not!shown),!further!confirming!that!the!purified!kinase!domains!are!not!active.!The! lack! of! in# vitro# activity! of! these! kinase! domains! is! surprising,! knowing! that! the!autokinase!activity!of!HKs!is!commonly!tested!on!their!purified!HK!domains.!A!possible!explanation!would!be!that!the!purified!HK!domains!in!our!case!are!misfolded,!resulting!in! inactive! proteins.! MBP$His6$PleC_HK! and! MBP$His6$DivJ_HK! tended! to! precipitate!quite! easily.! This! observation! is! in! line! with! the! suggested! hypothesis.! Another!explanation!would!be!that!a!domain!essential!for!the!multimerization!of!these!proteins!is!lacking!in!the!purified!truncated!forms.!This!could!indeed!be!the!case!for!PdhS_HK!as!the! D3! domain! was! shown! to! be! involved! in! the! interaction! between! two! PdhS!monomers! (Van!der!Henst!et! al.,! 2012)!and! this!domain! is!not!present! in! the!purified!truncated!form!of!PdhS!(Introduction7Figure!20$b).!!







Figure'3)'Autokinase'assay'on'full)length'PdhS'and'phosphotransfer'to'DivK'Lane! 1! is! a! control! lane! showing! the! migration! of! PdhS! and! DivK! without! ATP.!Incubating!PdhS!with!ATP!did!not!change!its!migration!profile,!but!addition!of!DivK!for!30!seconds!induced!a!shift!in!DivK!migration!proving!that!PdhS!can!autophosphorylate!and!transfer!its!phosphate!group!to!DivK.'!!!!!
!!
Figure'4)'In(vivo'Phostag'assay'on'B.(abortus(lysates'and'CtrA'Western'blot'Samples! from! four!B.*abortus*strains!were! lysed! and! loaded!on! a! Phostag! gel!without!boiling.!The!upper!band!corresponds!to!phosphorylated!CtrA!as!certified!by!the!absence!of!this!band!when!a!sample!of!the!WT!strain!was!heated!at!80°C.!!!!!!!!!
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incubation! time! (30! seconds)! with! Trx$His6$DivK! was! sufficient! to! visualize! a!phosphorylation! of! the! response! regulator! (Figure! 3).! This! suggests! that! PdhS! could!autophosphorylate!but!the!absence!of!a!shift!in!its!migration!could!be!due!to!the!big!size!of! the! protein.! This! Phostag! assay! on! the! full$length! version! of! PdhS! was! performed!before!the!radioactivity$based!kinase!assays!presented!in!the!paper.!Next!we! sought! to! determine! the! activity! of! PleC! and!DivJ! in#vivo! by!monitoring! CtrA!phosphorylation!state! (Figure!4).!As!already!shown! in! the!paper,!overexpressing!pdhS!led!to!an! increase! in!CtrA!total!amount!as!well!as! in!the!proportion!of!phosphorylated!protein.!These!data!suggest! that!PdhS!could!be!a!phosphatase! for!DivK,!assuming! that!the! TCS! regulates! the! downstream!phosphorelay! in! a! similar!manner! to!C.#crescentus.!Similar! results! are! obtained! in! a! ∆divJ! strain,! while! deletion! of! pleC# led! to! opposite!results,!with!less!phosphorylated!CtrA!compared!to!the!WT#(Figure!4).!Two!independent!experiments!were!performed!with!the!∆divJ!and!the!∆pleC!strains!and!the!effects!on!CtrA!amount! and!phosphorylation!were! reproducible.!These!observations! suggest! that!DivJ!might!be!a!kinase!for!DivK!while!PleC!might!be!its!phosphatase,!again!assuming!that!the!TCS! regulates! the! downstream! phosphorelay! in! a! similar! manner! to! C.# crescentus.!Quantitative!Western!blots!should!be!performed!to!confirm!these!results.!
&
3.(The(fumarase(FumC(interacts(with(PdhS(and(modulates(its(













Figure' 5)' Relative' quantification' of' PdhS' and' EnvZ' autophosphorylation' in'




&Most! of! the! results! presented! in! this! section!were! obtained! by! Katy! Poncin,! a! former!master’s!student!working!under!my!supervision.!Experiments!related!to!ctrA#promoter!activity!were!performed!by!Luca!Rappez,!also!a!former!master’s!student.!One!figure!was!taken!from!Katy’s!master!thesis.!!
A*(Constructing(a(reporter(system(In! C.# crescentus,! the! activity! of! CtrA$regulated! promoters! varies! during! the! cell! cycle!(Laub! et! al.,! 2000).! For! instance,! ccrM! and! flagellar! genes! are! expressed! in! the! late! S!phase! while! sciP! is! transcribed! in! flagellated! cells! (Gora! et! al.,! 2010;! Zweiger! et! al.,!1994).! It! is!easy!to!follow!their!activities!along!the!cell!cycle!using! lacZ$based!reporter!systems!given!that!the!C.#crescentus#strains!used!in!the!laboratories!are!synchronizable!(Evinger! and!Agabian,! 1977).! In!B.#abortus,! the! absence! of! a! synchronization!protocol!raises!a!real!technical!challenge!to!study!cell!cycle$related!processes.!In!order!to!monitor!the! activity! of! CtrA! target! genes,!we!had! to! resort! to! a! single$cell! level! technique.!We!fused!promoters!of!interest!to!a!gene!coding!for!an!unstable!allele!of!GFP,!the!GFP$ASV,!and! monitored! their! activity! by! fluorescence! microscopy.! The! C$terminal! ASV! tag!(Alanine$Serine$Valine)! is! thought! to!be!recognized!by!endogenous!proteases! in!E.#coli!and!Pseudomonas#putida,!rendering!the!GFP!less!stable!(Andersen!et!al.,!1998).!The!use!of! an! unstable! version! of! the! GFP! is! important! for!monitoring! promoter! activity,! as! a!stable! fluorescent! reporter! will! continue! to! emit! a! signal! for! a! longer! time! after! the!promoter!is!turned!off.!The!half$life!of!GFP$ASV!is!not!known!in!B.#abortus#and!it!is!likely!that! it! is! different! from! its! half$life! in!E.#coli.#However,!we! reasoned! that! it! should! be!degraded!faster!that!the!WT!version!of!the!protein.!!Each! target! promoter! ptarget$gfp(ASV)! construct!was! cloned! in! a! pBBR$MCS1! vector,! a!replicative!medium! copy! plasmid! in!B.# abortus.! The! ptarget$gfp(ASV)! fusions!were! also!cloned!in!the!low!copy!vector!pMR10!but!the!fluorescence!signal!produced!was!very!low!and!could!therefore!not!be!analysed.!The!obtained!B.#abortus!strains!were!imaged!under!the!microscope!and!the!mean!fluorescence!intensity!was!quantified!in!a!large!number!of!bacteria! (Figure! 6)! using!MicrobeTracker! image! analysis! program! (Sliusarenko! et! al.,!2011).!Briefly,! this!program!defines! the!contours!of!bacteria!and!determines! their!cell!length! (in! µm),! divides! each! bacterium! into! segments! and! quantifies! the! fluorescence!intensity!associated!to!each!segment.!The!mean!fluorescence!intensity!for!one!bacterium!can!then!be!calculated.!!
B*(Monitoring(promoter(activity(in(culture(We! decided! to! monitor! the! activity! of! repAB# (chromosome! II! replication! and!segregation),#ccrM#(DNA!methyltransferase),#ctrA#(master!regulator)!and!pleC!(histidine!kinase)!promoters.!We!asked!whether!the!activity!of!ctrA!and!ccrM!promoters!(pctrA!and!pccrM)! oscillates! during! the! cell! cycle! in! a! similar! manner! to! C.# crescentus.! Given! that!chromosome!replication!is!coupled!to!growth!and!division!in!B.#abortus,!we!postulated!that!the!expression!of!the!genes!coding!for!chromosome!II!replication!and!segregation!machinery! is! also! cell! cycle! regulated.! Furthermore,! it! was! already! shown! that!chromosome! II! replication! starts! around! the! middle! of! the! cell! cycle! (Deghelt! et! al.,!2014).!We!chose!to!monitor!the!activity!of!repAB!promoter!(prepAB)!because!it!contains!a!conserved! 9$mer! box.! Later,! the! ChIP$seq! data! showed! that! this! region! was! weakly!
!!!!!!!!!!
!!
Figure'6)'Activity'profile'of'CtrA'target'promoters'in'culture'The!plots!represent!the!mean!fluorescence!intensity!produced!by!a!GFP!as!a!function!of!bacterial!cell!length.!The!expression!of!the!gfp(ASV)!reporter!is!under!the!control!of!four!promoters!indicated!above!the!plots.!The!results!of!three!independent!experiments!are!shown.! The!number! of! bacteria! analysed! for! prepAB! are! 1632,! 1402! and!2377;! for! pctrA!1456,!1487!and!1467;!for!pccrM!1446,!753!and!1678;!for!ppleC!1888,!1297!and!1953.'!!!!!!!!!!
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bound!by!CtrA!in#vivo!(Manuscript$Figure!7).!Finally,!what!prompted!us!to!monitor!pleC#promoter!(ppleC)!activity!were!the!presence!of!a!consensus!9$mer!sequence!and!the!fact!that!it!was!bound!by!phosphorylated!CtrA!in#vitro#(Bellefontaine!et!al.,!2002).!ChIP$seq!data!obtained!later!showed!that!CtrA!did!not!bind!ppleC!in!an!exponential!phase!culture!of!
B.#abortus!grown!in!rich!medium.!!We! had! to! face! many! technical! challenges! due! to! the! asynchrony! of! the! studied!populations! and! to! the! high! variability! in! the! fluorescence! intensity! of! the! reporter!strain.!Figure!8!shows!the!standard!deviation!calculated!for!prepAB!reporter!system!as!an!example!of! the!high!variability! in!the!measured!fluorescence! intensity.!First,! to!bypass!the!problem!of!asynchrony,!we!ordered!the!bacteria!according!to!their!length,!from!the!smallest! to! the! largest! and! plotted! the! fluorescence! intensity! as! a! function! of! the! cell!length.!We!reasoned! that!bacteria!of! small! size!would!be!at! the!beginning!of! their! cell!cycle! (that! is! in! G1! phase)! whereas! the! largest! bacteria! would! be! predivisional! cells.!Second,!to!analyse!the!fluorescence!signal!despite!the!high!variability!in!the!population,!we!plotted!the!mean!fluorescence!intensity!for!a!sliding!window!of!300!bacteria.!Finally,!to! compare! independent! experiments,! we! normalized! the! mean! fluorescence!intensity/300! bacteria! to! the! average! fluorescence! intensity! of! the! total! population!(Figure!6).!!Several! factors! could! have! contributed! to! the! high! variability! of! the! fluorescence!intensity.!First,!the!use!of!a!replicative!plasmid!can!lead!to!an!unequal!segregation!of!the!vector! between! the! daughter! cells,! and! thus! to! a! variable! copy! number! of! the! ptarget$
gfp(ASV)!fusion.!Second,!ordering!bacteria!according!to!their!cell!size!does!not!account!for!the!cell!cycle!stage!in!a!precise!way.!Bacteria!of!the!same!size!could!be!in!different!stages!of!their!cell!cycle.!!The! plots! in! Figure! 6! show! a! reproducible! variation! of! the! fluorescence! intensity! for!pccrM,!pctrA!and!prepAB!but!not!for!ppleC.!The!pccrM!and!pctrA!activity!profiles!are!similar!with!a!minimal! fluorescence! intensity! in! bacteria! of! intermediate! cell! length.! pccrM! activity!profile! is!similar! to! the!one! in!C.#crescentus!where!CcrM!is!produced! in! late!S!phase!to!methylate!the!newly!synthesized!DNA!strands.!The!high!level!of!fluorescence!intensity!in!small! B.# abortus# cells! could! be! due! to! residual! GFP! synthesized! in! the! previous!predivisional! cells! but!not! yet!degraded.!The!decrease! in! the! fluorescence! intensity! in!bacteria! of! intermediate! cell! length! suggests! that! the! promoter! is! off! during! the! early!stages!of!the!cell!cycle.!In!C.#crescentus,!ctrA#is!transcribed!during!the!S!phase,!first!by!the!weak!P1!promoter!and!then!by!the!strong!P2!promoter!(Introduction!paragraph!A$2$e!of!Chapter!II).!B.#abortus!pctrA!seems!to!be!active!in!large!bacteria.!Bacteria!of!small!size!also!harbour!a!high! level!of! fluorescence,!probably!due,!as! for!pccrM,! to!residual!GFP.!As! for!prepAB,! it! seems! to! have! an! activity! profile! opposite! to! pccrM! and! pctrA,! as! a! peak! in!fluorescence! intensity! is! observed! for! bacteria! of! intermediate! cell! length.! The! profile!suggests! that! the! promoter! is! active! in! medium! size! bacteria! probably! allowing!chromosome!II!replication!and!segregation.!The!promoter!is!probably!less!active!later!in!the! cell! cycle! as! shown! by! a! decrease! in! the! fluorescence! intensity.! Finally,! the! ppleC$





Figure'7)'The'ccrM(promoter'(pccrM)'activity'in'culture'a) Sequence!of!ccrM!promoter.!Letters!in!bold!correspond!to!the!CtrA!predicted!9Cmer!boxes.!Shaded!grey!background!highlights!the!regions!protected!by!CtrA!in!a!DNase! I! footprint! assay.! Red! letters! represent! the!mutations! introduced! in! the!reporter! construct.! The! green! box! highlights! the! C35! box! (Bellefontaine! et! al.,!2002).!b) Images!taken!by!fluorescence!microscopy!of!the!B.*abortus*pccrM!reporter!strains!carrying!the!WT!promoter!(pccrM! CWT),! the!promoter!mutated! in!the! first!9Cmer!box!(pccrM! Cmut1),! the!promoter!mutated! in! the!second!9Cmer!box!(pccrM! Cmut2)!and!the!promoter!mutated!in!both!9Cmer!boxes!(pccrM!Cmut1C2).!Scale!bars!=!5µm!(Pictures!taken!from!K.!Poncin’s!master!thesis).!c) Plot!representing!the!activity!profile!of!pccrM!–WT!and!pccrM!Cmut1.!!!!!!!!
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Next,!we!asked!whether!the!differences!in!the!fluorescence!intensity!observed!for!pccrM,!pctrA! and! prepAB! between! small,! intermediate! and! large! bacteria! were! significant!(Manuscript$Figure! 8).! These! classes! were! defined! independently! for! each! promoter!based!on!the!activity!profiles!shown!in!Figure!6.!Fluorescence!intensity!was!significantly!higher! in! intermediate! bacteria! compared! to! small! and! large! bacteria! when! gfp(ASV)!was!expressed!under!the!control!of!prepAB!(p!<!0.05!and!p!<!0.01!in!pairwise!comparisons!according! to! Scheffe! analysis).! On! the! contrary,! it! was! highly! significantly! lower! in!intermediate! bacteria! in! the! pctrA! reporter! strain! (p! <! 0.01)! (Manuscript$Figure! 8).!Differences! in! fluorescence! intensity! between! length! classes! observed! in! the! pccrM!reporter! strain!were! not! significant,! probably! because! of! the! high! variability! between!the!three!independent!experiments.!These! data! suggest! that! the! activity! of! at! least! three! CtrA$bound! promoters! are! cell!cycle$regulated,! indicating! that,! as! in! C.# crescentus,! CtrA! phosphorylation! and! amount!could!also!vary!along!B.#abortus!development.!!
C*(Monitoring(promoter(activity(in(culture(with(mutated(CtrA(binding(sites(Next!we!asked!whether!the!variations!in!the!activity!of!pccrM!and!prepAB!were!due!to!CtrA!binding! to! the! conserved! consensus! sequences! present! in! these! promoters.! We! thus!disrupted!the!consensus!binding!sites!by!mutating!the!two!central!nucleotides!of!each!of!the!TTAA!half!sites!(Figure!7$a).!T!was!replaced!by!C!and!A!was!replaced!by!G.!The! pccrM! has! two! predicted! 9$mer! binding! sites! and! phosphorylated! CtrA! was!previously!shown!to!bind!these!sequences!in#vitro!(Bellefontaine!et!al.,!2002)!(Figure!7$a).!Therefore,!we!sought!to!mutate!each!of!these!consensus!sequences!separately!(pccrM$mut1!and!pccrM$mut2)!and!together!(pccrM$mut1$2)!in!the!reporter!construct.!Red!letters!above! the! sequence! of! the! promoter! indicate! introduced!mutations! (Figure! 7$a).! The!first!TTAA!half!site!of!the!second!9$mer!box!overlaps!the!$35!box!highlighted!by!a!green!rectangle!(Figure!7$a).!We!made!sure!that!the!introduced!mutations!were!still!consistent!with!$35!box!consensus!sequence!known!in!E.#coli.!Fluorescence!microscopy!images!showed!reduced!fluorescence!intensity!when!the!first!box!was!mutated!and!a!complete!loss!of!fluorescence!when!the!second!box!or!when!both!boxes!were!mutated!(Figure!7$b).!Plotting!the!mean!fluorescence!intensity!of!pccrM$mut1!together!with!pccrM$WT!showed!that!the!mutated!version!of!the!reporter!system!retained!a!“cell!cycle”$regulated!activity!but!with!a!general!reduction!of!the!gfp(ASV)!expression!level,! suggesting! a! CtrA$dependent! perturbation! of! the! promoter! activity! (Figure! 7$c).!The! absence! of! fluorescence! in! the! pccrM$mut2! and! pccrM$mut1$2! reporter! constructs!could!be!due!to!the!disruption!of!the!$35!box!or!to!an!abolishment!of!CtrA!binding.!We!could! indeed! suggest! a! hierarchical! cooperative!binding!of! CtrA! to!pccrM! similar! to! the!one! observed! for! binding! sites! [a]! and! [b]! in! C.# crescentus! origin! of! replication!(Introduction$Figure!10$a).!In!B.#abortus!pccrM,!the!two!regions!protected!by!CtrA!in!the!DNase!I!footprint!assay!are!separated!by!8!nucleotides!(Figure!7$a).!The!dimers!binding!each!consensus!sequence!could!thus!interact!with!each!other!and!enhance!their!binding!to! DNA.! The! mutations! introduced! in! our! reporter! system! suggest! that! the! second!consensus!sequence!could!be!more!important!for!CtrA!binding!to!this!promoter!and!that!CtrA!binding!to!the!first!9$mer!box!is!mediated!by!the!second.!!The!prepAB!contains!one!9$mer!box!that!coincides!with!a!region!weakly!bound!by!CtrA!in!the!ChIP$seq! assay! (Manuscript$Figure!7).! This! consensus! sequence!was!mutated! in! a!similar!manner!to!pccrM!consensus!sequences,!where!the!central!TA!nucleotides!of!each!TTAA! half! site! were! replaced! by! CG! nucleotides.! Mutating! the! 9$mer! box! in! prepAB!
!!!!!
!!
Figure'9)'Activity'profile'of'CtrA'target'promoters'in'a'HeLa'cell'infection'These!plots!represent!the!variation!of!the!fluorescence!intensity!during!infection.!Each!dot!represents!the!mean!fluorescence!intensity!in!one!bacterium!at!a!particular!time!of!the!infection.!The!results!of!two!independent!experiments!are!shown!for!prepAB!and!ppleC!(pink! and! blue).! Horizontal! bars! represent! the! average! fluorescence! intensity! for! a!particular!time!PI.!
Figure'8)' Normalized' standard'deviation' of'
the'prepAB'reporter'system'Standard! deviation! of! the! mean! fluorescence!intensity!was!calculated! in!a!sliding!window!of!300! bacteria! and! normalized! to! the! average!fluorescence!intensity!of!the!whole!population.!
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resulted! in! a! complete! loss! of! the! fluorescence! signal,! suggesting! an! important!perturbation! of! the! promoter! activity! (data! not! shown).! The! mutations! could! have!perturbed!the!binding!of!CtrA!as!well!as!of!other!transcription!factors!to!this!promoter.!!!
D*(Monitoring(promoter(activity(in(infection(
B.# abortus! strains! carrying! the! reporter! systems! were! used! to! infect! HeLa! cells.! The!mean! fluorescence! intensity! was! quantified! for! a! number! of! bacteria! (50! to! 100)! at!different! times! post$infection! (PI)! (Figure! 9).! We! chose! early! times! PI! (3! to! 8!h)!corresponding! to! the! early! non$proliferative! phase! and! late! times! PI! (10! to! 24!h)!corresponding! to! the! proliferative! phase! of! the! infection.! Each! dot! on! the! plots!represents!the!mean!fluorescence! intensity!measured! in!a!single!bacterium!(Figure!9).!As! for! the! culture! condition,! the! fluorescence! intensity! was! highly! variable! in! the!population.!No!significant!change! in! the!activity!of!pccrM! and!pctrA!was!observed!during!infection!suggesting!that,!unlike!in!culture,!these!promoters!might!not!be!subjected!to!a!tight!regulation!during!infection.!Alternatively,!the!activity!of!these!promoters!could!be!differentially!regulated!in!HeLa!cells!but!the!oscillations!of!the!promoters!activities!are!not! detectable! with! our! reporter! system! due! to! the! variability! in! the! fluorescence!intensity! in! the!population.!This!high!variability! in! the! fluorescence! intensity! could!be!due! either! to! the! reporter! system! itself! or! to! different! environmental! conditions!encountered!by!the!intracellular!bacteria!that!could!lead!to!different!expression!levels!of!the!gfp(ASV).! Also,! the! GFP$ASV! could! be! stabilized! in! infection,! especially! during! the!early! hours.! The! results! of! two! independent! experiments! show! the! activity! profile! of!prepAB! and!ppleC! (Figure!9$pink! and!blue).! These! two!promoters! seem! to!have! opposite!activities! during! infection,!with! prepAB! being!mostly! active! in! the! late! hours!while! ppleC!shows!a!maximal!activity!at!3!and!6!h!PI.!prepAB!activity!increases!between!8!and!10!h!PI!while!ppleC! activity!decreases!between!3!and!8!h!PI.!The! two! independent!experiments!show! a! reproducible! overall! profile! but! the! differences! are! not! always! significant,!demonstrating! again! the! limits! of! this! reporter! system.! Finally,! the! presence! of!extracellular!bacteria,!not!yet!eliminated!by! the!gentamycin! treatment,! can!complicate!the! interpretation! of! the! data! collected! at! 3!h! PI,! maybe! contributing! to! the! high!variability!of!the!data!at!this!time!point.!!
5.(Investigating(the(role(of(CtrA(in(maintaining(the(envelope(
homeostasis(
&The!classification!of!CtrA!potential! target!genes! identified!by!ChIP$seq!highlighted!two!highly! represented! functional! categories:! cell! cycle! and! envelope! biogenesis! and!homeostasis.! Genes! related! to! these! two! categories! represent! 2.6%! and! 3.3%! of! the!whole!B.#abortus#genome! respectively.!Among!CtrA! targets,! they! represent!11.5%!and!33.3%!of!the!total!number!of!genes!identified!by!ChIP$seq,!showing!a!highly!significant!enrichment!of!genes!belonging!to!these!two!functional!categories!among!CtrA!potential!regulon!(p#<!0.001! in!a!χ2!analysis).!Among! the! targets! related! to!envelope!biogenesis!and!homeostasis!were!genes!involved!in!peptidoglycan!(PG)!synthesis,!LPS!insertion!in!the! outer! membrane,! the! Tol$Pal! system! and! outer! membrane! proteins! (OMPs).!Perturbing! the! expression! of! these! genes! could! lead! to! important! changes! in! the!envelope! composition! and! stability.! We! therefore! sought! to! test! the! stability! of! B.#
abortus! envelope! after! several! hours! of! CtrA! depletion! by! performing! a! polymyxin! B!
!!!
Figure'10)'Survival'curves'of'B.(abortus(544'and'2308'WT'and'mutant'strains'to'







Figure'11)'Omp25'localization'in'B.(abortus'544'WT'and'the'CtrA'depletion'strain'Phase!contrast!and!fluorescence!microscopy!images!of!B.*abortus*cells! labelled!with!an!Omp25! monoclonal! antibody.! Scale! bars! of! pictures! on! the! left! =! 5µm;! scale! bars! of!pictures!on!the!right!=!2µm.!!!
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sensitivity!assay.!Western!blots!using!monoclonal!antibodies!recognizing!OMPs!showed!a!decrease! in!Omp25!amount!after!an!overnight!CtrA!depletion!(Manuscript$Figure!9).!We! asked! whether! this! decrease! in! the! amount! of! protein! was! accompanied! by! an!alteration!of!its!localization!pattern!in!the!envelope.!!
A*(Testing(the(sensitivity(of(the(CtrA(depletion(strain(to(polymyxin(B(
B.#abortus#is!known!to!have!an!envelope!resistant!to!antimicrobial!cationic!peptides!such!as!polymyxin!B!thanks!to!the!unique!composition!of! its!LPS!(Martinez!de!Tejada!et!al.,!1995).! We! tested! whether! a! 4$hour! and! an! 8$hour! CtrA! depletion! would! render! B.#
abortus#less!resistant!to!polymyxin!B!compared!to!the!B.#abortus#544!WT#strain!and!the!CtrA!depletion! strain! cultivated! in!presence!of! IPTG.!As! a! control! of! sensitivity! to! this!cationic! peptide,! we! performed! the! assay! in! parallel! on! a! B.# abortus! 2308! bvrR::Tn5!strain!(known!to!have!an! increased!sensitivity! to!polymyxin!B)!and!the!corresponding!WT#strain!B.#abortus!2308!(Sola$Landa!et!al.,!1998).!In!practice,!a!sample!of!each!strain!is! collected!at! a!given! time,!diluted! in!a! saline!buffer!and! incubated! in!a!96$well!plate!with! increasing! concentrations! of! polymyxin! B! for! one! hour! at! 37°C! (for! details,! see!protocol!in!the!Material!and!methods!section).!Bacteria!are!then!plated!on!rich!medium!supplemented!with!the!appropriate!antibiotic!and!IPTG!if!needed.!Figure!10!represents!the!survival!curves!of!the!different!strains!to!increasing!concentrations!of!polymyxin!B.!As! expected,! the!bvrR#mutant! is! less! resistant! than! the!WT#strain.!Also,! the!B.#abortus!2308!WT#strain!is!more!resistant!than!the!544!WT!strain.!However,!the!CtrA!depletion!strain! grown! with! IPTG! or! without! IPTG! for! 4!h! does! not! show! any! decrease! in! its!resistance!to!polymyxin!B!(Figure!10).!On!the!contrary,!it!is!even!slightly!more!resistant!than!the!544!WT#strain.!An!8$h!CtrA!depletion!did!not!increase!B.#abortus!sensitivity!to!polymyxin!B!either!(data!not!shown).!Thus,!in!these!conditions,!bacteria!lacking!CtrA!are!not! more! sensitive! to! polymyxin! B.! Before! excluding! the! possibility! that! B.# abortus#envelope! is! destabilized! in! absence! of! CtrA,! we! should! test! its! resistance! to! other!harmful! agents! such! as! the! detergent! deoxycholate! or! other! cationic! peptides! such! as!poly!L$lysine!or!poly!L$ornithine.!!!
B*(Localizing(Omp25(in(the(CtrA(depletion(strain(The!decrease!in!Omp25!amount!after!15!and!24!h!of!CtrA!depletion!(Manuscript$Figure!9)! prompted!us! to! check!whether! its! localization! in! the! envelope!was! also! perturbed.!Bacteria!were!labelled!with!monoclonal!antibodies!(MAb)!A68/04B10/F05!recognizing!Omp25!(Cloeckaert!et!al.,!1990)!and!secondary!antibodies!coupled! to!Alexa!Fluor!488!after! 7,! 15! and! 24!h! of! CtrA! depletion.!B.# abortus!WT! strain! and! the! depletion! strain!grown!with!IPTG!showed!a!heterogeneous!expression!of!Omp25!in!the!population,!some!bacteria!being!completely!or!partially! labelled!while!others!had!no!Omp25!labelling!at!all! (Figure! 11).! In! the! CtrA$depleted! condition,! Omp25! expression! was! also!heterogeneous! with! some! bacteria! lacking! any! fluorescent! signal! while! others! were!partially!labelled!with!a!segmented!labelling!pattern.!However,!the!immunofluorescence!labelling!of!Omp25!does!not!seem!to!confirm!the!dramatic!decrease!in!Omp25!amount!observed!by!Western!blot! as! a!high!proportion!of! the!population! still! showed!at! least!partial!labelling!for!Omp25!(73%!and!70%!of!bacteria!after!15!h!and!24!h!of!depletion).!The!MAb!used!for!immunofluorescence!and!Western!blot!is!more!efficient!at!recognizing!a! structural! epitope! of! Omp25! presented! at! the! surface! of! the! bacterium! than! linear!epitopes! in! the! denatured! form! of! the! protein! (Cloeckaert! et! al.,! 1996).! Furthermore,!
Brucella! are! known! to! produce! several! homologs! of! Omp25! (OMPs! of! group! 3)!
!!!!
!!
Figure' 12)' Localization' of' a' YFP)FtsI' fusion' in' B.( abortus' 544' and' in' the' CtrA'
depletion'strain'a) Phase!contrast!and!fluorescence!microscopy!of!the!B.*abortus!544!strain!and!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!grown!with!IPTG!producing!a!YFPCFtsI!fusion;!scale!bar!=!5!µm.!b) Phase! contrast! and! fluorescence! microscopy! of! the! CtrA! depletion! strain!producing!a!YFPCFtsI!fusion!grown!without!IPTG!for!7!h;!scale!bar!=!2!µm.!c) Phase! contrast! and! fluorescence! microscopy! of! the! CtrA! depletion! strain!producing!a!YFPCFtsI! fusion!grown!overnight!without! IPTG,! labelled!with!TRSE!and!repleted!with!IPTG!for!3!h;!scale!bar!=!2!µm.!!!!!!!
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(Edmonds!et!al.,!2002;!Guzman$Verri!et!al.,!2002)!and!another!Omp25!MAb!recognizes!a!similar!structural!epitope!present! in!several!Omp25!homologs!(Salhi!et!al.,!2003).! It! is!thus! possible! that! the! MAb! used! here! recognizes! several! Omp25! homologs! on! live!bacteria! but! only! the! Omp25! of! interest! by! Western! blot.! If! this! is! the! case,! it! is!impossible!to!monitor!the!localization!of!the!single!Omp25!homolog!(BAB1_0722)!as!a!function!of!CtrA!presence.&The! segmented! pattern! of! Omp25! homolog(s)! labelling! suggests! that! omp25! gene(s)!follow(s)!an!ON$and$OFF!expression!profile!that!is!regulated!in!time!as!attested!by!the!labelling! of! the! bacterial! branches! 24!h! post$IPTG! removal! (Figure! 11).! Indeed,! this!segmented!pattern!is!identical!in!the!different!branches!of!a!single!bacterium,!suggesting!that! the! synthesis! and! the! insertion! of! Omp25! into! the! outer! membrane! are!synchronized! in! the! different! branches! of! the! cell.! Furthermore,! these! observations!suggest! that! Omp25! does! not!move! laterally! in! the! outer!membrane,!which! is! in! line!with! former! suggestions! that! Omp25!might! be! anchored! to! the! PG! (Cloeckaert! et! al.,!1995).!This!expression!profile!is!probably!independent!of!CtrA!as!it!is!different!from!one!bacterium!to!another!and!could!be!due!to!a!regulation!coming!from!the!BvrS/BvrR!two$component!system!(Guzman$Verri!et!al.,!2002).!!
C*(Localizing(the(growth(machinery(in(the(CtrA(depletion(strain(Investigating!B.# abortus! unipolar! growth! was! part! of! a! project! conducted! by! Michael!Deghelt,! a! former! PhD! student! in! the! lab.! He! was! interested! in! characterizing! the!mechanisms! of! B.# abortus! unipolar! growth! by! localizing! components! of! the! growth!machinery,! in! particular! FtsI,! the! unique! monofunctional! penicillin! binding! protein!(PBP)!with!a!transpeptidase!activity!in!B.#abortus.!In!bacteria!showing!a!dispersed!mode!of! growth! (along! the! cell! body)! such! as! E.# coli,! two! paralogous! monofuntional!transpeptidases!are!present,!PBP2!involved!in!elongation,!and!FtsI!dedicated!to!division.!
B.# abortus! lacks! a! PBP2! homolog! thus! FtsI! could! be! involved! in! both! elongation! and!division.!A! chromosomal!yfpOftsI! fusion! shows!a! localization!of! the!protein! to! the!new!pole!and!to!the!site!of!division,!suggesting!indeed!a!role!of!FtsI!in!elongation!and!division!(M.!Deghelt!thesis).!We!decided!to!make!use!of!the!YFP$FtsI!fusion!to!localize!the!growth!machinery!in!a!CtrA$depleted!strain.!In!the!B.#abortus!544!WT!strain!and!in!the!depletion!strain! grown!with! IPTG,! bacteria! displayed! a! single! focus,! either! at! the! pole! or! at! the!septum! (Figure! 12$a).! However,!many! bacteria! did! not! show! any! fluorescence.! In! the!CtrA$depleted!condition,!7!h!post!IPTG!removal,!bacteria!displayed!several!foci!localized!to!the!tip!of!the!branches,!to!the!base!of!the!branches!or!along!the!cell!body!(Figure!12$b).!They!also! localized! to! the!septum!and!along! the!cell!body!of! “chains”.!As!expected,!localization!of!YFP$FtsI!to!the!poles!suggests!the!growth!machinery!is!directed!towards!the! elongating! branches.! Foci! present! along! the! cell! body! of! chains! and! branched!bacteria! either! co$localize! with! a! visible! constriction! site! or! not.! These! foci! probably!correspond! to!division! events! that!were! initiated!but!blocked!before! completion.!This!hypothesis!suggests!that!the!Z!ring!was!formed!at!these!constriction!sites!and!therefore!that!CtrA!depletion!does!not! result! in! the! absence!FtsZ,! at! least! in! these! cells.! Indeed,!these! localization! patterns! clearly! show! that! at! least! part! of! the! growth!machinery! is!localized! along! the! cell! body! to! perform! division.! However,! components! essential! for!either! constriction! or! daughter! cell! separation! are! missing.! Furthermore,! the! growth!machinery!is!often!mislocalized.!When!TRSE$labelled!bacteria!are!allowed!to!grow!again!in! IPTG$supplemented! medium! for! 3!h! after! an! overnight! CtrA! depletion,! they! show!constriction!sites!lacking!TRSE!labelling!and!co$localizing!with!YFP$FtsI!foci!(Figure!12$c).!These!data!confirm!that! the!CtrA!“depletion!phenotype”! is! reversible!and! that!CtrA!
'
'
Figure' 13)' DNA' content' analysis' of' B.( abortus( 544' grown' in' Plommet' defined'
medium'depleted'in'nitrogen'or'carbon'source'Flow!cytometry!results!show!the!DNA!content!(Fluorescence!signal)!in!B.*abortus!grown!overnight! in! complete! Plommet! medium,! then! shifted! for! 3!h! in! the! same! medium!depleted! in! nitrogen! or! carbon! source! (left! panels).! Bacteria! are! incubated! again! in!complete!Plommet!medium!for!3!h!(right!panels).!!
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presence! is! essential! for! division.! Interestingly,! the! YFP$FtsI! foci! found! at! the! new!division!sites!were!brighter!than!those!observed!before!repletion!or!even!in!the!control!conditions!(Figure!12$a$b).!!!
6.(Attempts(to(synchronize(Brucella#abortus#!Synchronizing! Brucella# abortus! is! essential! to! address! questions! related! to! cell! cycle!regulation.! The! technical! difficulties! we! encountered! while! monitoring! the! activity! of!CtrA!target!promoters! testify! for! the! importance!of!a!synchronization!protocol.!This! is!why! we! decided! at! the! beginning! of! this! project! to! develop! a! protocol! allowing! the!enrichment! of! B.# abortus! cultures! in! G1! bacteria.! In! C.# crescentus,! the! differential!production! of! a! capsule! along! the! cell! cycle! renders! flagellated! cells!more! dense! than!stalked!cells!and!predivisional!cells!(Ardissone!et!al.,!2014;!Evinger!and!Agabian,!1977).!













A*(The(TCS(in(B.#abortus(The! extensive! study! of! the! phosphorylation! cascade! upstream!of! CtrA! in!C.#crescentus!provided!multiple!evidences!of! the! importance!of!dynamic!protein! localization! for!cell!cycle!progression.! For! instance,! the! localization!of! the!hybrid!histidine!kinase!CckA! to!the! flagellated!pole! in!predivisional!cells! is!crucial! for! its!activation.!Predivisional!cells!harbour! indeed! a! high! level! of! phosphorylated! DivK! known! to! sequester! DivL!(Introduction7Figure! 8$b).! However,! dephosphorylation! of! DivK! by! PleC! at! the!flagellated! pole! frees! DivL! allowing! its! interaction! with! CckA! in! this! specific!“subcompartment”!of!the!cells!(Tsokos!et!al.,!2011).!The!localization!of!PleC!and!DivJ!to!opposite! poles! ensures! the! inheritance! by! the! daughter! cells! of! distinct! protein! pools!with!distinct!DivK!phosphorylation!states!(Matroule!et!al.,!2004).!!In!B.#abortus,!PdhS!localizes!to!the!old!pole!(Hallez!et!al.,!2007).!Thus!after!division,!the!large!cell!is!the!only!daughter!cell!to!inherit!this!polarly!localized!kinase!and!probably!its!activity! (Figure! 1).! Figure! 1& depicts! the! polar! localization! of! PdhS! and! the! origin! of!replication!of!chromosome!I#(oriI).!The!small!cell!generated!after!division!is!devoid!of!a!focus! of! PdhS! but! acquires! one! at! its! old! pole! after! some! time! (60$120!min! in! a! time!lapse!performed!at!RT)! (Figure!1)! (Hallez!et!al.,!2007).!DivK!co$localizes!with!PdhS! to!the! old! pole! (Hallez! et! al.,! 2007)! and! when! a! B.# abortus# strain! expressing! a!thermosensitive! allele! of! pdhS# is! shifted! to! the! restrictive! temperature,! DivK! polar!localization! is! lost! (Van! der! Henst! et! al.,! 2012).! These! data! clearly! suggest! that! PdhS!influences!DivK!localization!in#vivo.!A!non$phosphorylatable!allele!of!DivK!(D53A)!fused!to! a! fluorescent! protein! does! not! localize! to! the! pole,! suggesting! that! DivK! polar!localization!depends!on!its!phosphorylation#(Hallez!et!al.,!2007).!!The!loss!of!DivK!focus!in!the!PdhS!thermosensitive!strain!highly!suggests!that!PdhS!is!a!kinase! for! DivK.! Moreover,! a! Western! blot! analysis! had! previously! shown! that! CtrA!amount! is! decreased! in! a! strain! overexpressing! pdhS# (Hallez! et! al.,! 2007).! If! DivK!regulates! the! CckA$ChpT$CtrA/CpdR! phosphorelay! in! the! same! manner! as! in! C.#
crescentus,! these!data!would! corroborate! the!hypothesis! according! to!which!PdhS! is! a!kinase!for!DivK.!Yet!the!in#vivo!Phostag!results!presented!in!the!manuscript!suggest!the!opposite!(Manuscript$Figure!1$E).! In!the!strain!overexpressing!pdhS,!CtrA!amount!was!increased!and!the!proportion!of!phosphorylated!protein!as!well!suggesting!an!enhanced!dephosphorylation!of!DivK! in!the!pdhS#overexpressing!strain!and!thus!an!activation!of!the! downstream! phosphorelay.! The! Phostag! assay! was! repeated! three! times! and! the!results!were!reproducible.!As!shown!by!the!in#vitro#phosphorylation!assays,!PdhS!has!a!dual! activity! towards! DivK! (Manuscript$Figure! 1$B$C).! A! switch! from! a! kinase! to! a!phosphatase!activity! in#vivo#could!occur!depending!on!the!growth!phase!of! the!culture!for!instance,!or!on!other!cues!sensed!by!the!histidine!kinase!input!domain,!which!could!explain!the!contradictory!observations.!Concomitantly,! we! investigated! CtrA! phosphorylation! state! in! ∆pleC! and! ∆divJ! strains!(Hallez!et!al.,!2007)!by!Phostag.!In!light!of!the!CtrA!Western!blot!results,!CtrA!seems!to!be! less!phosphorylated! in!the!∆pleC#strain!compared!to!the!WT!and!an! increase! in!the!amount!and!in!the!phosphorylation!of!CtrA!seems!to!occur!in!the!∆divJ#strain!(Results$Figure! 4).! A! quantitative!Western! blot! should! be! performed! to! confirm! the! observed!data.!!
!
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B*(The(TCS(in(Alphaproteobacteria(Paragraph! II$B$1! of! the! introduction!was! dedicated! to! comparing! the! TCS! between!C.#
crescentus! and!Rhizobiales.! The!main! ideas! that! came! out! of! this! comparison! are! that!
Rhizobiales!encode!one!or!two!homologs!of!PleC!and!DivJ!that!are!absent!in!C.#crescentus!(Introduction$Figure! 16)! and! that! unlike! PleC! and! DivJ! in! the! latter! organism,! all!analysed! Rhizobiales! had! one! essential! HK! (Introduction$Table! 1).! It! is! interesting! to!notice! that! this! essential! HK! is! different! from! one! organism! to! the! other.! Despite! the!differences!in!the!essentiality!of!the!TCS!proteins,!data!obtained!up!to!now!on!S.#meliloti,#
A.#tumefaciens!and!B.#abortus!highly!suggest!that!the!TCS!and!phosphorelay!upstream!of!CtrA! function! in! a! similar!manner! to!C.# crescentus! (Kim! et! al.,! 2013;! Pini! et! al.,! 2013;!Willett! et! al.,! 2015).! So!why! is! a! protein! essential! in! a! particular! organism!and!not! in!another?!A!possible!explanation!would!lie!in!the!particular!need!for!a!more!or!less!active!CtrA!under! laboratory! conditions.! In!other!words,! accumulation!of! an! excess!of! active!CtrA! or! the! lack! of! this! transcription! factor! could! be! more! or! less! tolerated! by! the!bacteria.! Alternatively,! the! essentiality! of! some! HKs! of! this! TCS! could! depend! on! the!phosphorylation! of! a! RR! other! than! DivK.! In!C.# crescentus,! DivJ! and! PleC! regulate! the!phosphorylation!of!an!unorthodox!RR!called!PleD!(Jenal,!2004).!PleD!synthesizes!cyclic!di$GMP! (c$di$GMP)! from! two! molecules! of! GTP! and! this! small! signalling! molecule!regulates!many!processes!such!as!adhesion,!biofilm! formation!and!virulence! in!animal!and!plant!pathogens!(Ryan,!2013).!In!S.#meliloti,!the!inessentiality!of!DivJ!and!CbrA,!two!kinases! of! DivK,! in! culture! is! due! to! their! redundant! functions! (a! ∆divJ∆cbrA#double!mutant!being!non$viable)!while!the!essentiality!of!PleC,!a!DivK!phosphatase,!is!linked!to!a!deleterious!effect!of!an!accumulation!of!phosphorylated!DivK!in!S.#meliloti!(Fields!et!al.,!2012;! Pini! et! al.,! 2013).! Even! if! they! are! not! strictly! needed! for! bacterial! survival! in!culture,!DivJ!and!CbrA!presence!is!essential!for!establishing!a!successful!symbiosis!with!plants.!In!A.#tumefaciens,!the!fact!that!DivK!is!dispensable!while!DivJ!is!essential!remains!unexplained!and!suggests! that!DivJ!essential!activity! is!exerted!on!another!RR!(Kim!et!al.,!2013).!Finally,!PdhS!in!B.#abortus!is!essential!unlike!CbrA!in!S.#meliloti!or!PdhS1!and!PdhS2! in!A.# tumefaciens.! PdhS! essentiality! could! reside! in! the! fact! that! it! can! by! itself!monitor! DivK! phosphorylation! status! as! it! was! shown! to! have! a! kinase! and! a!phosphatase!activity! in#vitro.!Deleting!pleC#or!divJ! resulted! in!a!slight!variation! in!CtrA!amount!and!phosphorylation!while!overexpressing!pdhS!clearly!showed!an!increase!in!CtrA! amount! and! phosphorylation! (Results$Figure! 4)! suggesting! that! an! alteration! in!PdhS!amount!can!have!a!stronger!impact!on!the!downstream!phosphorylation!cascade.!PdhS! could! have! acquired! increasing! importance! during! evolution! in! B.# abortus!compared!to!other!Rhizobiales.!It!should!be!noted!though!that!despite!the!non$essentiality!of!these!HKs,!deleting!many!of!them!is!not!without!consequences!for!the!bacteria.!Indeed,!many!deletions!resulted!in!aberrant!morphologies!and!cell!cycle!defects.!This!is!the!case!of!∆pleC!and!∆pdhS1#in!A.#
tumefaciens;!∆divJ!and!cbrA::tn5!in!S.#meliloti#(Fields!et!al.,!2012;!Pini!et!al.,!2013).!Finally,!the!signals!sensed!by!these!HKs!are!yet!to!be!discovered.!Even!in!C.#crescentus,!for! which! the! phosphorylation! cascade! was! thoroughly! characterized,! the! cues!recognized!by!PleC!and!DivJ!are!unknown.! It! is! likely! that! these!HKs!sense!an! internal!signal!under!laboratory!conditions!as!their! localization!to!the!poles!and!their!activities!on!DivK!follow!what!seems!to!be!a!pre$defined!program.!!!!
!!!
Figure'2)'Variation'of'CtrA'amount'during'C.(crescentus'and'B.(abortus'cell'cycle'aC In!C.* crescentus,! CtrA! is! degraded! at! the! G1CS! transition,! as! depicted! by! a! blue!flagellated!cell!and!a!white!stalked!cell.!CtrA!is!synthesized!again!in!late!S!phase!and!accumulates!in!predivisional!cells!(blue).!After!septation,!CtrA!is!maintained!in!the!flagellated!daughter!cell!and!is!cleared!in!the!stalked!cell.!bC The!depicted!model!suggests!that!CtrA!is!also!degraded!during!the!S!phase!of!B.*
abortus*cell!cycle!and!reCaccumulates!in!predivisional!cells!where!it!is!necessary!for! division.! If! this! reCaccumulation! is! prevented,! division! does! not! occur! and!bacteria! keep! on! elongating,! generating! branched! morphologies! or! chains.! A!fraction! of! the! bacteria,! not! shown! here,! present! intermediate! phenotypes,!harbouring!initiated!constriction(s)!and!a!branched!morphology.!!
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2.(CtrA,(a(versatile(transcription(factor(
A*(Is(CtrA(amount(cell(cycle*regulated(in(B.#abortus(as(well?(Regulation! of! CtrA! amount! and! phosphorylation! along! C.# crescentus! cell! cycle! is! well!established!(Introduction$Figure!9).!More!recently,!CtrA!amount!was!shown!to!vary!in!a!synchronized!population!of!S.#meliloti! similarly! to!C.#crescentus,!with!a!decrease!at! the!G1$S!transition!and!an!accumulation!of!CtrA!during!late!S!phase!and!G2!phase#(Pini!et!al.,!2015).! In! B.# abortus,! the! lack! of! a! synchronization! protocol! makes! it! impossible! to!monitor!CtrA!amount!during!cell!cycle.!However,!two!indirect!observations!hint!towards!a! possible! similar! oscillating! profile.! First,! the! GFP$based! reporter! system! shows! a!variation!in!the!fluorescence!intensity!according!to!cell!length,!suggesting!that!the!level!of!activity!of!ctrA!promoter! is!not! the!same!in!bacteria!of!different!cell! length.!Second,!the!maximal!fluorescence!intensity!reached!in!large!bacteria!(presumably!in!G2!phase)!suggests! that! CtrA! might! also! accumulate! in! these! bacteria! where! it! is! needed! for!division.!This!observation!can!be!linked!to!the!absence!of!division!observed!in!the!CtrA!depletion! strain! (Manuscript$Figure! 2).! Combining! these! data,! we! suggest! a!model! in!which!CtrA!amount!varies!along!B.#abortus!cell!cycle!similarly!to!C.#crescentus!(Figure!2).!When! CtrA! is! depleted,! cells! remain! in! an! “S! phase$like”! state,! during!which! division!does! not! occur! and! chromosome! replication! is! maintained! and! reinitiated! as! the! cell!grows.!!
B*(CtrA(in(pathogenesis(and(in(symbiosis(As! already! discussed! in! the! introduction,! an! obvious! link!was! highlighted! between!B.#
abortus#cell!cycle!progression!and!its!virulence!(Deghelt!et!al.,!2014).!Indeed,!bacteria!in!G1! phase! are!more! infectious! than! the! other! subpopulations! (S! and! G2).! G1! bacteria!regroup! two! distinct! populations,! large! cells! with! a! PdhS! focus! at! their! old! pole! and!small! cells! lacking! this! focus! (Figure! 1).! Infecting! HeLa! cells! with! a!B.# abortus! strain!carrying!a!YFP$PdhS!fusion!showed!that!a!similar!proportion!of!large!PdhS+!bacteria!and!small! PdhS$! bacteria! enter! HeLa! cells,! suggesting! that! there! is! no! preferential!internalization! of! these! two! bacterial! subpopulations! (C.! Mullier! thesis).! Infection! of!HeLa!cells!with!the!CtrA!depletion!strain!further!confirms!the!connection!between!cell!cycle!and!virulence!of!this!pathogenic!bacterium.!Indeed,!in!the!absence!of!CtrA,!bacteria!were!unable! to! sustain! their! viability! inside!HeLa! cells! (Manuscript$Figure!3$C).!Their!intracellular! trafficking! also! seems! to! be! perturbed! as! a! higher! proportion! of! BCVs!retained! the! Lamp1! marker! for! up! to! 15!h! PI! (Manuscript$Figure! 6$A).! Bacteria! that!excluded!the!Lamp1!marker!from!their!BCV!between!10!and!15!h!PI!had!predominantly!branched!morphologies!(Manuscript$Figure!6$B).!This!observation!fits!the!data!obtained!by! Deghelt$Mullier! et! al.! who! showed! that! B.# abortus! growth! is! resumed! in! Lamp1+!compartments! and! that! daughter! cells! are! delivered! in! Lamp1$! BCVs.! Indeed,! the! fact!that!Lamp1$!BCVs!enclose!mostly!branched!bacteria!suggests!that!growth!is!an!essential!condition!for!bacteria!to!traffic!out!of!the!late!endocytic!pathway.!However,!cell!division!is! certainly! not! required! to! proceed! through! the! intracellular! trafficking.! Remains! the!question! of! whether! the! branched! bacteria! reach! the! secretory! pathway! and! what!happens! to! these!bacteria!between! the!moment! they!exclude! the!Lamp1!marker! from!their!BCVs!and!the!dramatic!decrease!in!the!CFU!numbers!at!24!and!48!h!PI.!Labelling!BCVs!for!ER!markers!such!as!calnexin!would!answer!the!first!part!of!this!question.!Could!the!BCVs!be!redirected!to!phagolysosomes!later!during!infection?!This!is!most!probably!the!case!for!bacteria!with!a!normal!morphology!that!co$localize!with!the!Lamp1!marker!at! 15!h! PI! (Manuscript$Figure! 6$B).! In! the! case! of! branched! bacteria,! the! prolonged!
!
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absence!of!division!or!the!alteration!of!outer!membrane!properties!could!be!deleterious!for!the!bacteria!that!might!be!subsequently!redirected!to!phagolysosomes.!!In!C.#crescentus,!CtrA!degradation!in!flagellated!cells!is!essential!for!the!initiation!of!the!S!phase!and! for! the!differentiation! into!stalked!cells! (Domian!et!al.,!1997).! In!S.#meliloti,!CtrA! proteolysis! also! occurs! at! the! G1$S! transition! in! culture! and! it! is! crucial! for! the!differentiation! into! bacteroids! inside! plant! host! cells! (Pini! et! al.,! 2013).! In!B.#abortus,#direct!evidence!of!CtrA!amount!oscillation!during!the!cell!cycle!is!still!missing!due!to!the!absence! of! a! synchronization! protocol.! In! order! to! follow!CtrA! amount! in! culture! and!during! infection,! a! GFP$CtrA! fusion! could! be! helpful.! Such! a! fusion! was! constructed!during!this!thesis!but!no!fluorescence!was!observed,!suggesting!instability!or!misfolding!of! the! fusion! protein.! What! can! be! concluded! from! the! HeLa! cell! infections! with! the!depletion!strain!is!that,!unlike!in!S.#meliloti!infection,!CtrA!is!required!for!late!phases!of!the!infection.!It!is!indeed!required!for!bacterial!division!and!survival.!This!difference!in!CtrA!amount!between!the!plant!symbiont!and!the!animal!pathogen!comes!together!with!a! difference! in! the! outcome! of! each! of! these! infections.! In! the! case! of! S.# meliloti,!differentiation!into!nitrogen$fixing!bacteroids!is!irreversible!and!can!be!considered!as!a!“dead$end”! for! the! bacteria.! The! accumulation! of! supernumerary! copies! of! genomic!DNA,! the! increased! membrane! permeability! and! the! inability! to! resume! growth! and!division!make!bacteroids!non$viable!outside! the!host!plant! (Mergaert!et!al.,!2006).!On!the! contrary,! intracellular! B.# abortus! grow! and! divide! actively.! They! are! also! able! to!leave! their! replicative! niche! and! to! invade! neighbouring!mammalian! cells.! Thus,! CtrA!presence!is!crucial!for!B.#abortus!to!accomplish!its!life!cycle!while!its!absence!is!essential!for! S.# meliloti! to! establish! a! successful,! irreversible! symbiosis! with! host! plants.! This!comparison!allows!us!to!appreciate!how!related!organisms!adapted!the!use!of!a!single!phosphorylation!cascade!and!a!single!transcription!factor!to!different!lifestyles.!Not!all!plant$Rhizobium!interactions!lead!to!a!cell!cycle!blockade!in!bacteria!(Mergaert!et!al.,! 2006).! In! some! symbiotic! interactions,! bacteria! maintain! a! normal! morphology,!continue!dividing!and!are!viable!if!extracted!from!the!nodules.!It!would!be!interesting!to!quantify!CtrA!amount!during!symbiosis!in!these!Rhizobiales.!!
C*(Other(targets,(other(functions(–(Is(CtrA(a(multifaceted(transcription(factor?(Whether!CtrA!is!important!for!the!initial!non$proliferative!phase!of!the!infection!is!still!not! clear.! At! 3!h! PI,! a! similar! number! of! CFUs! was! collected! from! HeLa! cells!independently! of! the! presence! of! IPTG! in! the!medium! (Manuscript$Figure! 3$C).! Given!that! the! kinetics! of! CtrA! proteolysis! during! infection! is! unknown,! it! is! difficult! to! say!whether! a! two!hour$depletion! is! enough! to! clear!CtrA! from!bacteria! (the! first!hour!of!infection! corresponds! to! the! internalization! of! bacteria! in! presence! of! IPTG).! The!importance!of!CtrA!for!bacterial!division!was!clearly!shown!in!culture!and!during!later!hours!of! the! infection.!This! role! is!most!probably!not! important! for! the!early!hours!of!infection.!However,!ChIP$seq!data!suggest!that!CtrA!might!regulate!other!processes!via!different!target!genes.!For!instance,!CtrA!bound!intergenic!regions!upstream!of!sodC!and!
mutM# (Manuscript$Table! S4).! The! sodC# gene! codes! for! a! superoxide! dismutase.! This!enzyme!converts!highly! reactive!O2$! superoxide! ions! into!O2!or!H2O2.! SodC!protects!B.#
abortus! 2308! from! respiratory! burst! in! macrophages! and! is! important! to! maintain! a!chronic!infection!in!mice!(Gee!et!al.,!2005).!In!E.#coli,#MutM!is!involved!in!repairing!DNA!damages! caused! by! oxidative! stress! (Michaels! and! Miller,! 1992).! The! B.# abortus#BER!(Base!excision!repair)!system!to!which!belongs!MutM!is!currently!under!investigation!in!our! laboratory! (PhD! thesis! of! Katy! Poncin).! Professional! phagocytes! produce! reactive!
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oxygen!species!as!a!means!of!defence!against!invading!pathogens.!A!correct!expression,!potentially!mediated!by!CtrA,!of!mutM!during!the!early!hours!of!the! infection!could!be!crucial!for!bacterial!viability.!It!would!be!interesting!to!deplete!CtrA!for!a!short!time!(3!to!4!h!for!example)!prior!to!infection!and!assess!bacterial!survival!in!epithelial!cells!and!professional! phagocytes! at! early! hours.! Professional! phagocytes! could!be! activated!by!adding! gamma! interferon! (INF$γ)! prior! to! infection.! INF$γ! boosts! the! production! of!nictric!oxide!and!renders!macrophages!more!aggressive!(Gross!et!al.,!1998).!!CtrA! could! also! regulate! the! outer!membrane! (OM)! properties! of!B.#abortus#and! thus!indirectly! its! virulence.!Many! genes! coding! for!OMPs! are! targeted! by! CtrA! and! a! CtrA!depletion!resulted!in!a!dramatic!decrease!in!Omp25!amount!(Manuscript$Figure!9).!As!mentioned! in! the! introduction! (Paragraph! III$C),! Omp25! is! essential! for! B.# abortus#viability!in!a!mouse!and!a!cattle!infection!model!(Edmonds!et!al.,!2001;!Edmonds!et!al.,!2002).! Surprisingly,! a! ∆omp25#mutant! was! shown! to! be! as! virulent! as! the!WT!when!infecting! HeLa! cells! and!macrophages! (Manterola! et! al.,! 2007).! Therefore,! the! role! of!Omp25! in! B.# abortus! virulence! is! not! clear.! BmaC! is! another! potential! target! of! CtrA!which!role!is!linked!to!Brucella!OM.!BmaC!is!a!monomeric!autotransporter!implicated!in!
B.# suis# adhesion! to! HeLa! cells! (Posadas! et! al.,! 2012).! A! Tn$seq! experiment!(transpositional!mutagenesis!followed!by!deep!sequencing)!performed!in!our!laboratory!suggests! BmaC! is! also! important! for! the! late! proliferative! phase! in! RAW! 264.7!macrophages!(Thesis!of! Jean$François!Sternon),!where! it!could!be! involved! in!Brucella#adherence!to!the!internal!face!of!its!vacuole.!Thus,!CtrA!could!regulate!the!interactions!between! B.# abortus! and! its! host! cell! at! the! internalization! step! and! during! the!intracellular!trafficking.!!CtrA! regulon! contains! two! genes! coding! for! polarity! determinants,! PopZ! (pole!organizing!protein)!and!PodJ!(polar!organelle!development)#(Manuscript$Table!S4).!In!C.#
crescentus,! PopZ! interacts!with! the!ParAB!machinery! and!anchors! the! chromosome! to!the!pole!(Bowman!et!al.,!2008;!Ebersbach!et!al.,!2008).!It!is!localized!to!the!old!pole!in!G1!bacteria.! PopZ! focus! duplicates! during! S! phase! and! goes! to! the! new! pole! where! it!anchors! the! newly! segregated! origin! of! replication! to! the! pole.! C.# crescentus! PodJ!localizes!to!the!new!pole!in!predivisional!cells!and!its!presence!at!this!pole!is!required!for!PleC!localization!to!this!pole!and!therefore!for!correct!polar!morphogenesis!(Hinz!et!al.,! 2003).! In! A.# tumefaciens,! PopZ! and! PodJ! have! an! opposite! localization! pattern!compared! to!C.#crescentus#(Grangeon!et!al.,!2015).!PopZ!displays!a!unique! focus!at! the!new!growing!pole!while!PodJ! remains! at! the! old!pole! during! the!whole! cell! cycle! and!only! localizes! to! the! new! pole! in! the! late! stages! of! the! cell! cycle! prior! to! division.! It!remains!at!this!pole!after!division,!probably!marking!the!transition!of!the!new!pole!into!an!old!pole.! Interestingly,!PopZ!in!B.#abortus!also!shows!a!single! focus!at!the!new!pole!(M.!Deghelt! thesis),! suggesting! a! conservation! of! PopZ! localization! among!Rhizobiales.!The! fact! that!CtrA!binds!upstream!of!popZ,#repAB!and!to!a! lesser!extent!dnaA! suggests!that! CtrA!might! coordinate! the! expression! of! these! genes! and! hence! the! initiation! of!replication!of!chromosomes!I!and!II!and!the!anchoring!of!chromosome!I!to!the!new!pole.!!It! should! be! noted! that! CtrA! regulon! most! probably! differs! from! one! condition! to!another.!It!is!therefore!very!likely!that!the!promoters!bound!by!CtrA!during!infection!are!different!from!the!regions!immunoprecipitated!with!CtrA!in!rich!culture!medium.!As!in!






system(data(CtrA! binding! to! DNA! was! extensively! studied! in! C.# crescentus.# Similarly! to! other!members!of!the!OmpR!subfamily!of!RRs,!CtrA!binds!DNA!as!a!dimer!and!recognizes!two!direct!repeats!which!consensus!sequence!in!the!case!of!CtrA!is!TTAA!(Quon!et!al.,!1998).!These!direct!repeats!are!often!separated!by!seven!nucleotides!(Quon!et!al.,!1998).!CtrA!dimerization,!and!thus!binding!to!DNA,!is!enhanced!by!phosphorylation!(Reisenauer!et!al.,!1999).!When! two!binding!sites!are! located!close! to!each!other,! two!dimers!of!CtrA!recognize!these!sites!and!interact!with!each!other,!enhancing!their!binding!to!DNA!in!a!cooperative! manner! (Siam! and! Marczynski,! 2000).! Many! variations! around! this!“TTAA(N7)TTAAC”! 9$mer! consensus! sequence! are! naturally! present! in! C.# crescentus!genome,! some! implying!base!substitutions! in! the!TTAA!half! sites!and!others! including!variations!of! the!number!of!nucleotides!separating! the! two!half!sites.!These!variations!are! thought! to! allow! more! flexibility! in! the! regulation! of! the! downstream! genes! by!preventing!CtrA!from!binding!too!tightly!to!DNA!(Ouimet!and!Marczynski,!2000).!A!CtrA!dimer!is!also!able!to!bind!the!“TTAACCAT”!8$mer!box,!which!is!an!extension!of!a!single!TTAA!half!site!(Laub!et!al.,!2002).!Around!70%!of!the!DNA!regions!co$precipitated!with!CtrA!in!B.#abortus!had!a!sequence!resembling! the! 9$mer! or! the! 8$mer! box.! It! is! interesting! to! notice! that! a! similar!proportion!(around!62%)!of!C.#crescentus#CtrA!targets!identified!by!microarray!also!had!a!consensus!binding!site!(Laub!et!al.,!2002).!Among!the!remaining!CtrA$bound!regions!in!
B.# abortus,! 57%! had! at! least! one! “TTAA(C)”! half! site.! In! C.# crescentus,! disruption! of! a!TTAA!half!site!in!a!9$mer!box!located!in!the!origin!of!replication#prevents!the!binding!of!a! CtrA! dimer! to!DNA! suggesting! that! a! single! TTAA!half! site! is! not! sufficient! for! CtrA!binding!(Siam!and!Marczynski,!2000).!It!is!thus!possible!that!the!half!sites!identified!in!B.#




adaptation! of! CtrA! target! genes! to! different! lifestyles.! The! free$living! bacterium! C.#
crescentus! living!in!oligotrophic!environments!is!probably!subjected!to!a!wide!range!of!stimuli! and! has! to! integrate! a! complex! set! of! information! into! an! adapted! gene!expression!profile.!!The!GFP$based! reporter! system! showed! a! variation! in! the! activity! of! repAB,#ccrM! and!
ctrA!promoters!but!not!of!pleC!promoter!in!function!of!bacterial!cell! length.!Classifying!bacteria!according!to!their!cell!length!was!the!only!means!for!us!to!monitor!the!activity!of!these!promoters!throughout!B.#abortus#cell!cycle.!We!are!aware!of!the!imperfections!of!this!system!as!bacteria!with!the!same!length!can!be!at!different!moments!of!their!cell!cycle.!The!ctrA#and!ccrM!promoters!harboured!a!similar!activity!profile!with!a!maximal!intensity! for! bacteria! of! small! and! large! size! and! a! minimal! activity! for! bacteria! of!intermediate! size! (Results$Figure! 6).! The! activity! of! repAB! promoter! had! an! opposite!profile!with!a!peak!of!fluorescence!in!bacteria!of!intermediate!cell!size.!On!the!contrary,!
pleC!promoter,!which!harbours!a!consensus!binding!site!but!was!not!bound!by!CtrA!in!the!ChIP$seq,!had!a!more!or!less!stable!activity!for!all!bacterial!sizes!(Results$Figure!6).!These! data! suggest! that! three! promoters! bound! by! CtrA! in# vivo! could! be! cell! cycle!regulated.! Interestingly,! mutating! the! consensus! sequences! in! ccrM! and! repAB!promoters!perturbed!their!activity.! In!the!case!of!pccrM,! the!cell!cycle!regulation!profile!was!maintained!but!the!level!of!fluorescence!was!decreased!when!the!first!binding!box!was!mutated! (Results$Figure!7)!while! disrupting! the!9$mer!box! in! prepAB! resulted! in! a!loss!of!fluorescence!(data!not!shown).!The!possibility!that!these!mutations!disrupted!the!binding!of!other!transcription!factors!should!not!be!ruled!out!especially!that!the!exact!$10!and!$35!boxes!of!prepAB!are!not!known.!!If! the! activity! profiles! of! pctrA,! pccrM! and! prepAB! are! indeed! CtrA$dependent,! this! would!mean!that!at! least!CtrA!phosphorylation!levels!should!also!be!cell!cycle!regulated!in!B.#














The!aim!of!this!project!was!to!decipher!part!of!Brucella#abortus!cell!cycle!regulation.!We!decided! to! tackle! this! question! at! two! levels:! (1)! at! the! top! of! the! conserved!phosphorylation!cascade,!by!investigating!the!activity!of!the!histidine!kinase!PdhS!on!the!response!regulator!DivK;!(2)!at!the!bottom!of!this!cascade,!by!investigating!CtrA!regulon!and!the!effect!of!a!CtrA!depletion!on!B.#abortus#cell!cycle.!To!address!the!first!question,!we!performed! in#vitro#kinase!assays!on!purified!proteins!and! showed! that!PdhS!has!a!dual! activity! towards! DivK:! it! is! both! a! kinase! and! a! phosphatase! for! this! response!regulator.!When! overproducing! PdhS! in# vivo,! CtrA! amount! and! phosphorylation!were!modified!compared!to!a!WT!strain,!confirming!that!the!two$component!system!and!the!phosphorelay! are! “wired”! in! B.# abortus.! PdhS! autophosphorylation! was! partially!inhibited! in! the! presence! of! FumC! fumarase,! suggesting! a! potential! link! between! cell!cycle!progression!and!central!metabolism!at!the!level!of!PdhS!and!FumC!in!B.#abortus.!!CtrA!being!essential,!we!constructed!a!CtrA!depletion!strain!in!B.#abortus!544!strain.!In!absence!of!CtrA,!B.#abortus!cells!keep!on!elongating!but!stop!dividing,!forming!branching!phenotypes! and! “chains”.!When! cells! are! repleted!with! CtrA,! division! is! resumed! and!daughter!cells!are!released!in!the!medium!again,!clearly!showing!that!CtrA!is!essential!for!the!completion!of!division!in!B.#abortus.!However,!this!transcription!factor!seems!to!be!dispensable!for!elongation!as!well!as!for!the!partial!formation!of!septa,!as!shown!by!the!presence!of! visible! constriction! sites! and! the!presence!of!multiple!YFP$FtsI! foci! in!CtrA$depleted! cells.! CtrA! is! essential! for!B.# abortus! long$term! survival! in! rich! culture!medium! and! in! HeLa! cells.! When! CtrA! is! depleted! during! B.# abortus! intracellular!trafficking,! part! of! the! bacteria! resume! growth! and! form! branches! while! another!subgroup!is!arrested!for!its!growth.!A!strong!correlation!was!found!between!branching!of! bacteria! and! co$localization!with! the!Lamp1! lysosomal!marker.! Indeed,!most! of! the!bacteria! that! were! able! to! leave! Lamp1+! compartments! formed! branches,! suggesting!that!elongation!is!a!necessary!pre$requisite!to!go!beyond!the!late!endocytic!pathway.!We!performed!a!ChIP$seq!assay!to!map!CtrA!binding!sites!on!B.#abortus!chromosomes.!Analysis!of! the!data!suggest!CtrA!regulon! is!enriched!in!cell!cycle$related!genes!and! in!genes! involved! in!envelope!biogenesis!and!homeostasis,!a! feature!that!distinguishes!B.#
abortus! CtrA! from!C.# crescentus! CtrA,! and! to! a! lesser! extent! from! S.#meliloti! CtrA.! RT$qPCR! data! on! the! CtrA! depletion! strain! show! that! CtrA!might! exert! several! feedback!loops! on! the! upstream! phosphorylation! cascade! (particularly! on! divK! and! cpdR).!Expression! of! genes! involved! in! envelope! synthesis! remained! unperturbed! in! the!absence! of! CtrA,! while! some! genes! coding! for! OMP! were! downregulated.! Using! OMP!MAb! in! Western! blots,! we! showed! a! huge! decrease! in! Omp25! amount! in! the! CtrA!depletion! strain.! However,! we! were! not! able! to! confirm! this! observation! by!immunofluorescence,! probably! because! of! a! crosstalk! of! the! antibodies! with! Omp25!homologs.!!This!work!opens!up!many!questions.!Does!SciP!modulate!CtrA!transcriptional!activity!in!
B.#abortus?!Does!CtrA!coordinate!the!initiation!of!replication!of!the!two!chromosomes?!Binding!of!CtrA,!albeit!it!weak,!upstream!of!dnaA#and!repAB#suggests!that!CtrA!might!be!involved!in!regulating!the!initiation!of!chromosome!I!replication!before!chromosome!II!(Deghelt! et! al.,! 2014).! Is! GcrA! cell! cycle! regulated! and! does! methylation! by! CcrM!modulate!GcrA!binding!to!DNA!and!hence!gene!expression?!Overexpressing!ccrM#results!in!aberrant!morphologies!and!DNA!content!in!B.#abortus#(Robertson!et!al.,!2000)!and!in#
vitro#assays!show!that!the!methylation!state!of!DNA!influences!B.#abortus#GcrA!binding!(Fioravanti!et!al.,!2013).!A!ChIP$seq!assay!was!performed!on!B.#abortus#GcrA!in!parallel!with!CtrA.!First! analyses! show!an!enrichment!of!GAnTC! sites! in! the! regions!bound!by!
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GcrA!(K.!Poncin).!A!deeper!analysis!of! the!data!will!provide!us!with! information!about!GcrA!role!in!B.#abortus.#The!CtrA!depletion!strain!highlighted!a!link!between!the!onset!of!growth! and! the! intracellular! trafficking! that! was! already! suggested! by! the! work! of!Deghelt$Mullier!et!al.#(Deghelt!et!al.,!2014).!Why!is!resumption!of!growth!important!for!































Cloning#in#expression#vectors!DNA!sequences!coding!for!the!proteins!of! interest!were!amplified!from!B.#abortus!544!purified!genomic!DNA!using!Phusion!High!Fidelity!DNA!Polymerase!(New!England!Biolabs).!To!the!5’!end!of!forward!and!reverse!primers!were!added!attB1!and!attB2!sequences!respectively!allowing!the!cloning! of! the! amplicon! in! a! pDONR! entry! vector! by! holmologous! recombination,! using! BP!clonase!(Invitrogen).!Around!4!µl!of!purified!PCR!product!was!incubated!over$night!at!25°C!with!150!ng!of!pDONR!vector,!1!µl!of!BP!clonase!and!2!µl!of!5x!BP!buffer!and!the!volume!was!brought!to!10!µl!with!water.!The!BP!reaction!mix!was!transformed!in!E.#coli#DH10B!strain!and!bacteria!were!plated!on!a!selection!medium!containing!kanamycin.!Around!three!clones!were!screened!for!the!presence!of!the! insert!by!diagnostic!restriction!and!one!positive!vector!was!sequenced.!150!ng!of!the!entry!vector!containing!the!insert!was!incubated!over$night!at!25°C!with!150!ng!of!expression!vector,!2!µl!of!LR!clonase!(Invitrogen)!and!2!µl!of!5x!LR!buffer!and!the!volume!was!brought! to! 10! µl! with! water.! Expression! vectors! used! in! our! experiments! are! pML310! and!pML333! containing! TRX$His6! and! MBP$His6! tags! respectively.! The! LR! reaction! mix! was!transformed!in!E.#coli#DH10B!strain!and!bacteria!were!plated!on!a!selection!medium!containing!ampicillin.! Plasmids! from! one! or! two! clones!were! purified! and! directly! transformed! in!E.# coli!BL21!DE3!strain!for!overexpression.!!
Overproduction#of#the#fusion#proteins#For!an!overproduction! in!a!1!L!volume,! a!40!ml!pre$culture!was!prepared! the!day!before!and!incubated!at!37°C.!In!the!morning,!the!over$night!culture!was!diluted!at!an!OD!of!0.1!in!a!total!volume!of!1!L!of!LB!supplemented!with!ampicillin!and!incubated!at!37°C!until!OD!reaches!0.6$0.8.!Overexpression!was! induced!by! adding!300!µM!of! IPTG!and! the! culture!was! incubated! at!32°C!for!3!to!3.5!hours.!Bacteria!were!harvested!by!a!centrifugation!at!5000!rpm!for!20!minutes!at!4°C!and!stored!at!$20°C.!A!sample!of!the!induced!and!non$induced!fractions!are!kept!to!load!on!gel.!!
Bacterial#lysis!A!bacterial!pellet!corresponding!to!1!L!of!culture!was!thawed!on!ice!and!resuspended!in!50!ml!of!lysis!buffer!by!agitating!with!a!stir!bar!at!4°C!for!about!30!minutes.!Bacteria!were!then!lysed!by!applying!8!rounds!of!sonication!of!30!seconds!each!with!an!input!4!using!the!Branson!Sonifier!150.!The!lysate!was!centrifuged!at!9500!rpm!for!45!min!at!4°C!to!separate!the!soluble!fraction!from!the!cellular!debris.!The!supernatant!was!collected!and!passed!through!a!0.22!µm!filter.!A!sample!of!each!of!the!soluble!and!insoluble!fractions!are!kept!to!load!on!gel.!The!lysis!buffer!consisted!of!20!mM!Tris$HCl!pH8!500!mM!NaCl,!10%!glycerol,!20!mM!imidazole!(10!mM!in!the!case!of!TRX$His6$PdhS),!0.1%!Triton!X$100,!1!mM!DTT,!1!mg/ml!lysozyme,!4!nM!DNase!I,!one!pill!of!complete!protease!inhibitor.!Note!that!the!first!time!a!fusion!protein!was!produced,!its!overproduction!and!its!solubility!were!tested!on!a!50!ml!culture!before!scaling!up!to!1!L.!!
Protein#purification#on#an#affinity#column#and#by#gel#filtration!The! filtered! supernatant! was! loaded! on! a! Ni2+$nitrilotriacetate! affinity! resin! (Ni$NTA! from!Qiagen)!previously!washed!with!10!column!volumes!(CV)!of!water!then!equilibrated!with!10!CV!of! lysis! buffer! lacking! DTT,! DNase! I! and! lysozyme.! The! flow! through! was! collected! and! the!column! was! washed! with! 10! CV! of! washing! buffer.! To! elute! the! protein,! a! gradient! was!performed! between! the! washing! buffer! and! the! elution! buffer! and! fractions! of! 1! ml! were!collected!in!tubes.!The!column!was!then!washed!with!10!CV!of!water!then!10!CV!of!ethanol!20%!and!stored!at!4°C.!The! washing! buffer! consisted! of! 20! mM! HEPES! pH8,! 500! mM! NaCl,! 10%! glycerol,! 20! mM!imidazole! (10!mM! in! the! case!of!PdhS),!0.1%!Triton!X$100!and!1!mM!DTT.!The!elution!buffer!consisted!of!20!mM!HEPES!pH8,!500!mM!NaCl,!10%!glycerol!and!250!mM!imidazole.!!
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The!flow!through!and!the!eluted!fractions!were!loaded!on!gel.!Fractions!containing!the!protein!were!pooled,!passed!through!a!0.22!µm!filter!and!loaded!onto!a!HiLoad!Superdex!75!or!200!prep!grade! column! (GE! healthcare)! previously! equilibrated! with! storage! buffer.! Proteins! with! a!molecular!weight! less! than! 70! KDa!were! loaded! on! a! S75! column;! those! having! a! bigger! size!were!loaded!on!a!S200!column.!The!storage!buffer!consisted!of!10!mM!HEPES!pH8,!50!mM!KCl,!10%!glycerol,!0.1!mM!EDTA,!1!mM!DTT.!!
2.(Phostag(assays(
Preparation#of#a#Phostag#gel#Running!gel!consisted!of!10!or!12%!acrylamide,!0.26!M!Tris!HCl!pH8.8,!0.1%!SDS,!50!µM!Phostag!and!100!µM!MnCl2!for!in#vitro#assays,!25!µM!Phostag!50!µM!MnCl2!for!in#vivo!assays,!0.1%!APS!and!4!µl!TEMED.!Stacking!gel!was!made!of!5%!acrylamide,!0.126!M!Tris$HCl!pH!6.8,!0.1%!SDS,!0.1%!APS! and!6!µl!TEMED.!Each! gel!was! kept! to!polymerize! for! one!hour.!Before! loading! the!samples!on!gel,!the!wells!are!rinsed!by!flushing.!
#
In#vitro#Phostag#assays#Autophosphorylation!assays!were!performed!on!15!µM!of!kinase!protein!diluted!in!the!storage!buffer!supplemented!with!5!mM!MgCl2!and!10!mM!ATP.!A!30!minutes!incubation!was!performed!at!room!temperature!(RT).!3!µl!of! this!mix!were!added!to!3!µl!of!storage!buffer!and!3!µl!of!3x!loading!buffer!and!kept!on!ice.!Another!3!µl!of!phosphorylated!kinase!were!added!to!3!µl!of!a!mix!containing!the!response!regulator!diluted!in!storage!buffer!at!a!final!concentration!of!15!µM!and!phosphotransfer!was!performed!at!RT!for!5!minutes.!3!µl!of!3x!loading!buffer!were!added!and!the!mix!was!kept!on!ice.!!
In#vivo!Phostag#assays#An!over$night!culture!of!B.#abortus!was!diluted!in!the!morning!at!an!OD!of!0.2!and!incubated!for!five! hours! at! 37°C.! The! OD! was! taken,! 1! ml! of! culture! was! spun! down! at! 7000! rpm! for! 2.5!minutes!and!the!pellet!was!resuspended!in!the!appropriate!volume!of!lysis!buffer!to!concentrate!bacteria!to!an!OD!of!10.!Bacteria!were!lysed!for!5!minutes!at!RT,!loading!buffer!was!added!and!samples!were!kept!on!ice!to!be!immediately!loaded!on!gel.!The!lysis!buffer!consisted!of!10!mM!Tris$HCl!pH7.5!and!2%!SDS.!!For!in#vitro!and!in#vivo#assays,!migration!was!performed!at!4°C!in!cold!running!buffer!at!100V!for!three!hours.!For! in#vitro#assays,! the!gel!was!coloured!with!Coomassie!blue!staining.!For! in#vivo!assays,!the!gel!was!rinsed!in!water,!washed!for!5!minutes!in!transfer!buffer!supplemented!with!1!mM!EDTA!to!remove!the!Mn2+!ions!that!can!interfere!with!the!transfer.!The!gel!was!then!washed!for!5!minutes!in!transfer!buffer!without!EDTA!to!remove!the!EDTA$Mn2+!complexes!and!proteins!were! transferred! to! a! nitrocellulose! membrane! by! using! the! transfer! system! in! Regis! Hallez!group.!!




4.(Polymyxin(B(sensitivity(assay(Bacteria!in!exponential!phase!culture!were!diluted!5.10$5!or!10$6!times!(depending!on!the!strain)!in!saline!buffer!(autoclaved!0.9%!NaCl),!an!OD!suitable!for!CFU!counting!after!bacterial!plating.!A!stock!solution!of!polymyxin!B!is!prepared!in!water!at!150,000!U/ml!and!filter!sterilized.!Serial!dilutions! (2x)! are! then! prepared! in! sterile! cidal! buffer! (0.133M!NaCl,! 0.1M!NaH2PO4! pH! 5.5).!Dilutions!up!to!2048x!can!be!tested.!50!µl!of!the!diluted!bacterial!suspension!are!dispatched!in!96$well!plates!and!150!µl!of!polymyxin!B!are!added!to!the!bacteria.!A!triplicate!is!made!for!each!bacterial!strain!–!polymyxin!B!concentration!pair.!In!practice,!three!subsequent!lines!of!the!96$well! plate! correspond! to! one! strain! and! each! column! of! the! plate! corresponds! to! a! different!concentration!of!the!cationic!peptide.!Bacteria!are!first!mixed!with!the!smallest!concentration!of!polymyxin!B.!The!plate!is!incubated!at!37°C!for!one!hour!then!bacteria!are!plated.!To!calculate!the!final!concentration!of!polymyxin!B!to!which!a!certain!strain! is!resistant,! it!should!be!taken!into! account! that! one! third! of! the! total! volume! in! each! well! (50! µl)! consists! of! bacterial!suspension.!!
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